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NEGROES EAT IN GREYHOUND, TRAILWAYS BUS RESTAURANTS

Teacher Career Month

Bars Removed

Teachers Happy
Over 'Month'

Once Scene Of
Many Arrests

Gives Them Chance
To Honor Their Own

Incident Counted As
Major Breakthrough

Some 40 Memphis public school teachers will be hon- THEY WERE SERVED —
Greyhound. The move is
Memphis
of the
Joss* H. Turner (inset left) /dent
counted as a major breakored by their fellow teachers, PTA's and various other or- Segregated eating e a in • and Dr. Vasco A. Smith, jr. branch NAACP. led t w o
Wed..nesday, April 10, two separate groups of Memthrough in the NAACP's
.ganizations and community people when "Teacher Ca- tumbling to the ground last (inset right) took seats in the
1111
others and at* in Trailways
phis Negroes entered the restaurants of the Trailways bus
segof
Memphis
rid
to
fight
reer Month" is climaxed with a program at 8 p.m. Thurs- Wednesday w h • n two
Greyhound and Continental Continental while Dr. Smith
facilities. terminal and the Greyhound bus station for the purpose
eating
regated
lunched with two others at
bus terminals. Turner, prosday, April 27, at Hamilton high school's auditorium. The groups of Negroes led by
of having lunch. The groups entered the dining rooms of
(Read story at right)
affair is being sponsored by
the restaurants and sat at a vacant table.
the Bluff City Educational AsMISS NAOMI E. CRESContrary to the previous
sociation.
WELL, an English teacher at
policy of the restaurants, of attempted sit-ins.
Forty teachers, selected by Hyde Park school, started her
closing when ever Negroes apThis accomplishment is withthe faculty members of their teaching career in the summer
peared or requested service, out a doubt a big step in
particular schools, will be pre- of 1923 at Woodstock Training
the groups were politely asked breaking down segregation
sented certificates of merit for School. She was transferred to
for their orders and served barriers in the city of Membeing named "the most out- Hyde Park in 1928.
without incident.
phis and can be directly at.
standing teachers" of the
the Memphis
MRS. BERNICE EVELYN
The group which entered the tributed to
-agency
Universal Life Insurance
school. The certificate: will LONG, a teacher at Hamilton
Greyhound Restaurant c o n- Branch of the NAACP's proCompany's Ninth Annual "Sa- director; Peggy Waller, Matbear the signatures of princi- elementary school began teachThirty-six certificates of merit sisted of Dr. Vasco Smith, jr., gressive Freedom Movement.
lute to High School Scholar- tie Graham and Hazel Swana- and trophies
pals, Superintendent of City ing at the Old Crane Creek
This movement, under t h e
were presented to
and Dr.
ship Day," on April 14, hon- gan, secretaries to the vice volunteer workers who partici- Mrs. Eloise Flowers
Schools, E. C. Stimbert, and School 35 years ago. She was
Cooper Taylor. The Trailways leadership of Rev. H. C. Nathe president of the Bluff City transferred to Manassas and The Memphis Fine Arts ored students from Hamilton presidents-assistant secretaries pated in the recent annual Mem- group was composed of J. H brit, pastor of First Baptist
(in the order named above); bership drive of the Abe Scharff
Educational Association, Mrs. then to Hamilton when it was Club has made plans to pre- high school.
Turner, Mrs. Jevita Edwards Church Lauderdale, is spearWilla McWilliams Walker, a known as the Greenwood sent the "Enchanted Hour" Fifty students, including Lena Robinson, the actuary's Branch YMCA. The awards
Kilpatrick and Mrs. Marjorie heading the downtown b o
and
teacher at Melrose elementary school. She received her edu- with home talent in piano
members of the National Hon- secretary; Cars] Janes, secre- were presented during a procots and is responsible for
at 5 p.m., Sunday, or Society, participated in day tary to the associate agency di- gram and a buffet held at the McFerrin,
voice
school.
marlping strategy to eliminate
cation at Tennessee State A
Station
Bus
Greyhound
The
Leon
Hall
This will mark the first & I university, Lane and Le- April 30, in Bruce
long activities during which rector and Joan Hargraves, branch YMCA recently.
all forms of racial discriminaarseveral
of
source
the
was
ancampus,
time that "Teaching Career Moyne colleges. She resides at Moyne college
Universal's top officers were secretary to the chief account- Receiving a trophy were: rests in 1960, when students tion in Memphis.
nounced the general chairman replaced for the day with ant-controller.
Month" (April) has been cele- 81 S. Parkway Enst.
J. H. Roland, Frank Lewis, JesWatM.
N.
Mrs.
brated in Memphis. However, M R S. OMEGA HAYES of the affair,
Richard Johnson was named se D. Spring. William W. Cox,
Hamilton Honor students.
11111 the observance was started SHELTO, a teacher at Geor- son.
In keeping with the c o m- medical director, replacing Dr. C. C. Sawyer, Elder Blair 'F.
four years ago on a national gia ave. school, has taught 35 She explained "it is the poli- pany's policy to honor annual- G. W. S. Ish with Phyllis Ross Hunt, J. T. Chandler, Melvin
the
to
bring
to
club
of the
scale.
ly top ranking students from as his secretary.
Robinson, A. C. Williams, Dr.
years. A graduate of LeMoyne cy
public alternately both home city and county high schools, Other activities of the day E. Frank White, and W. C.
A father of two children jumped into the room just as
GENERAL CHAIRMAN
college, she is a member of
Landes held a jagged piece of
The
talent,
out-of-town
Mrs. Inez M. Morris, an ele- Second Congregational church. and
alternately, these
students included a conducted tour of "Bill" Weathers, chairman of went berserk Monday and
club's last program was under from Hamilton were permit- home office facilities, lunch the drive, for raising more than threatened to kill his young glass to Janet's throat.
mentary teacher at Melrose, She is a talented singer.
Brueckman ov erp owered
out-of-town management."
is general chairman of the ob$100 each.
ted to take over key execu- and a recreation period.
son and daughter for about an
JOHN WESTLEY, a biology
children were
At 3 p.m the students took A Special trophy was pre- hour before police could over- Landes, and the
servance. She said "the teach- teacher at Lester high school, Mrs. Watson stated further tive positions and important
unharmed. Landes was taken
presentation departmental work at t h e over the company's monthly sented to E. P. Nabors. Special power him.
Spring's
ers were selected because of is a graduate of Tennessee "this
to a psychiatric ward.
some outstanding contribution State A & I university where promises to be one of the best company's home office, 480 forum hour, rendering a very certificates were presented to
Ronald Landes, 36, a machithe WD1A Teen Town Singers,
they have made to the teach- he received both his bachelors in-town programs."
Linden ave. In addition to enjoyable program.
nist, pushed his wife, Frances, PRESS FETED
Students, in addition to WD1A Goodwill Radio Station
ing profession. We are spot- of science and masters of Scheduled to appear on the the top ranking students beaside and barricaded himself
The Press (of all things) was
lighting them to encourage science degrees. He and his program is Mrs. Mertis J. Ew- ing situated in executive, sec- those named, participating in Mrs. Ann Lawrence Weathers,
in their children's bedroom, feted last Wednesday mornand Miss Roberta Harrison.
them to use their various tal- wife live on William Arnold ell, a soprano.
retarial and supervisory posi- the Salute, were:
the
locked
police said. Landes
ing at the YWCA with memMrs. Ewell started her mu- tions, other students were inteClara Martin, Carol Clay- Certificates were presented
ents." She went on to say "we rd.
a dresser bers of the Tri-State Defensical training at a very early grated into the general busi- born, Dorothy Rogers, Doro- to Frank Scott, H. L. Jackson, door and jammed
are hoping to make this an
and
wife,
his
PERCY C. MORRISE. a age under direction of the
against it to keep
der and Memphis World atthy Peete, Billie Baker, Char- 'Iowa Bridges, Daniel Durr,
annual affair."
science teacher at Lincoln late Madame Florence Mc- ness and clerical operations.
later, police, out of the room. tending. Mrs. Addie Owens,
lotte Jones, Essie Boyd, Vic- Sam Helm, A. B. Payne, A. B.
Mrs. Morris is the wife of
high
—
Hamilton
school
a
his
throw
school, who graduated from Cleave. After graduating from
He threatened to
YWCA director, said it was
Alexander, Claudette Owen, Jr., Dr. Cooper E. TayR H. Morris, principal of Lesfamiliar name in Memphis, toria
school with honors, also at- Booker T. Washington high
son, Mark, 8, and his daugh- just the Y's way of thanking
ter high school. They are partook its place with Melrose, Green, Robert Earl Williams lor, Thaddeus T. Stokes, Noah
second
the
of
Catholic
tended St. Augustine
the members of the fourth
school Mrs. Ewell attended Geeter, Booker T. Washington, Carolyn Elrod, Sarah Wilson Bond, Wade Gilliam, Leroy ter, Janet, 4, out
ents of a son and a daughter,
window, police said.
school and Lincoln, where he Arkansas A M & N college in
estate for the publicity and
Barbara Appling, W. T. Gurney, John floor
Bradley,
Nettye
Bo-Left, jr., and Rosalyn.
Mt. Pisgah, Manassas, W o o
gradteaching.
is now
He was
When they were unable to help given it on their many
Pine Bluff, Ark., on a music stock, Douglass and Barret's Hampton, Lucille Jackson, Di- W. Powell, T. W. McLemore,
A.CO-CHAIRMAN
&
AM
uated from Arkansas
scholarship. While a college Chapel, honor schools from anne Gray, Georgia Hunter Bruce Boyd, E. S. Parks, break into the bedroom, po- community programs.
CECIL D. GOODLOW is coN college and started h 1 a student, she toured the midRose Cooper, Marilyn Alex- George Brown, William Willet, lice called firemen. Policeman
chairman of the event, He is
previous years.
is
lie
1954.
in
career
teaching
west and many southern states
a math teacher at Melrose high
The students' day began at ander, Mary Carlock, Phoebe Clarence W. Holmes, Charles Ernest Brueckman climbed a THANKS
Chicaat
work
graduate
doing
as choir soloist. In 1959, she 9:30 with installation of of- Weaver, Carla Allen, Lela W. Westbrooks, James Bailey, fire department ladder to the
school and is active in civic,
Yes, we had trouble last
go Teachers college and re- was the winner of the WDIA
ficers. They were greeted by Sweet, Ann Burford, Jacque- Alexander Sanders and A. second floor apartment, broke week and we're sorry if your
social and religious organizacently was granted a science Tri-State Fair Talent Search
the bedroom window and news was left out but due to
Miss Elma Etta Tunstall, a line Moon, Beverly Green, Maceo Walker.
tions. He is an active member
fellowship to the University of award which enabled her to
our
beyond
graduate of Hamilton, now Patsy Veasey, Carlean Pearof St. John Baptist church on
circumstances
Denver in Colorado where he make a series of radio and teleemployed at Universal's home son, Joyce Glenn and LorVance ave. and is a member
control, we couldn't avoid it.
plans to attend this summer. vision appearances in New
Defender
office. Miss Tunstall installed rean Boyce.
Tri-State
of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
The
MRS. W. Y. TENNYSON, a York City. One of the highthe top officer for t h e day, *The students were chaperHe and his wife live at 1050
would like to thank all its
teacher at Klondike school lights of her trip was a visit Robert Bolton, who took
advertisers
over oned by Mrs. Lillian CampLatham at.
subscribers and
since 1925, is the daughter of with the late William C. from Dr. A. M. Walker as bell, Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp
NAT B. WILLIAMS was
and just plain readers for their
Mrs. Ora Young and the late Handy for whom she gave a chairman of board-president. and Mrs. Eddie P. Rideout.
voted the most outstanding
patience in understanding the
Rev. William Young. She is a command performance of his Bolton installed the f irst Harry Cash is the principal
deficiency. We're still a little
teacher at Booker T. Washinggraduate of Howe Institute and original compositions.
vice president-secretary, David of the school.
By MARKHUM STANSBURY Since the record was released woozy but with your indultea high school. A teacher of
LeMoyne college and taught at She also won a scholarship Carnes, who replaced B. G.
it was rated with the top 10 gence the Defender will be
social studies, he is the first
Howe from 1922 to 1925.
One of the most promising, tunes in sales in the nation for
Asso- Olive, jr. In like manner,
National
the
from
back on its winning way imNegro disc jockey in the midthe
in
talents
up-and-coming
MRS. A. M. NAYLOR,
more than two months. After mediately.
ciation of Negro Musicians in other executive positions were
south. He is a columnist for
popular music field is Memphis six months of play, it is still
teacher at Shannon school, has Detroit, Mich. Aside from sink- filled by Hamilton honor stuthe Tri State Defender, official
lassie Carla Thomas. Carla, a among the nation's top 20
taught more than 30 years. A ing, Mrs. Ewell is active in the dents. They were: Samuel
of the Cotton Makers' Jubilee,
1980 graduate of Hamilton high tunes. The record has been regraduate of Mississippi Indus- Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Love, replacing second vice
a Sunday School teacher at
school started climbing the lad- leased in several foreign countrial college, she received her Memphis Fine Arts club, Mem- president-agency director H.
Words of the Wise
St John Baptist church, where
der to success when a local re- tries including Korea and
masters of education from At- phis Musicians club and Ar- A. Gilliam; Osbie Howard,
When man at the end of
he also sings in the choir. He
cording company. Satellite England. It is on the charts in the road casts up his aclanta University in Atlanta, kansas State Alumni associa- taking over T. J. Willis' posiis married to the former Miss
Records, recorded and released all of them.
counts., he finds that, at best,
Ga. She has also done further tion.. She is a city public school tion as vice president-assistLucille Butler, and they are
her own composition of "Gee
study at the University of teacher at Riverview school. ant secretary; Mabra HoleyThe 18-year-old lassie who is he has used only half Ms life,
the parents of three daughters.
Whiz" in early fall 1960.
California in Los Angeles.
enrolled as a freshman at Ten- for good or bad purposes.
Among other artists appear- field displacing vice presidentMRS. ELENORA D. FANT,
At present, when there are nessee A & 1 State university The other half was lost inMRS. CELIA COLEMAN, a
who is the principal-teacher at teacher at Dunn Avenue ing on the program is: Miss assistant secretary, L. H.
so many different recording in Nashville, is currently in de- advertenlly, Ilk• money
President's Island school said church, had served as a prin- Lolah McEwen, the daughter Boyce; Richard Mathes actcompanies, even when one does mand by promoters all over the dropped through a hole In
of Bishop and Mrs. A. B. Mc- ing as vice president-assistant
been teaching quite a
have a hit record it is extreme- country. She likes singing and the pocket
cipal for 27 years in the Shel- Ewen. A product of Memphis secretary in J. A. Olive's of—(Alfred Rotor)
while. The more I teach the
ly hard to get disk-jockeys to was also thrilled by the manned
by County system at Bartlett. schools, while in Hamilton ficial position; James Caldbetter I like the profession."
play the recording because it fans accepted her first recording.
Lucy, Capelville, Brooks Ave- high school, she was presented well ousting R. L. Wynn as
MRS. RUBYE SPIGHT, a
is seldom that one will listen to
nue, Bridgewater, Frazier and
"••-•••••••••••••••••4..
teacher at Florida elementary Cane Creek. She went to Dunn in a piano recital at Lane Col- actuary; Melvin Hill, taking
4
talent on an unheard-of label.
Associate
from
the
Agency
over
lege in Jackson, Tenn., by
school, has proven her intense
When a disk-jockey "pulls" (a
school in 1950 when it was Delta Sigma Theta sorority. A Director G. T. Howell a n d
interest in the fields of educaterm used in radio stations that
first established.
craduate of Fisk university, she Michael Braswell routing H.
tion, Civic and church work
means selecting records to be
MISS MARILYN E W A This
from
as
job
Chandler
high
junior
B.
She is -a member of the Youth KINS, a teacher at Keel Ave- is presently a
played) his show he will autoaccountant-controller.
Melat
chief
instructor
school music
Guidance Commission, Bluff
matically audition recordings
nue School for the physically
WDIA's A. C. Williams, for
City and Shelby County Coun- handicapped children, is a rose. She is a member of the
by artists on established labels.
y
ninth
r,
consecutive
a
e
the
cil of Civic clubs and Beta graduate of LeMoyne college. Delta sorority.
This leaves little chance of get- eet4••••••••••••••••••••••••*****
During her college career taped installation proceedings
Epsilon Omega chapter of Al- Her masters of science degree
ting a new record by a new arSorry, there were no winners or Abraham Lincoln?
airing,
later
thus
inthe
queen.
for
a
THOMAS,
as
M
m•
she
CARLA
selected
was
pha Kappa Alpha sorority.
tist played.
was obtained from Tennessee
jackpot this him up to doing what he did?
stallation
remarks
heard
were
Fisk's
of
president
was
She
Mrs. Spight and her husband State A & I university in
phis' young singing sensation, Officials of the Memphis re- last week so the
100-voice choir. During her throughout the Mid-South by returns to Memphis j lit aft- cording firm knew Carla's week rises to $15. Look over
are the parents of two daugh- "special education."
Soon or late, the time's comand then fill
senior year she was one of six WD1A's listening audience.
ters.
record was what the public these questions
ing when any would-be Negro
MRS. OPAL JACKSON,
a starring stint on a New
and
er
2
page
on
coupon
the
out
officer
was
Each
appointed
presentbe
to
chosen
students
MILLER,
waste
MRS. HELEN R.
wanted so they didn't
leader is going to have to anteacher at Wisconsin school, is
a teacher at Chicago Park a graduate of Lane college in ed in the annual senior reci- a secretary who assisted in York television show. She is any time sending copies of the send it in.
"Urbanite?" swer the simple, but decisive
the
is
What
of
I.
Mrs.
daughter
and
the
Mr.
executive
the
of
routine
done
the
graduate
tals.
has
She
to
hit
record
major
prospective
10
for
taught
school, has
question, "Am I willing to di
Jackson, Tenn. She serves as
2. What was the "King Cotyears. A graduate of Central a leader of Brownie Troop No. work in music at Fisk uni- day. They were: Alfreda Woo- Rufus Thomas. Rufus is a companies. Atlantic Records of
for what I'm preaching?"
principle?
well-known
disc
ton"
on
jockey
secretary
the
to
board
ten,
mathe
liked
City
versity.
York
New
Ohio,
in
is
she
college
State
287 at Wisconsin school. She is
If the answer i "No"
3. How many states partician active member of New Ty- the chairman of her school's The public is invited to at- chairman-president; Paulette radio station WDIA. Carla is a terial. The master tape was
S. What ordinance did C
in the Civil War?
pated
at
A
student
I
Tennessee
&
presivice
Brinkley,
first
the
them
to
immediately
leased
tend
Mrs.
the
said
concert,
her
and
She
church.
ler AME
PTA budget and finance cornwas elected presi- Institute the night before
Which
in
university
State
4.
Nashville,
La
record,
secretary;
and
"Gee
dent-secretary's
the
Whiz"
was
Floyd
club
Newman,
reporter.
Miller,
the
are
Louis
husband,
dent first, Jefferson Davis death?
Verne Lee, secretary to t h • Tenn.
distributed nationally.
(Sea TEACHERS Paile 2) Admission is free:
parents of two children.
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and honor graduate of Tennessee State A & I university,
graduated from Melrose high,
school with highest honors.'
She has taught mathematics
Continued From Page 1
for four years. She worked as
The Memphis Alumnae Chap- House;
a cartographic engineer's aide
ter of Delta Sigma Theta sorori- BREAKFAST FOR MILADY
mittee, Bulletin Board Com- for TUA
for a year. She taught
le is m the midst of making (Sorors Elsie Thomas a n d
mittee, co-chairman of the Re- at
Andrew Howard, president scholarship grant to any acplans for the 10th celebration of Eurline Couch);
Howard high school in
freshment Committee for the
Chattanooga two years.
"Breakfast for Milady" to be FINANCE AND TICKETS of Eastern Arkansas Co-Op credited college in Arkansas
ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
annual tea at her school held
'Berry and Regina Thigpen. held
have an opportunity to
MISS PHYLLIS L.
Saturday, May 13, at Cur- (Sorors
Kathryn
Thornton, Ginners Council announces the and
The junior high department' The plunging back of Marga- re's Club
several weeks ago.
BROOKS, teacher at Walker
Tropicana.
Anne Willis, and Mary Collier); 2nd Annual Miss Co-Op of travel throughout the State
at Melrose presented a very ret Sherrod caused quite a sen- Soror Addie D. Jones,
MRS. V. M. HARVEY, a Avenue
School, is a graduate
GenMOTHER OF THE YEAR Arkansas Contest finals Wed- promoting the "Co-Op Idea..
informative and timely as- sation from the opposite sex. eral Chairman, and
teacher at Kortrecht school, is of Fisk
Other participants on th
her com- (Sorors Rosa Robinson, Chair- nesday, April 26, Lake View
university, has done
S native Memphian who grad- graduate work at Columbia sembly program recently in the The dress was of lovely orange, mittee women are working man, Vernice Nabrit, Juanita high school, Helena, Ark., 7:30 program will be Mrs. Hazel H.
Melrose g y m. The program yellow, and green plaid with a painstakingly to see that this
uated from LeMoyne college university in
Delph, Hughes, Arkansas;.. C.
p.m.
New York City.
Williamson);
and has taught at Kortrecht 10 She is
Four contestants will com- V. White, principal, Lake View
JUNIOR MISS CONTEST
a graduate of Booker commenced with a short devo- deep back, set off by the famed year's breakfast is the best in
years.
T. Washington high school and tional period, followed by John bouffant sleeves. Sporting a entertainment, fashions, a n if (Sorors Lottie Brooks, Lorene pete for the title of "Miss Co- high, Helena; Andrew -HoSanders who gave the purpose lovely off white lace sheath food.
MRS. ALMA E. STARKS, a is a member
Op of Arkansas for 1961." ward, president, Eastern :ArOsborne and Odessa Tate.
of the Ward
of the program. The speaker with fur on the sleeves was The "Breakfast" is a many SOUVENIR PROGRAM (Sor- These contestants will be rep- kansas Ginners Council, Mariteacher at Grant for 15 years Chapel AME
church; Alumnae
for the morning, J. Edwards,
Is a native Memphian who at- chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta
the vivacious Shirley Jeans. faceted affair with emphasis ors Dorothy Evans, Frances resented as Miss Lake View anna; John Gammon, presitended Grant during her first sorority,
spoke on the dangers of alcofocused on
Hooks, Lola McEwen);
Peoples Co-Op, Lee County; dent, Negro Division, Arlaneducational organiBlue suits were the order of
hol and narcotics. He gave a
eight years of education. She zations
1. Delta "Mother of t h •
HOSTESSES (Sorors Ann B. Co-Op, Phillips County; Miss ass Farm Bureau Federattpn;
and YAD's social club.
the night with James Perkins,
shocking example of how a
graduated from LeMoyne col- She is
Year"
Harris, Lillie P. Walker, Ouita Miss Blackfish Co-Op, St. W. C. Potts, principal, Phelix
the daughter of Rev.
Robert Jackson, Charles Har- 2.
father, who indulged in alcolege after attending Manassas and Mrs.
"Junior Miss" of 1961
Brown, Anne Spraggins, Cleo Francis County; Miss Grant high school, Marion; Mri:
Phillip E. Brooks of
ris, Samuel Love and Melvin
E.
3.
Delta
high school. She was a mem- 384
holic beverages in front of his
Scholarship Re- Jones);
Co-Op, Crittenden County.
Edith st.
Jones. The red blazer coat of
B. Whitlow, Guidance COUncipient
offsprings,
saw
his son meet
ber of LeMoyne's National
FASHIONS (Sorors Ruthie
four
young
ladies
These
will
W. P. GUY, a teacher at
his death on skid row under Frank Lowe also was an eye- 4. Fashions for Milady
Honorary Science sorority and Manassas high
Strong, Addie Owen, Geraldine be judged on talent, personal- selor, Lincoln high s c h
school for 22
Forrest City, Arkansas. Masie
catcher. Lace dresses also YOUNG WOMEN
influence of alcohol.
has done work toward a mas- years,
Smith, Gladys Greene);
ity, modeling, and a written
attended high school the
A bevy of talented and beauAlso his daughter met a proved to be a favorite among
PRIZES (Sorors
ters degree.
Harriett essay of 500 words or more will be furnished by Mrs. E.
and college at LeMoyne. He
Brandon, Elain e, Arkansas,
tragic death because of alcohol. Mary Alice Carr, Helen Ben- teous young women is vying for Walker, Leola Gilliam);
MRS. LUCILLE R. A R M- graduated
entitled "Expanding the Servin 1936. He studied
, FIELD, who has taught at MelThis was a true-to-life drama son, Wauleene, Flossie Wel- the coveted title of "Jr. Miss." F 0 0 D PREPARATIONS ices of Grant (respective) Co- and the R. R. Moton high of
art at Chicago Art Institute, He
Marianna and Lake View high
that happened in Texas. lace, Marilyn Isablee. Aloma This title carries not only emi- (Sorors Bernice Abron, Dororose elementary school 23 is known
for his ability in art.
Op." Mrs. W. M. Simmons, Di- school bands.
Through his message, the stu- Lytle looked as if she had nence and respect, but substan- thy Ramelle Eddins, Mable rector,
years, was graduated from He and his wife are the
Public
Relations,
PhiparThis is a promotional, codents and faculty gained vital stepped out of a fashion maga- tial cash awards are given Jones, Dorothy Westbrook, Er- lander Smith
Rust college in Holly Springs, ents of
three children.
College, Little operative and educational aczine with a lovely beige lace which can be used in any way nestine Cunningham);
Miss. For five years she workRock,
and
MRS. FELICIA M. SARTIN, and helpful information. FolLearrie
White,
State
ed with the student-teacher mathematics
eloquent speech, sheath that looked very trim the winners choose.
PUBLICITY (Sorors Maggie Extension Farm Development tivity sponsored by the East&
teacher at Les- lowing this
ern Arkansas Ginners Counci
the Junior High Choir gave a and neat. Junienne Briscoe Reservations to the "Break- L. McDowell, Clementine Ram- Agent, Little Rock, will
training program at LeMoyne ter high school, is a
judge
graduate
fast"
may
be
purchased
from
college. She has taught outside of LeMoyne college. She ob- splendid performance. Re- stepped from Fifth Avenue in
sey.
sonality, talent, etc., will in- with the cooperation of senior
any
of
the
more
than
150
Memof the Memphis City School tained her masters of science marks were by Principal a pretty strapless red silk chifphis Deltas, Valuable prizes PROGRAM (Sorors Charlotte the essays. Judges for per- high schools of Lee, St. FainCampbell. Mrs. Long and Miss fon dress with a red scarf that
eystem. She was filmed in 1958 degree at Tennessee State
A
will be given for various games Brooks, Grace Collins, Joyce dude Mrs. Marguerite P. Wil- cis, Crittenden and Phillips
L. McEwen were in charge of hung low in the back.
in "School Days," which was & I university. She is a
Pinkston);
memliams, State Extension Super- counties; Arkansas Exterdion
and gimmicks.
the activities.
narrated by Supt. E. C. SlimDECORATIONS (Soror Mari- visor,
Rita Sanders, straight from a CHAIRMEN AND
Home Demonstration Services: A M & N College's
ber of the Eastern Star Bap- SENIOR DANCE
Paris Designer was a picture COMMITTEES
anne Roach);
bert. She is a member of Mel- tist church; Beta Phi Beta and
Work, Little Rock; Mrs. Earn- Agricultural Department, and
The most elaborate, brilliant, of eloquence in a short strapDELTA
rose PTA, Bluff City Educa- Phi Delta Kappa sororities.
FORMAL
(Soror estine Towns, Owner-Manager, the Arkansas Farm Bureau
MOTHER'S DAY TRIBUTE
fun-packed evening in teen- less striking pink evening (Corsages for
tional Association, FEA; NEA
mothers of de- Helen Sawyer);
Velvatex Beauty School, Lit- Federation.
MISS FAYE E. GENTRY, a
and Mt. Moriah Baptist church second grade teacher at Carries age society was witnessed by dress that looked darling on ceased Sorors) Soror Hattie MAY WEEK SECRETARY tle Rock; Shelton McGehee, Admission is free and 'we
hundreds of the Memphis teen- the young debutante. All in all
(Soror Phyllis Brooks).
in Orange Mound.
Choir Director, A M & N col- look forward to you joining
school, has taught eight years.
MRS. ELLEN D. STILES, a She attended Kortrecht and age set recently at the Mel- the senior dance proved not
lege, Pine Bluff.
the 500 who plan to attend
rose Senior Class dance in the
teacher at Hanley school, is a
The winner will receive a this affair.
only to be an evening of denative Memphian who was Booker T. Washington high Melrose gym. The top of the lightful entertainment, it was
before
graduating evening activities was the
graduated f r o m Tennessee schools
from LeMoyne college. S h e crowning of Miss Fairest of a showing of lovely styles and
State A & I university after has done graduate study at
fashions.
attending Booker T. Washing- the University of Nebraska in the Fair, Curlene Hamilton. DEB OF WEEK
The swinging music by Ben
ton high school. She is a comThe following is a special atmunicant of St. Augustine Lincoln, Neb. Miss Gentry is Branch and the Largoes met
traction that was to be preCatholic church and is t h e a member of Zeta Phi Beta the delight of these couples as
sorority and the U. I. P. Bridge they danced: Eddie Dale Ford sented last week but did not
mother of two sons, Allen, a club.
and Johnny Rutland, Aloma appear. It is brought to you
senior at LeMoyne, St. James,
MARGRETT
MRS.
S. Lytle and Ralph Williams this week by Mary Wallace.
a student at Father Bertrand BOONE, a teacher at Dunbar (Bertrand), Joyce Berry and
Miss Irma Nadian Shoulders
high school; three daughters, school, is a 1955 graduate of Jewell Reed, Nancy Echols and the vivacious
daughter of Mr.
A new frontier in golf is girls from eight to 80. Do you
Mrs. Dorothy S. Katoe, a LeMoyne college. She attend- James Perkins.
and Mrs. Cliford Shoulders of being inaugurated. The Sam play golf or are you interested
teacher at Grant school; Shei- ed Shelby County Training
Neely Williams and Curtis 1270 Cella Street, is our deb Qualls golfers are happy to
in playing the game? Then I
la, a freshman at Xavier uni- school. Her first job as a Johnson, Jimmy Morris and of the
week. This dazzling welcome you to their first Lei- have
a big and wonderful seversity in Louisiana and Mary, teacher was at E. A. Harrold Bernadine Bullard, Herbert young lady
is e senior at Mel- sure hour Sunday,
cret
for you about the beautiAprfl
30
a student at Father Bertrand. high school in Millington. Payne and Shirley Jeans, Re- rose high school
and is a mem- from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
at
the
.
1
MRS. MARY WALTON Some of her extra activities gina Thigpen and Elbert Grif- b e r of the Charmettes
and beautiful Fuller club house on ful month of May.
, COLLIER, a teacher for 12 include serving as advisor fin, Lawrence Martain and Science
There is only one stipulation.
club. Her plan upon
, years at Melrose high school chairman of Dunbar Science Carolyn Johnson, Celia Clark graduation
You must meet me at the
is to attend Le- Mitchell rd.
For those who come early 19th hole (Fuller club house)
is a graduate of Indiana uni- Committee; Sunshine repre- and Larry Matthews (Hamil- Moyne. Her ambition is to beversity and holds a masters sentative for the school. She is ton), Thomas Hill and Carolyn come a teacher. Her handsome the golfers are planning a best to hear it. No phone calls,
degree from Atlanta university a member of Martin Temple Thompson, Margaret Sherrod escort is Master Elbert Grif- ball foursome. Prizes will be please.
in Atlanta, Ga. She was a CME church.
I will be quite pleased to tell
and Lawrence Kelly, Edward fin. Hats off to you Miss given to the golfers with the
lowest scores.
Shell fellow at Cornell uniyou Sunday evening at Sam
MRS. ISABELLE WHERRY Osby and Helen Benson, Ma- Shoulders.
This
will
give you a chance Qualls Golfers
versity in 1957 and a National SCOTT, a teacher at Corry mie Shields and Charles GrifLeisure hour or
Science Foundation Fellow at Road school, is school build- fin, Curlene Hamilton and FUMERELLE, JONES MEET to see real golf at its best and anytime Monday, May 1 from
to
give
it
a
try.
Incidentally,
Oberlin college in Ohio in 1959. ing representative. She is a James Manns, Gwen Fife and BUFFALO, N. Y. — (UPI)—
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. If not there,
4
She is a native of Indiana. member of St. Stephen Bap- Harvey Young, Melvin Jones Rocky Fumerelle of Buffalo popular golfer Sam Crosley someone at the club
house will BROWNIE HONORED
—
She is married to Houston tist church.
awarded her camp ship feai
and Mary Morris (Manassas), will fight Ralph (Tiger) Jones has the newest and prettiest
deliver my message. Hurry or Brenda Jo y c • Gordan,
Collier, a postal clerk. They
MRS. BERTHA J. FORTE, John Edwards and Joan Wil- of Yonkers, N. Y., in a 10- putter in town. On his first
for transportation by h e r
you
will
be
late
on
the
first
(right)
was voted the most
are the parents of a daughter, a teacher at Carpenter school, liams (Hamilton) Shirley round middleweight bout here day out with it he three and
sponsor. Brenda. the eights.
tee. Next week: A note to the
four putted 17 greens.
Harrine, a senior at Knoxeille is a graduate of Rust college Shannon and Henry Shipp, on April 25.
outstanding girl in Brownie
year-old daughter of t h e
ladies.
Lil is calling all outdoor type
college.
Troop 800 recently and was
in Holly Springs. She h a s Marilyn Isabell and Morris
late Jester Gordan and Mrs.
YRS. DIMPLE LEVISON, a done graduate work at Ten- Woods, Eleanor Williams and
Mary Gordan of 566 Boston
teacher at Riverview school for nessee State A & I and Raymond Neal, Carrie Littleat., is a second grader it
eight years, is a graduate of Hampton Institute in Virginia. john, Ethel Johnson and SylHandy school. Brenda wris
LeMoyne college. She is the She has taught 18 years. For vester.
honored for her conductfir
*leader of Girl Scout Troop No. 12 years she was Jeanes suGeorge Bradshaw and Benloyalty and courteous and
*285; member of St. Andrews pervisor and served as presi- netta Nelson, Juanita Gardner
Here are four more of the 28
Rita Delores Saunders is the
cheerful behavior. Troop BO
'AME church and superinten- dent of the Fourth District and Porter Osby, Tommy Mardebs to make their social out. daughter of Mrs. Edwin C.
is led by Mrs. Lela Fowler
'dent of the Sunday School's Education Congressional As- Min and Wanda Bogga n.
coming May 5, by virtue of the Saunders. She is a senior at
and Mrs. Georgia Young. It
'junior department. She and sociation of the Mississippi Others are Laura Qualls, LeFrank
Carter,
president
and
professional
bowlers
in
t
h
e
Kappa Alpha Psi sponsored for- Melrose high school and is a
is sponsored by the Progres,her husband, James Levison, State Teachers association two, vert White, Velma Jackson,
mal at the Ebony Room,
member of the National Honor chairman of the Board of Direc- country to manage the recreare the parents of two daugh- terms. She is a member of Frank Harri s, Effie Erby,
Carol Marie Brown is t h e Society and Mu Alpha Theta. tors of National Bowling Cor- ational project in order to pro- sive Baptist church pastored
ters, Marion and Joyce. They Zion AME church in Cen- Charles Marshall, Francetta
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gro- Her ambition is to be a psy- poration, has announced plans vide the best possible service by Rev. 0. C. Collins. (With:
• 111.ive at 3221 Rochester rd.
tralia, Ill.; a sponsor of the Estes, Charles Harris, Angie- ver C. Brown of I 4 4 8 Hyde chologist, for which she will at- to build a 32-lane bowling es- for Memphians. The new cen- era photo).
WILLIE BENJAMIN KEL- Centralia Boys club and a reen Grant, Maurice Spruill, Park st. She
is a senior at tend Fisk university. Escort: tablishment with eventual ex- ter will operate on a 24-hourLEY II, who taught at Mag- member of the Illinois Youth Flossie Wallace, Frank Lowe, Douglass high. She
tension to 48 lanes for Negroes a-day basis.
belongs to John Edward Cats.
nolia school for nine years, is Council.
Dorothy Dorsey and Jimmy the Elite club and wants to be a
The establishment will feaBettye Jean Bowen is t h e here in the Bluff City.
4 a graduate of LeMoyne colMISS VERNA E. MEEK- Payne. Mary Alice Carr, John commercial artist. She will at- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
The establishment will repre- ture the latest model and most
lege (1949). He is presently INS, a teacher at Kansas Cato, Maerlell Smith and (Ft tend Tennessee State university Bowen of 1778 Keltner. She is sent an initial investment of up-to-date bowling machines
11 doing graduate work at Co- Street school, attended Le- Bertrand) Diane Standord, on graduation. Escort: C r a w- a senior of Hamilton high and more than $1 million and will and equipment. The pin setters
1
•
Jumble university in New York Moyne college and was grad- Malcomb Weed, Claudia Ste- ford L. Scott.
a member of the Orkettes, and be built in the Mississippi installed will feature the new
11
city where he is majoring in uated from Tennessee State phens, Samuel Love, Robert Francis Westbrooks is t h e the Debutante Society. She Boulevard — South Parkway Brunswick "Pinfinder," making
'physical education with s p e- A & I university. She is a na- Jackson and many, many more. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe plans to attend Tuskegee Insti- area north of Kerr Avenue about the center one of the most elabli cialization in modern dance. tive of Natchez, Miss., and was DANCE FASHIONS
orate and complete in the counWestbrooks of 757 Fleet at. A tute to become a social worker. 200 feet east of Mississippi.
By FRANCIS L. McCARTRY
Many young ladies at the senior at Booker T. Washington, Escort: Dwayne Taylor.
4I-le is a senior-boys Sunday formerly a teacher at Virginia
Carter said the new bowling try.
United Press International:
School teacher at First Bap- Avenue school.
There
will
Senior Dance were adorned in Francis expects to enter Wayne
be
parking
space
unit will be operated exclusivetist Church - East, where he
A strong force of rebel troops
MRS. A. J. TURNER, a the famous spaghetti strap university after she is grad- FROZEN FOODS
ly by Negro personnel and that for 400 cars, and the entrance
*is also director of the church's teacher at LaRose school, is a dresses, some were Eddie Dale uated. She wants to become an
NEW YORK — The consump- corporation officials hope to be- is also serviced by three bus invaded Cuba Monday in an a
routes.
Gospel chorus. The W. B. Kel- graduate of LeMoyne college. Ford, Nancy Echols, Maedelle accountant. She is a member of tion of frozen vegetables has
tempt to overthrow Premiefa
gin construction shortly. Target "I foresee
for the near future Fidel Castro.
ley dance class he directs at She also studied art in New Smith, Velma Jackson, Joyce the National Honor Society. Es- increased by about 1,250 perdate for completion of the proj- greatness in bowling
exceeded
* Hamilton high school w a s Jersey Art school and started
By parachute and landing
cort: Roy Hopkins.
cent within the past few years. ect is September, he said.
by no other sport," said Carter
named in his honor.
her teaching career at Manas- her husband, Robert S. PamMain wing of the establish- who has been a bowler and craft, the assualt force swarmMRS. THELDA P. ATWA- sas elementary school. S h e phlet, are the parents of a
ed ashore only 90 minutes front
ment will be of steel and ma- bowling
enthusiast since his Havana a n d established a
TER, a teacher at Caldwell was one of the first city school daughter, Sylvia.
sonry. At the front of this wing early
teens.
Currently he is beachhead. Castro emotionally
school, is a graduate of Clark teachers to teach summer
NELSON JACKSON, instru-,
will be a brick building to house bowling champion of Tennessee,
college in Atlanta, Ga. She courses at LeMoyne college mental music teacher and
proclaimed a state of natinoal
a
nursery
for
bowlers'
kiddies,
a
having
swept
to victory in the
'had done graduate work at and is a member of Collins band director at Douglas
meeting room for social clubs 1959-60 state matches and the emergency. He took personal
Northwestern university in Chapel CME church, where she high school, is a graduate of
and other organizations, a 1960 city championship games. command of defense opera• Evanston. A native of Mem- serves as chairman of t h e Tennessee State A & I unitions,
lounge and a "pro shop" for SET-UP LANES
phis, she taught at Hosea In- board of Christian Education versity in 1948. He obtained
purchasing of equipment.
He
set-up
and
successfully
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
stitute in Cordell, Ga. before and superintendent of t h e his masters degree from Vananswers to last women were said to have
The building will also house managed bowling centers in a wave of popularity across the
coming to Memphis School sys- Women's Division of t h e dercook college of Music in Here are the
week's quiz which baffled each poisoned several people? A. one of the most exclusive res- Southern California, including country and has a tremendous
tem. She is a member of Al- Church School.
Chicago, in 1955. He has of the many entrants.
Lucrezia Borzia, Catherine taurants for Negroes in the city. the Costa Mesa Lanes in Costa following among people of all
pha Kappa Alpha sorority. MRS. WILLIE MALONE taught in the City School Sys1. What is the principal use of DeMedici.
Bowling balls will be avail- Mesa, Calif., which is the only ages.
vice president of Caldwell BROOME, a teacher at T. W tem 10 years.
Ellis Island? A. Immigrants 4. Is ammonia lighter or heavi• able for use without charge. In bowling center to have half George and Associates of AtPTA. She is the wife of Rev. Patterson Junior high school, ROCHESTER NEELY, a are landed there on arrival er
than air? A. Lighter.
addition to this professional AMF equipment and half lanta it handling promotions,
J. D. Atwater, pastor of St. attended LeMoyne and Ten- teacher at Hamilton high at New York harbor.
5. What does "sic semper tyran- bowlers will give newcomers to Brunswick Pinspotters.
Wiseman and Bland are the arPaul AME church in Jackson. nessee State university. She school, is a graduate of Le- 2. Name three food products cis" mean? A. Thus . . althe game free instruction. There
Bowling is currently enjoying chitects.
Tenn. They are parents of two was born in White Station, to Moyne College and he has that are made principally
ways to tyrants.
will also be a special program
daughters.
the late Rev. and Mrs. L. P. done graduate study at Ten- from cottonseed oil. A. Salad
Now fill out the coupon be- for teenagers.
Starts Saturday i
MRS. MILDRED W. Malone. She is a member et nessee State university. H
dressing, oleomargarine and low with the correct answers to TOP PRO
APRIL 29
, HODGES, a teacher at Leath White Station Civic club, has taught 19 years. Neely is a lard substitutes,
the questions found on page National Bowling Corporation
school, and graduate of Le- founder and president of the graduate of Shelby County 3. What two notable Italian one.
ONE BIG WEEK!
is hiring one of the top Negro
Moyne college, has taught in North Side Charity club; White Training School and is a
THEY GREW INTO GIANTS AT RIO BRAVOri,
the Memphis School system 15 Rose Chapter No. 252 of the member of Omega Psi Phi
years. She has also taught at Order as Eastern star of fraternity; YMCA; Boy Scouts
Place
Collierville Junior high which she is secretary,; and of America executive commitACadshmQaliz AnBswiers
TT
shis
school. She is treasurer of New
Baptist tee of Troop No. 122; FriendPhiladelphia
Coupon And
or
ng To The
Leath School PTA, leader of church. She and her husband ship Baptist church. He is
a Girl Scout Troop and is a live at 488 Winton st.
married to Mrs. Mary E. WilNew
Tri-State
Defender,
Wellington„
236
Memphis, Tenn.
S.
member of Memphis Fine Arts
MISS HAZEL U. PYLES, a liamson Neely, a teacher at
club and First Baptist church teacher at Douglas elementary LaRose school. They are the
on Lauderdale, She is the twin school, is a graduate of Le- parents of a son, Rochester, jr.,
sister of Mrs. Myrtle W. Craw- Moyne college. She is working a daughter, Rochelle Marie,
HANford, teacher at Hanely school. toward a masters degree at
VICTORIA
MRS.
MRS. IOLA VAUGHT, a Tennessee State university. COCK, a teacher at C u mteacher at Alonzo Locke She graduated from Manassas mings Street school, completed
3
lit' WOW WEIR MINN WAD kOkb TICH"C°Wee
school, is a graduate of Lane high school. She has ',Leen her high school and underam 44444 4i0OutiV4
NAlad HO'MARD KOOKS •
graduate work at LeMoyne
college in Jackson, Tenn. She teaching about 25 years.
I.
MRS. DOROTHY W, PAM- college after attending Mary
is director of the Safety Coun— PLUS 2 HITS —
cil and chairman of the Stu- PHLET, a teacher at Lester Bethune elementary school in
dent Aid Committee at 11._r elementary school, is a grad- Daytona Beach, Fla. She is a
school. She is a member of uate of LeMoyne college. She native of Mississippi. She had
Name
Asa
Lake Grove Baptist church, has taught seven years. She is taught in the Memphis City
where he is secretary. She is a member of Zeta Phi Beta School system 26 years. She is
Eastern
Star Bap- a member of Alpha Kappa AlAddress
also an adult class teacher at sorority;
Booker T. Washington high tist church; Committee work. pha sorority; Bluff City Edschool's
her
Brownie ucation Association; TEA; and
er for
Stets
T1. P4..
school.
City
MRS. DOROTHY EVANS, a Scout troop. She is also the pi- NEA; and St. Augustine Cathher
church.
She
and
at
olic church.
teacher at Carver high school anist
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CAUGHT REDHANDED Marquette
rd. The m e n
while burglarizing a tavern were nabbed by police who
located at 243 W. Pershing summoned the ownef, Earl
rd., are: Alvin Davidson, 25, Jones, who let them in. Dayic•
4249 Wabash ave., Albert on had been arrested once beLogan, 25, 6552 Yale ave., fore for burglarizng the same
and Robert King, 23, 418 W. let them in. Davidson had
been arrested once before

Myers, whose job it is to wnte
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
The U.S. Supreme Court has re- out reports on stolen cars, refused to rehear the cases of in- ported his own car stolen the
tegrationist Carl Braden and other day. The car was found
Frank Wilkinson who face one- abandoned over the weekend
year prison terms for contempt and he made a joyous entry in
ni the House Un-American Ac- the books.
tivities Committee.
"Happy Ending" may be a
:Both men will surrender on trifle premature, however. AuMay 1 before Judge Boyd Sloan thorities were considering mak0-Newnan, Ga. Their attorneys ing Myers pay charges for
IMn to file motions for provehicle back home.
f:fa:ton or reduction of sentence towing the
at-that time.
:if these motions are denied,
try will begin serving their
•entences immediately.

1

Little White Lie
Trips Up Actress—
Token At Her Word

GENTRY'S

......

LONDON — (UPI) — A Daily
Sketch columnist reported he
yesterhad "met an actress
inwasn't
day who said she
terested in publicity — so

Call For Appomtment
WH 0-9272
1124 Mississippi Blvd.

I we're not giving her any."

1

RAY'S DO-NUT SHOP

t11.
'

ship fee
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FOR
CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, etc.
2-9251
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265 Fest McLemore

•
ENJOY BETTER LIVING

KITCHENS REMODELED
ROOM ADDITIONS
CABINETS
Knotty Pin* - Birch - Cherry
Guaranteed
Free Planning — Satisfaction
C. R. SMITH, Salesman
NIGHT
DAY

FA 4-2052

BR 6-7153
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
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AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
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se opera-
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CUSTOM

BHS
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JA 7-9320
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You Ask
"YOUR Company Maker What
Of"
Creates What You Think

ales of Atnromotions,
are the ar-

For And

FOR THE BEST IN
SEE YOUR
WEEK!
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NORGE REPRESENTATIVE
Norge
Washers

Norge
Freezers

$

$ 18895

99"

Norge
Refrigerators

7 Fedders Air
• Conditioners

Candidate

Enrico
PTA In
Revue

Educator Talks
To Youth Staff

ALL NEW
FURNITURE
FOR ONLY

Boy's

Shoes
Like Dad's

Jackets Awarded To
13 LeMoyne Cagers

'
999
Cut-Rate furn.
Trading Post

Quick Loans—

GO B yBus

Buy Your 1961

NEW FORD
CARS OR

• Its Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

Larry (The Kid) Risby
With

3-ROOM
GROUP

Sonny Stitt Injured
As Auto Overturns

$188

I 18895

POPLAR TUNES

NEED CASH.

Furniture & Appliances

urday !

Young GOP Unit In 2-Day Meeting

Racist Label
Hurts Miss.

RECORD SHOP

Ray's Do-nuts are Different

60110

MADISON, Wis. — (DPI) —
SOUTHEN' D, Engiand —(UPI) The Governor's bill to transfer
— A court summons was served the Fair Employment Division
on merchant Obertmist who of the Industrial Commission
had registered his cats as voters
to the Governor's Commis"Mr. Ginger Mist and Mrs. Tiny
sion on Human Rights was inTim Mist, British subjects aged
troduced in both houses of the
over 21."
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI)—
Legislature.
• •.
Gov. Gaylord Nelson said in
Gov. Ross Barnett rejected a
—
MIDDLEBORO, England
a release -we in Wisconsin
plea for clemency Tuesday from (UPI) — The South Durham can move much more rapidly
lawyers for William Stokes, a Steel 6: Iron company was fined to assure equal rights and equal
Negro sentenced to death for $840 after witnesses testified oil opportunities for all citizens by
pollution on the River Tees was concentrating our efforts in a
killing a white woman.
so dense a brick floated on it.
single agency."
Miss.,
is
Stokes, of Laurel,
•• •
Nelson said that if the Govscheduled to die in the gas
chamber Friday. The date was CARDIFF, Wales — (UPI) — ernor's commission is given
set by the State Supreme Court. The quiet dignity of a trial in the regulatory functions held
for4 burglarizing the same
"The court in sentencing the the local court was shattered by by the Fair Employment Diviplace according to police. defendant to death has done no a 21-gun salute fired in honor sion to supplement its educaSgt. Henry Davis (right) more than to enforce the penal- of Queen Elizabeth's 35th birth- tional work there would be
fired several shots in the ty for the law for a dastardly day.
more voluntary compliance.
DOUGLAS JOHNSON, t h e ing him his father was stupid
basement when some of the and brutal murder," Barnett Judge Edmund Davies straighIle said the commission man who found 5240,000 in for returning t h e moneyburglar suspects attempted said. "No intelligent and hon- tened his wig, cleared his throat "has the facilities, leadership Los Angeles and returner it, Johnson adds that he gets
to flee. Photo by Luther est jury could have reasonably and said:
and prestige not only to bring has had nothing but trouble letters front all parts of the
reached any other verdict than "We shall pause two minutes about compliance with our an- since the day. Johnson and country conremning him for
Reddus.
that of guilty."
until the royal disturbance is ti-di,scrimination laws, but also his wife, Ilelen, read a let- his honesty. His son returned
ter from their son Richard, home but Johnson wishes he
Stokes was convicted of the over."
to persuade opinion
who ran away because his had let the money rot in the
fatal stabbing of Mrs. Eula
•• •
Clark at her grocery store in
school life had become miser- street where he found it. —
CAPELVILLE BAND
—
Ga.
ATHENS,
(UPI)
—
Laurel.
able. Schoolmates kept tell- UPI Telephoto.
There will be a statewide con- CONCERT
ference on boredom at the UniCapelville high school has
versity of Georgia May 11-12. planned to present its annual
The Georgia Adult Education band concert in the school's
Police arrested a 6-foot 2council will probe at length into auditorium at 8 p.m. Friday, A three-day, nationwide Young was called to discuss means of
inch 175-pound teenager early
the problem of boredom. There April 28. Theme of the musical Republican Minority Resources attracting more young voters
will be speakers from several program is "Serenade in conference is scheduled to be from all ethnic groups to the
Wednesday on charges he slashheld here, April 28-30, Ned Cus- party through expanded Young
universities There will be a pa- Rhythm and Dance."
ed the face of a dentist in a
nel discussion at which a psySelections for the concert hing, chairman of the National Republican activities.
$48 razor robbery.
Approximately 75 delegates
chologist, a sociologist and pri- will include Prelude in C Mi- Young Republican Federation,
Charles Johnson, 17, was arosopher will discuss at length nor, Moonlight Sonata and announced at Gop headquarters from all 50 states have been
rested by Detective Sheldon
what
UM . . causes ZZZZ "Jungle Magic Overture," as in Washington, D.C.
invited to the sessions at the
Keller and was identified by Dr.
ZZZ.
Cushing said the conference LaSalle Hotel.
Anthony Kokes, 45, as his aswell as "Summertime" from
—
(UPI)—
JACKSON, Miss.
sailant.
• ••
Porgy and Bess.
It took 70 stitches to close the Billy Barton, labeled "left- JACKSON,
Guest conductor of the conMiss. — (UPI) —
MAIDS
winger" by segregationists, fail- State
wound in Kokes' face.
Auditor William Neal, cert will be Harry Winfield,
URGENTLY NEEDED
Johnson denied he was the ed in his bid to be elected edi- charged with guarding the Mis- band director at Porter Junior
In New York
slasher. He said he loaned his tor of the University of Missis- sissippi treasury, reported that
a high school. Capelville school's
$130 TO $250 MONTHLY
razor to a friend who gave him sippi campus newspaper.
burglar entered his home and band is under the direction of
half of the $48 taken m the
The 20-year-old junior lost to removed $16 from
Opportunity! Good job. In nice
his wallet Charles Keel. Chairman of
WIlie today, giving
homes.
robbery. But police said John- Jim Robertson in a close, 986- while he was asleep.
program is Mrs. Beatrice
the
name, and phones of refot•nces
807 vote. The campus election
son's friend had an alibi.
Keel.
Fte• room and board. Tickon
• ••
Kokes told police he was ac- had attracted national attention
ad vanced.
The affair is open to the
costed by Johnson Monday because of the charges against COLUMBUS, Miss. —(UPI)— public, said Miss Shirley Flemnight as he walked down the Barton by Mississippi segrega- Baseball coach Skinne King Is ing, secretary of the band.
HUNTINGTON
not a man who has to wan until
The Enrico Fermi Parentsstreet. The dentist said Johnson tionists.
DOMESTIC AGENCY
the
last
player
is
out
commisto decide
Teachers association will pre.
The state sovereignty
asked him for 50 cents and re11 BROADWAY
who wins the game.
sent a Fashion and Talent
fused to let him walk away. sion, Mississippi's official agenHUNTINGTON STATION, N.Y.
King's
West
preservaPoint
the
to
high
school
Kokes said he knocked Johnson cy dedicated
show in the gymnasium of Endown and the teenager pulled a tion of segregation, recently sent team was trailing Columbus High
rico Fermi school, 1415 E.
by six runs after only four innrazor, slashed him and fled a letter to the campus saying ings
st., Friday at 7 p.m.
70th
of
play
"leftThursday.
Barton was backed by
with his money.
The show is a part of a fund
Dr. Morris L. Haimowitz of
wing elements" in Ii.. bid for "That's enough," King said
Thursday Daily
"We're going home."
the Board of Education's Office raising campaign to purchase
Shot accidentally 24 gothic No the editorship.
•• *
of Human Relations will be raincoats for the school's paBarton denied the charges,
13
NEW YORK — (UPI) pa_ guest lecturer for staff mem- trol boys. Mrs. Henry Ryals is
submitted to a lie detector test
and, demanded an apology. Gov. trolman Dennis Wallin, 30, got hers of the Illinois Youth Com- chairman of the fashion and
his man—again.
, BIRTHDAY PARTY
'mission Wednesday, April 26,
comRoss Barnett later announced
Wallin first arrested Joseph at 2 p.m., in the State building talent show arrangements
Lover Jean Arnold celebrated
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
the charges apparently were Delgrosso, 23, on
mittee.
st.
Salle
La
at
narcotics
N.
160
her ninth birthday Sunday. She without foundation.
Spearheading efforts under
charges Thursday. He took him
his
received
Haimowitz
Dr.
received many beautiful gifts.
her leadership are Mesdames
Barton is preparing to file to the station house and lor.'ied
304 Poplar At Lauderdale
from the University
Many of the Tr -Community slander and libel suits against a him in a cell while he went to doctorate
Joan Owens, 011ie Smith, Jors
years
several
for
and
Chicago
Phone .14. 5-6348
Williams,
were in Dyer to attend the wake number of persons connected search for Delgrosso s record. of
C.
Mayo
seph Brown,
Human Reof Mrs. Perlie (Mays) Farris.
cell turned out to he a wait- owtasc director of the
BroadCharles
Hairston,
Lena
Sovereignty
with the Mississippi
I tions center of the University
Samuel
We extend our deepest sympa- Commission and the White Citi at ng room with an nolorked door
ee way, Thomas Dunbar,
For the past three
t the other end. D ,Icrosso es1. Smith and
thy to the family.
has taught college Coffey, Ann
zens councils. He says the suits caped
classes in human relations over Dorothy Wallace.
See you next week with a will be filed soon.
Wallin, with the cooperation television
years he station WTTW.
nice long newsy column.
FRED GRAVES, 17-year-old
of Delgrosso s parents. appre1 Anthony Sorrentino, superhended his prisoner for t h e visor of the Cook County unit Chicagoan, is among the first
second time and made sure
Negro announcers on commerthe cell didn't have a back door. of the Division of Community
Services advised that the series cial television. He appeared on
of lectures being sponsored for WBKB's "Musical Charades."
staff members will preset re- aired at 10 a.m., every Saturcent views on "Community Or- day morning. At the present
ganization for Youth Welfare" time Fred is attending Southwhen the crash occurred.
and Dr. Haimowitz will speak ern Illinois University, at CarSAGINAW, Mich.—S onny
Hospital reports indicated
d
n
a
player
on the subject of "Understand- bondale, where be is majoring
sax
Stitt, famous
the
in
remain
to
have
will
Stitt
ing and Working With Minori- in Journalism. Before leaving
combo leader, is in General hospital for perhaps a week or
ty Groups."
for school, he was president o:
hospital here, victim of an auto 10 days. He was to have opened
Mcat
engagement
week
5
Mich.,
a
Marshall,
crash near
Kie's. If he is able, McKie says
while en route to Chicago for
the musician will come in two
McKie's
at
engagement
an
weeks from now and fill the
— INCLUDED —
engagement.
Disc Jockey Lounge.
5-Pc. L. R. Group
Boys tread so close on Dad's
The crash that resulted when
With Tables and Lamps
heels this Spring that many
his wife, Pamela, lost control
WILEY COLLEGE are actually stepping in Dad's
CIIICAGO
Chrome Dinette
5-Pc
driving,
was
of the car she
club rallies behind its new style footsteps.
Jackets of purple and gold Post Office System, and Euless
Bedroom Group
struck an embankment and president, Miss Warrienne
members
Except for the very young- were presented to 13
T. Hunt, a director in the
turned over throwing the mu- Mitchell (seated third from
est boys, shoe fashions a r e of LeMoyne's f as t-stepping Memphis Park and Recreation
of
graduate
1959
emera
given
right)
sician out. He was
basketball team at a
1960-61
Marshall, Tex. trimmer and slimmer. — a n d
gency treatment by physician Wiley College,
colorful banquet Thursday Department. Both are LeMoyne
One of the strongest units, handsomer, too, with refined night at Tony's. Fifty-four graduates and starred in footin Marshall where the accident
and
the Wiley Alumni Club aids detailing, lightly grained
including Dr. Hollis ball and basketball.
occurred and then rushed here students financially and re- smooth
snug- persons,
leathers and
F. Price, president of the colOther remarks were given
by ambulance.
cruits students for attend- fitting slip-ons, and neat on- lege, attended the affair.
by President Pric e. Coach
2256 CENTRAL
When he reached the hospital ance at Wiley. Meeting in fords
preCoach Jerry C. Johnson
Johnson, Sam Brown and coThe slip-on in particular
the injured artery that had been home of Mrs. Luhertha Shin
1 Block W of Fairgrounds
captains Sam Parks and Chespatched began bleeding pro- Icy. in Maywood, were (seat- p0-mites to be the favorite
managers.
BR 4-5292
ter Collins.
Dorothy Byrd, Paraldine young boys this year. Hand- and
the
recognizing
fusely necessitating six stitches. ed)
plaque
A
Receiving jackets were ColO'Neil, Willie stitching, flat seaming, hidden
Otis
F.
Parish,
He also suffered outside bruises
been
Byrd, Warrienne Mitchell, E. goring, "boxer" tops, and high- contributions that have
lins, Parks, Donald Nelson,
to his head that had to be stitch- Johnson and Olivia Golies. rising
to made to the team by Taylor Robert Nelson, David Gaines,
h esa
slip_olnl. serve
g
Hayes
H.
T.
of
but
up
director
Hayes,
ed. Mrs. Stitt was shaken
Standing are Arthur Neal, dress up
Robert Hambric, Cleophus
Sons, was pr esented by
Lubertha Shirley, C. S. Johnnot seriously injured.
Bluchers, oxfords and moc- &
Owens. Willie Brown, Curtis
son, Beatrice Hughes, Wil- fronts all show finer styling Charles W. Phillips, chairman
Mitchell, Eugene Davis and
liam O'Neil, U. S. Bookman, and more perforations a n d of LeMoyne's athletic commitPaul Lowery. Team managers
R. L. Johnson, J. B. John- stitches. Brassy browns, burn- tee.
Robert M. Ratcliffe, who receiving jackets were Reuben
son, Curtis Thompson, and ished browns and deep browns
WILL BUY
presided at the banquet, gave Doggett and Walter Harris.
Mrs. Minnie Bookman.
leather,
and
grained
smooth
in
OR RENT BOOKS
to each
Members of the team were
with gold-green undersiones will Pictures of the team
1 Business Ldw
Stitt spen the weekend here head the list of color favorites member of the squad.
accompanied by their girlevening
6th Edition by LUSK
Claudie
the
Mrs.
mother,
for
his
Speakers
with
friends. Others present were
1 Basic Public Speaking Wicks during which time he was Late in the Spring, all-white were William F. Owen, supercheerleaders and faculty and
shoes will he very popular and
by SOPER
Vehicles
Motor
of
intendent
honored with a celebration and many new styles will be seen in
staff members who had helped
Phone After 5 P.M.
Memphis
the
in
Operation
citation services sponsored by combinations of white
with
to put over the athletic proJA. 6-4885
American Legion. On Wednes- brown or black leather.
more resistant to scuffing, gram.
A. MITCHELL
day afternoon he left for Chicaplay, boys' cracking and tearing —and
school
and
For
go getting as far as Marshall shoes will he made of a new it's just as soft and comfortsAutomobile, Furniture
tough leather this year. It's bk to wear as ever.

Hold 6 Footer
'In Slashing

McKFFSPORT, Pa. — (UPI)
—Police Sgt Walter Myers lad
the pleasure of writing "Happy
Ending" to a very personal police story.

Integrationist
Loses His Plea

- BARBER &
SHOP
:BEAUTY
Eapenenced Operators

ie sight.
of t h
and Mrs.
6 Boston
rader it
nda was,
conductler
ous and
'coop 11100
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From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

The

JOHN:ON FllRNITURE—APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 — BR. 4-0111

Na

TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

CARS

=,

HULL—DOBBS
World's Largest Ford Dealers
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof l00^, Grain Neutral Sou its. W.& A
Gilbey,Lal.,Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.

THIRD a GATOS°
JA 6-8871

Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour
teous treatment and desire to
kelp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 81.10 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 100
DOlilt "'MANCE CO.

Homo Owned - Home Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We lik• to say yes to pout
loan request"
Esamined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Ranking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. S-71111
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GUEST PROGRAM

Alcorn Plays Host
To Business Shop

STAGE AND SCREEN STAR Mrs. Lillian V. Smith, director
JOHNNY NASH is welcomed of Recreation at the University
to the TSLI campus and back Student Center. Johnny was
to Houston, his hometown, by feted by the city's Mayor Lewis Cutrer and by the teievis-

Alpha Phi Alphas Fete
23 College Presidents

Having entertained five teaching, directed the contest
hundred NHA'ers and a large which drew 550 industrial
delegation of the NAA from boys and their instructors from
over the nation a week ago, over the state.
The judges were from the
Alcorn college played host to
the Business Workshop and industrial departments of Althe state Industrial Arts Con- corn, Jackson State and Mistest, April 14.
sissippi Vocational colleges. To
Mrs. Polly A. White, head of many of the industrial teachthe Department of Business, ers and to most of the Business
I '
'
had Walter Washington, presi- Workshop teachers, it w a s
dent of Utica Junior college, homecoming, for many of the
as keynote speaker and Dr. judges and the greater numArmon J. Lawrence, chairman ber of the teachers of indusof the Department of Office trial arts in the state are gradAdministration and Business uates of Alcorn college.
ion and radio stations of HousUniversity of Miston. "The "Johnny Nash Day," Education,
F. 0. Woodard is a former
sissippi, was the specialist in
sponsored byJ ack Yates High
instructor of Industrial Arts
led
was
group
the
as
School, where he attended, charge
at the Lorman, Miss., A & M.
In its thinking on "Selection
was a smash hit.
Alcorn college will stage a
and Presentation of Effective
music festival which should be
Teaching Aids, Devices, and
another challenging event and
Methods."
widespread inMr. F. 0. Woodard, in should exhibit
charge of state industrial terest.

Gettysburg
Called Lee's
Worst Battle

Court Ruling
Pleases Labor

ALBANY, N.Y. — (UP!) —
Bruce Catton, Pulitzer prizeThe Southern Regional of Al- Deans and Presidents Associ- winning Civil War historian, says
pha Phi Alpha Fraternity re- ation, Albany, Georgia; Moses Gettysburg was "probably the
cently concluded a most success- Miles, Commission on Summer worst battle" Gen. Robert E.
ful convention. There were 235 Jobs, Florida; W. H. Williams, Lee fought in the war between
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
registered delegates, the largest Chairman, Awards Committee, the states.
Labor leaders Tuesday gleefully hiring
number of delegates ever as- Mississippi; Lucious Turner,
Field
Catton backs British
hailed a series of Supreme Court shops.
sembled in any regional con- Convention Advisor, MississipMarshal Bernard Montgomery's decisions permitting union hiring bidden
pi.
vention in the Fraternity.
comthe Southern
hall. and otherwise strengthen
The major emphasis was on President George Gore of criticism of
Florida A and M university was mander's handling of one of the Mg union security.
strengthening chapter p r
Gerhard P. Van Arkel of Washgram. The undergraduates play- presented a plaque honoring war's major battles.
ed the major role at the con- him for the organization of Al- Montgomery, hero of the World ington, general counsel of the
said
Alamein,
El
of
vention. The two-day meet was pha Kappa Mu and for his re- War II battle
International Typocraphical Unspent in critically analyzing the cent election to the National recently that Lee lost his "grip" ion (AFL-CIO), said: "These deat
Gettysburg.
army
communities where the various Association of Honor Society on his
cisions knock out much of the
chapters were located and in America. Mr. James Huger, "That is probably true within guff of the Eisenhower-appointed
at
news
r
said
Catton
Limits,"
building programs to meet the Vice - President of BethuneNational Labor Relations Board.
needs of the communities Cookman College and pate Gen- conference Monday. "When pre- They will give the new board
Phi
tell
Alpha
would
of
battle
Lee
for
The
chapters.
Secretary
paring
the
eral
Served by
members a clean slate to write
meeting was presided over by Alpha Fraternity, was present- his generals in broad terms what
the Southern Vice-President, ed the Charles W. Greene he wanted and then leave them
Hiring halls serve as a pool
Walter Washington of Utica Award for outstanding service do it."
of labor for employers who for
to the region.
Catton said more Americans years have looked to unions to
College, Utica, Mississippi.
Atty. Ted Berry of Cincinnati, died in the Civil War than in supply workers. They are hisThe National officers present
Included the General President, Ohio delivered the public ad- all this country's other wars to- toric in the Maritime industry
Dr. W. H. Hale, President of dress followed hv a very beau- gether, including the Korean and building trades. They also
,II reception given by Prod - conflict.
Langston university, Okla. and '
are common in the trucking inGeneral Secretary, Laurence dent and Mrs. George Gore. "It wasn't a meaningless war," dustry and in spots like newsYoung, Chicago, Ill. The Re- There was a reception given in he added. "It brought an end to paper mailrooms where casual
gional Officers included t h e honor of the 23 college presi- slavery and committed this coun- workers are hired for a day.
seven State Directors: F. 0. dents who are Alphas in the try to one citizenship without
For years, the NLRB has been
W iodard, Miss.; Cecil Boston, seven States that make up the reference to race, creed or color."
insisting that the hiring hall sysr a.; Dr. H. M. Collier, Ga.; W. Southern Region. Dr. Marjorie
tem is illegal unless workers
W. Whetstone, Ala.; N. H. Ben- Parker, Grand Basileus of Alwho are not union members are
nett, N. C.; Luke Chatman, S. pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, deprotected by iron-clad guaranlivered the address at the joint
C.; Robert Jacox, Tenn.
tees against discrimination.
Regional Officers: Walter D. banquet of AKA's and Alphas.
Branch, Regional Education diwere meeting at
AKA's
The
rector, Ala.; 0. H. Brown, staWords of the Wise
tistician, Ga.; President W. H. Florida A and M University at
Religion ... is the foreDennis, Chairman of College the same time.
runner of international law
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Gary Cooper's doctor said because it alone can create
'spirit, the
Wednesday the lanky academy the international
International obligation.
award-winner is gravely ill
—(William Ernest Rocking)
and unable to leave his bed.
Dr. Rex Kennamer, who
is Elizabeth Taylor's physician, said Cooper will not be
ATTENTION!
WASHINGTON — The Ford grams. The Council's program hospitalized but said his illness
Foundation has made a grant was launched in 1957 with the was grave.
Mrs. Cooper has asked that
of E38,000 to the Council for the assistance of grants from the
Advancement of Small Colleges Fund for the Advancement of newsmep and fans refrain
for a series of four student test- Education. A startini, point for from telephoning the stricken
ing institutes and a freshman the present institute_ is a follow- performer who doesn't realize
up study of tha 4,279 students the seriousness of his ailment.
testing program.
Needed Immediately
1960
Cooper was given a special
The institutes are planned to (the survivors are now the
For Your Neighborhood
on en- award
night's
at Monday
facilitate the exchange of infor- seniors) who were tested
at CA
Oscar show for his many conmation, experience and plans of tering the freshman year
PAY LIBERAL
the 59 member colleges of the SC colleges in September 1957. tributions to the film industry.
40% COMMISSION
Council in dealing with student Data available from this ear- Earlier this year the Friar's
Select Your Own
testing, admission, placement, lier testing program will be com- club, a show business group.
Working Hours
counseling and "such other to- pared .th those to be obtained held a testimonial in the acpics as may be related to the from the September 1961 pro- tor's honor.
improvement of small colleges gram.
Reports indicate that Coopthrough the study of experience
er's illness is much more seriwith student personnel."
ous than a chipped vertebra in
his neck. Dr. Kennamer and
The institute will be held at
Cooper's press representatives
Westmont college, Santa Barbarefused to disclose the nature
ra, Calif., on April IT and 18;
Trinity college, Chicago, on Apr.
of the actor's illness.
1F1311111
113e110711F"Tr3771
.
20 and 21; Milligan college, MilWinners of the 29th annual
ligan, Tenn., on April 24 and 25,
Sigma Delta Chi awards for disand the University of Hartford,
tinguished service in journalism
Hartford, Conn., on April 27 and
were announced today by War28.
ren K. Agee, executive officer
CASC member colleges in each of the professional journalistic
area will be represented at the society.
institutes by their deans, faculty The winners were recognized
testing representatives and di- for outstanding work in 15 cate- JACKSON. Miss. — Jesse C.
rectors of admissions. The meet- gories covering newspapers, ma- Lewis, assistant professor of
ings will be under the direction gazines, radio, television and Mathematics at Jackson State
of the members of CASC's Com- research about journalism, all
college, has been awarded a Na.
mission on Educational Improve- performed during 1960.
tional Science Foundation Sciment, with Charles It. Lang- Fifty-six journalists and other
ence Fellowshie, for a tenure
Americans took
muir, director of research for distinguished
period of 15 months.
the Psychological Corporation, part in the judging of almost
of the grant,
New York City, serving as con- 1.000 nominations for the awards. Under the terms
99.900 from
Among the press winners was Lewis will receive
sultant
the Foundation to continue work
Delta
the
of
Carter
Hodding
REPORTS, DISCUSSION
quick,
, of Greenville. toward the Doctorate. Addition. at HOME in one
The agenda for each institute Democrat-Times
approximate
ON
APPLICATI
for editorials discussing al benefits will
Miss.,
EASY
• will include reports and discusaction — legislation on $2,500.
sions on the use and techniques specific
can have soft, naturalYou
a church bill, the beating of a
of testing, and the evaluation
looking, straight hair the safe,
man attempting to build a col- finding against a man who had easy SILKY STRATE way. Do
and interp.etation of testing relege to train Negro youths for outside the court criticized a it yourself at home and save
sults in small colleges. The atthe ministry, and a contempt court conviction.
time and money. The easy-totention of the participants will
follow directions assure profesbe directed to methods of
sional-like results. Your hair
strengthening active faculty parstays straight for months . ..
ticipation in improving academic
lets you comb, dress or style
programs.
HOME
YOUR
your hair any way you wish ...
IMPROVE OR REMODEL
An important function of the
will not go back even when wet.
Na Mr5110y Down—Smoll Monthly Payments
Institutes, according to Dr. AlLong or Short Financing Terms Arranged
FOR WOMR111 and ChIldrent Genf*
fred T. Hill, executive secretary
Strength for long. Ithe
Let Us Improve Your Horne Inside and Ounid•
of CASC, is "to prepare the way
short,
FOR MIN, Regular Strength for
for future constructive research
coarse hair.
Why Not Add To Your Home?
and development under the auspices of the Council's CommisExtra Bedroom * Extra Bathroom * Car-Port
sion on Educational ImproveFamily Room * Playroom * Patio
ment." The meetings will atFront or Side Porcn * Den * Larger Kitchen
tempt "to ascertain as definitely
' as possible the interests and
needs of the member colleges Ln
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
the area of studying student perWINDOWS — DOORS — ROCAS — SCREENS
sonnel
TURN ATTICS B BASEMENTS INTO LIVING QUARTERS
Proposals and recommendaNO HOME TOO SMALL
tions of the delegates will be
considered for expanding the
Money N.E.a.ci to Sino impien,ng ar Remodeling Pion
CASC testing and research program in the member colleges in
11101SEY4BACK GUARANTEE
the fall of 1981.
In every package
979 E. Mclemore Ave.
WH 8-1016
The present grant is the second
made to CASC for testing pro-

Awe.

A guest program is set at
the Union Missionary Baptist
church, 208 Turiey Sunday.
April 30 at 3 p.m., sponsored
by the Willing Workers club.
The public is Invited to attend.
Mrs. Marie Harris, president.
Mrs. Georgia LOO Mason, secretary, Rev. J. W. Minister, Mrs.
L. Perkins, church reporter

••

119.00 PIP MONTH

155,
OUYI

QUEEN— Gary. Runner-up was Mite
AME
WARD
Little Miss Jeanette Gary, Dianne Walker, daughter of
right, was recently crowned Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walis
Queen of the Ward Chapel ker. Pastor of the church
W.
AME Sunday school. She Rev. F. G. Garrett. H.
raised the highest total mon- Armstrong is superintendent
ies. She is the daughter of of Sunday school.
Mr. and Mrs. Rutrlious

Terrorists Plague Angola

You

A

Fine

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of All Now Furniture
HUGS SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES

1

SIRE

LUANDA, Angola — (UPI)— anti-Portuguese activities. with
bands armed
nai s- It
Portuguese It

twice
sance planes Tuesday reported automatic weapons tried
heavy concentrations of terror- Monday to overwhelm Dambe
reist bands around the village but were beaten off, it was
30 to
of Damba where Portuguese set- ported. The reports said
Sevtlers and loyal natives have re- 40 attackers were killed.
eral women and children in a
board's theory was that pelled two attacks.
throughout nearby village were killed by
halls are virtually closed
from
Reports
The closed shop is for- northern Angola indicated ter- angered terrorists, the reports
by the Taft-Hartley law. rorists were stepping up their said.

Open 9 'Til 9
Free Delivery

S..

FURNITURI IV

FLEMING
UM PARK

PA 44767

BLIND!
ARE YOU
Wonderful Values
To The
That Are Yours Through
QUALITY STAMPS?

MRI

IP •

Open Those Eyes And
Pay A Visit To
Your QUALITY

Gary Cooper
Seriously III

SI

Fee

CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS

Yes Madame,
Bright with the April showers and
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
every vacant lot — radishes, onions,
and greens are first to make their way
to the supper table. For something different but odd as the times, try using
meal — Jack
most wonderful
the
Sprat's cream style corn meal and
make corn dumplings to serve with
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
just as good when cooked in lamb stew.

Avon
Representatives

Phone
BR 2-2042

Befordbekvw
Ytx4 GOT/Twith

QUALITY
STAMPS

STAMPS
Redemption
Center—Today!

Small Colleges Share
Grant for Test Work

Top Writers
Win Coveted
Society Awards

t

Try them and you will
pie but oh, how good!"

say "so sun,

One cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal.
Scalding water
One-half tsp. baking powder
One-half tap. salt.
One tsp. chopped chives

••

Sift together dry ingredients, add
chives, then enough scalding water to
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoon
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
and cook for 15 minutes. Serve with
vegetables, as bread of the day. Let
me know how you like them.

MI

Bye for now,
Jana Porter

JANA PORTER

11 •

Math Prof Wins
$10,000 Grant

STRAIGHTEN
YOUR HAIR

ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS

E. C. Williams Realty Company

Si
BIG STAR DOES it again!
That's the only way to describe the youthful talent
heard each Saturday over
radio station WDIA when
the Big Star Food Store of
Memphis and the Mid-South
take to the airlanee with
their talent show. This show
has been running for years

with incredible success. It
has been the showcase for
talent that promises to be
the forerunners of legitimate
big time stare. Several of
the Big Star show performers have gone on to bigger
and more rewarding
This group was no exception. This show took its

STORES
CASH FOOD

place among the most
rewarding that the Stores
have ever presented. Participants were Percy Wiggins,
Juanita Harris, Doris Porter,
Margee Delosch, Booker T.
Jones. Archie Branch, Herman Walls and Thomas
Lindsey.
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THESE 40 TEACHERS WILL BE HONORED AT CLIMAX
OF TEACHER CAREER MONTH PROGRAM ON APRIL 27
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MRS. VICTORIA HANCOCK

MRS. INEZ MORRIS

MISS FAYE GENTRY

MRS. RUM SPIGHT

MRS. MARGRETT BOONE

MRS. MARILYN WATKINS

MRS. DOROTHY EVANS

ROCHESTER NEELY

0, •

MRS. THELDA ATWATES

PERM/ 1101UusH

MISS PHYLLIS BROOKS

MRS. MART COLLINS

MRS. OPAL JACXION

AIRS. IOLA VAUGHT

MRS. BERTHA FORTE

MU BASIL PYLES

S.

4
ANakeilielli.

MIL KLUX D. MRS

MRS. DOROTHY PAMPHLET

MIS. W. Y. TENNYSON

MRS. mILDRED RODOISS

MU. ELENOKA D. PANT

MISS VERNA MEEKINS

MRS. A. J. TURNER

NELSON SACESON
a
•
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MRS. DIMPLE LEVISON

WALTER P. GUY

MISS ALMA E. STARKS

MRS. LUCILLE ARMFIELD

MRS. WILLIE BROOME

MISS ISABELLE SCOT'T

JOHN WESLEY

CECIL D. GOODLOW

MRS. FELICIA SARTIN

MRS. V. M. HARVEY

WILLIE KELLY

MRS. it. M. NAYLOR

••

MRS. CELU COLEMAN

NAT D. WILLIAMS

MRS. °MESH SHELTON

MRS. BERNICE

toria
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Newsman Pens Moving
Journal On Africa

DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
411

AND MARY EDWARDS lof conducting or
EDUCATION AND CAREER'participating in
most all activiCLOSELY RELATED
The immediate choice that a ties around the
student affect are the courses campus.
She is a very
that he takes in school. These
courses affect the career that he charming young
may be able to follow. If a girl lady. Around
wants to become a biochemist, the campus she
she must take in high school is President of
the courses that will fit her to the Daughter of
enter college. If a boy wants tol Douglass, Vice
become a machinist, he will not President of the Ina F. Edwards
find the preparation for it in Honor Society, member of the
Student Council, President of
p ograins.
At the beginning of the senior the home room 11-4, and a
high school years, when further member of the Y-Teens. Religispe.ciallration becomes neces- ously, she is a member of the
sary, a student must be careful High Chapel Baptist church,
to take the courses that will where she serves as Assistant
Secretary and teacher of the
keep his career avenues open.
Hats off to Mies Maxine Ed- junior class.
'wird*, a 1960 graduate of The person whom we speak JUNIOR MISS contestants for
Die IWO Breakfast for Milady
Detlf,;8113 High. She is now re- of is none other than Ina Faye
Edwards. Ina resides with her pose prettily. The affair will
c
records in Chicago,
So keup your ears open because mother Mrs. Xenia Edwards.
alt'e will be hearing It real soon. Her ambition is to become a enroll in Spelman college and
WERSONAMTY OF WEEK: psychiatrist. Her leisure time study psychiatry.
This week we have chosen a activity includes the study of May success follow you in
Person whom we feel is capable cosmetology. Her plans are IP the near future.

•
ARE

•

Miss Roberta Mai Ratcliffe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Ratcliffe, 1322 S. Park.
The Reluctant African is a ing smile, Mboya, to the west- way, E., has been offered a
swiftly moving journalistic ern world at least, still re- joint Southern Education Founventure which strongly sug- mains an enigma, says Lomax. dation — WoodWilson fi
gests the ink is not yet dry on There is still the ominous fig- row
the pages, so rapid are the ure of Jomo Kenyatta to be I owsh
Under''
changes being made in Africa reckoned with, adds Lomax.
terms of t h
today.
What is the true role of fellowship, 11.7
A veteran newsman, Louis Garnet Abdel Nasser who has
Ratcliffe will
Lomax' claim to this journa- befriended so many Africans
able to study .••
listic accomplishment is that south of the Sahara? What
this summer at
only a Negro reporter could part does the ambitious
a n integrated
have gotten the story. And he Kwame Nkrumah hope to play
southern u nI- B. BalcIlfis'
may well be right.
in the future of Africa? Only versitY of her
Lomax' tone is one of urgen- the future of course holds the choice and then do a year of
cy and understandably min- answer, but this book sets you graduate work during the 1961gled pride set, at times, against in the right direction. L. P.
62 academic year at any unia background of almost unreversity in the United States or
lieved anguish about the fuin Canada.
ture of the emerging African
Education
Southern
The
nations and the course it is
Foundation's contribution to
now taking.
the fellowship covers costs of
QUEER FOLK
Africa is changing, Lomax
tuition, fees, room and board
warns, and the West must By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF for the summer months.
change with it or, more accu- I never saw
The Woodrow Wilson fellowits likeness,
rately, change its policies toship provides tuition and fees
Not
since
I
was
born;
ward a people insatiable in its
plus a living allowance of $1,(emend for independence. For every rose I sent them. 500 for nine months.
'here is pride as he talks of They sent me hack a thorn,
Miss Ratcliffe did her first
'om Mboya, the youthful lab- I do not understand them,
two years of college at Chatham in Pittsburgh, Pa., andleader in Kenya But be- No longer shall I try.
.iind that handsome black face Nor shall their uncouth actionsi completed her college work at
Fisk university in Nashville.
with the disarmingly engag- Cause me to quit or die.

VERSE-A-DAY

be given Saturday, May 13, at
the Currie's Club Tropicana.
It is sponsored by the Memphis Alumnae Chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
Seated, from left are Mari
anne Young, of Capleville
Junior high. Madeline Cooper

of Magnolia and Joan Craw.
ford of Hamilton. Standing.
from left are Lucille Spears,
Porter Junior high, Mamie
Shields. Melrose. Cora Collins
. Mary Jones, Ma
of C
nassas and Blosii Reeves cif
Manassas.

Fellowship
R. Ratcliffe
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Ethiopia Remains Medieval
The revolt last December in

Addis would-be bridegroom
would have no
recalls another December long well-paid job in
Ethiopia unless he were
ago, when a Palace coup was attempted very lucky
indeed.
Ababa

against Nicholas I, at St. Petersburg in

The Emperor is the loneliest
man in
1825. That, too, was a military affair conthe country. Since his restoration in
1941,
ducted by officers of an elite corps against
he has sincerely tried to bring
the couna byzantine ascendancy.
try up to date. But his schemes
have rareHaile Selassie, however, resembles not ly gone beyond
the paper stage. There is
Nicholas, but his successor, Alexander no civil service
to carry them out. Most
II, who freed the serfs. Like him, the Ethi- of the ministries are
not active agencies,
opian Emperor is a "liberal" seeking to but places where public
officials put plans
accustom his country to the practices of into pigeonholes.
advanced nations.
The young intellectuals stress the
abEthiopia is astonishingly like imperial sence of common
interests and effective
Russia set in the African bush, complete hierarchy in the
imperial civil service. So
as it is with autocrat, fossilized state far, the fruits of
modernization are few.
church and a small free-thinking intelThe University College of Addis Abalectual class whose talents go unemploy- ba is
run by French Canadian Jesuits and
ed. The intellectuals read Hemingway in- turns
out batches of fairly well educated
stead of Byron; they are interested in young
men and women. The Ethiopian
sewage-disposal rather than in preserva- Airlines,
run by the American Trans
tion of imperial rights and traditions.
World Airways, produces trained EthiThey dislike the Emperor's family and opian personnel including
some pilots.
Its interminable claims to inherent powAfter Egypt, Ethiopia has the largest
er; often, too, they dislike the foreignindigenous army in Africa. But the roads
ers whose Universities were the cause of
are still appalling, the city drainage emtheir uprooting.
bryonic, the agriculture medieval.
A superior climate and far better manThe people in Addis expected the Emners prevent the sort of resentment inperor to propose a new deal as a result of
dulged in by the alcoholic heroes of Rusthe uprising. But so far there seems
to
sian literature. "Old Ethiopia hands" tell
of the severe dislocations caused by for- be no new deal in the making. Instead the
revolt has reinforced Haile Selassie's aueign education.
tocratic tendencies. A truly Westernized
For instance, t h e returning student Ethiopia
is a distant dream that may not
who is used to European standards is dis- come
to fulfillment until after the death
inclined to marry. His fiancee would of the
Emperor. And Selassie. though 68,
either be too uneducated or, if she were is hale
and healthy, and is not thinking
educated, too expensive to support in the of
dying soon to accommodate the restive
style which slie would require. The
intellectuals.

NOT
Thaddeus T. Stokes
IN THE HEARTS OF MEN
"must be a full-hearted determination on
From time to time I come across a piece the
part of all members of the communiof written material with some sane
ty to get along with one another, to recthoughts, which is becoming increasingly
ignize the inherent diguity u. ;; .1U111:411
;
hard to find in this age of mad rushing for
person, to be tolerant of the shortcomings
the moon. However, every now and then
that plague us all."
somebody writes a piece which strikes
He stated that education is necessary in
me singularly. Recently, such a man was
the fight against discrimination, but addArchbishop John F. Dearden of Detroit.
ed that "the real battle is in the hearts
Last month while he was addressing the
of men."
Detroit League he said "the real battle for
It is "in the precincts of their souls,"
interracial justice is in the hearts of men
and not in courtrooms, busses and restau- he continued, "where words and actions
rants. He added "the United States is a find their origin, where the vision of
democracy face with the un-Christian and neighbor takes form and shape. Hence
un-American specter of racial bigotry." the ultimate responsibility is a personal
These words "un-Christian and un- one incumbent upon every citizen who
American" kept coming back to mind as breathes the free air of this republic.

1.

I sat in Judge Marion S. Boyd's Federal
District Court last week listening to attorneys for the defendants in the Memphis School Segregation case, fighting for
the right to maintain an un-Christian
and un-American system of racial segregation in our public city schools. I thought
of "specter of racial bigotry" when I
heard that the Memphis School Board
would be privileged to continue the
flounting of the U. S. Supreme Court's
1954 desegregation ruling.
Then my thoughts went to the earthshaking feat accomplished by Russia by
orbiting 27-year-old Yuri Gagarin into
space, man's first account of human life
in space. Gagarin was described as a man
wi,li dark complexion.
ASTRONAUTS
I thought, with dark complexion, that
would have been enough to disqualify in
Memphis of even hearing a good lecture
on Astronauts.
Then my mind went back to Archbishop Dearden's speech again, after I heard
Judge Boyd's decision. The judges decision, came as no surprise to me. But I
do want you to share with me more of the
archbishop's speech which follows:
Archbishop Dearden said the dominant

CHURCH'S CONCERN
"This personal involvement means that
all of us must not only recognize our own
rights, but with corresponding vigor fulfill our duties toward the society which
we strive to refashion in justice and charity and toward every individual in that
society."
Archbishop Dearden commended the
Detroit Urban League's 44 years of service for interracial justice, and also called
attention to the Church's concern for the
plight of the Negro.
He noted that in September, 1960, the
Detroit Archdiocese formed a Committee
for Human Relations. "Its primary purpose," he stated,"is to develop proper attitudes among Catholics so that they can
approach an interracial situation with a
sane, Christian spirit."
The Archbishop said the committee
deals with the interracial problem on
three levels: the community, the neighborhood and the parish.
He expressed regret that scientific progress has outstripped advancement in human relations. He said it is a tragedy that
so much time and effort has been expended in discussion of interracial problems,
and "so little translated into the practical

note in promoting interracial harmony order of our daily living."

There is considerable specie safely say that the Negro voter
!anon among waiters and speak- will more or less likely vote his
ers these days as to the role conviction on which is the betthat religious prejudice will ter man, rather than to be
play in the Presidential elec- against either Mr. Nixon or Mr.
tion. There is evidence already Kennedy because of the religion
that we have not reached in affiliation. In fact, I would like
America the religious maturi- to go even a step further and
ty we should have. We hear suggest that all of us, partic.
echoes of 1928 when the late Al ularly Negroes, demonstrate
Smith was defeated largely on that religion has no part in our
his religion. At that time, Mr. evaluation of these two men. I
Smith made a statement which think we can teach by example
Is in effect the same that Can- that certainly prejudice should
didate Kennedy has uttered: "I not be tolerated in any instance,
don't want anyone to vote for and definitely not when it
me because I am Catholic, and comes to choosing our nationI don't want anyone to vote al leader.
against me because I am Cath- Of course, the campaign is
olic."
just getting under way, and the
It would appear that on the real issues have not been C5.
C..
. :
ihiS siou
surface such an appeal can be brought out. Much is going to
taken at face value. In truth, depend upon the vigor and the
T41141(qou'VE
it is incredible that such is even extent, as well as the effectiveGO'4
necessary, in this day and age. ness of the campaign of each
YOUR BACK.
But deplorable as it is religious candidate. So far as we are
prejudice still abounds, and un- concerned, much is going to deless current trends are not re- pend upon how well they imdirected, then much of this press us, and lead us to believe
prejudice will be brought to that they will take forthright
bear upon Mr. Kennedy.
positions on civil rights.
Political analysts say that the We are aware of the civil
hard Southern core, which is rights planks of the respective
mostly Protestant, will natural- par tie s, but we know that
ly vote against Mr. Kennedy. planks mean little or nothing
Some explain that Mr. Nixon's once a candidate is successful.
. . in their behalf." Incirecent visits into the South It will depend upon the condentally, Negroes, like most
prior to his hospitalization, victions of the particular sucfolks, don't want to hear folk
were highly indicative of the cessful candidate himself how
talk "to them"
unless they
attitude of that section. Some far he wants to go toward eradsay what they want to hear,
fear that if any effort is made icating segregation in AmeriIt's
to
be
noted
that "the
to capitalize upon this bigoted ca, and how positive he wants
Negro has ben spoken for .
feeling, it might boomerang in to stand in support of decency
talked
about
...
talked
against
the face of Mr. Nixon. It is to and right.
. . talked of . .. and talked
his credit that he has discour- For those who do not wish to
over"
.
for
many, many
aged any objection to Mr. Ken- vote as intelligently as they can
years .. but in only rare innedy because of his religion. in this election, and who are THE PRICE TAG
leaders. They knew that the stances has anybody
sought
However, Mr. Nixon cannot not able to remove their reliLeadership has a price tag ultimate end of their espousal
"talk to" the Negro in the i
control how people think with gious prejudice in this instance, on it. That's something too
of a great cause was either terest of stimulating
him to
regard to religion.
it might be well to point out many present day "Little Cae- self-destruction, or an immorself help and self direction
We are getting, also, certain that if this bias is carried to sars" don't realize.
tality that would come only "talked to"
to get him to give
resolutions or declarations from any considerable extent, it
This, failure to understand after their demise. Only in
Protestant religious bodies op- could well motivate other peo- that leadership, like everything rare instances have there been himself and his "leadership"
acritical analysis and examposing the election of Mr. Ken. ple to rally to the support of the
else man values, must be paid great, effective leaders, w h o ination.
nedy. This is definitely not in victim. In short, Protestants for . . .
lived
after
their
cause has The day the Negro
at a stipulated price
as a
keeping with the principles of who are refusing to vote for
... is one of the main causes won. But, even then t hey group makes a critical
exdemocracy. At a meeting.,which Mr. Kennedy because he is a
had
laid
their
all
on
the
line amination of his leadership,
I attended recently, a Protes- Catholic could prompt extreme- of So much of the world's pres- in the gamble
for
success. he's going to find himself maktant Bishop made the state- clanishness on the part of all ent-day strife , Not only does That's
true of all the great ing some strange
decisions and
ment, "we do not want Rome to Catholics, who, according to it have a bearing in world af- leaders.
making some strange demands.
control the White House." Out latest reports, now represent fairs . . . but in every area of
And that brings it down to He's
going to demand that his
of all this speculation, no one some 25 per cent of the voting
man's existence where group the
point of this comment. A leadership
dedicate itself to
has, to my knowledge, taken strength of America. At the life is involved . . . from
sacrifice.
the time to analyze how the Ne- same time, they could, more or street gangs to international lot of Negroes in Memphis
gro protestant feels on this sub- less rally to their cause. Those,
He who would be leader a lot of Negroes in Chicago, Then, instead of having
. a lot of Negroes in De- hordes of would-be leaders
clear-thinking people, who out
ject.
must first have a basic willIt is to he assumed that the of sympathy for the abused
ingness to sacrifice with ev- troit . . in Washington . blossoming forth under every
Negro, first of all, will have candidate, would of course op-. erything that he holds dear in Atlanta, . . a lot of Ne- stone and bush, hollering do
less ragious prejudice than his pose religious prejudice.
. .. if that's what it takes for groes in centers all over t h e this or do that, the measuring
white counterpart. The reason It is to be hoped that both Mr. him to lead. He's got to be United States are waking up rod is going to be placed on
is of course that anyone who Nixon and Mr. Kennedy will be willing to give up a lot. He's to the need for a closer scrut- him. If the would-be leader is
has suffered considerable dis- voted for primarily on their got to be willing to make more iny of the features of real a professional man, say a doccrimination like we have, cer- ability and merit, and that nei- than token payments. He's got leadership.
tor ... he's going to be asked
tainly is less apt to apply it, ther will suffer unfairly from to make more than just a
A lot of Negroes are begin- to give up his practice for
particularly in dignified areas ,nythina. held against them be- mere impression. He must be ning to discern the difference while or altogether, and dill
like religion. I think we can cause of their affiliations.
able to be as well as to say. between loud, 'you-go-ahead" vote himself to the "cause."
leadership, and clear, concise If he is a preacher, he's goHe's got to be like Christ .
ing to be asked to give up his
"come on" leadership.
who led an obscure cause
In the effort to improve the "collections" for a year or so,
and was willing to die naked
for it .
under the most hu- Negro's status as a citizen in and do like Christ . . a n d
miliating circumstances. Christ the South and the nation, it's taking no thought of where he
was aware too, from the very easy for anybody, white or shall eat or drink or lay his
beginning that He had to pay black, to attract interested at- head
serve the "cause" for
a price before His cause could tention by what he says on no compensation except
bare
matter
especially
bear fruit. He made His de- the
.
if he subsistence.
talks
anyway
everything
at
all
and
.
cision
as if he's If he's a school teacher
..
or
else He did moved toward the in favor of a better lot for principal, he's going to be
askSam-n-nem . . . Negroes have ed
same end.
to give up his teaching job
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The high school students.
That has been the ease with a tradition of liking to listen
nation's largest city took the l• Observers doubted there all others of the world's great to those who "speak for them
(See SHADOWS Page 14)
first step last week to speed would be a wholesale exodus
racial integration among its from the predominantly Negro
nearly one million public school and Puerto Rican schools. Instudents.
tegration leader, the Rev. MilStudents in 21 of New York's ton A. Gala mison estimated
more than 800 public schools that "maybe two or three thouare eligible to transfer from sand" students would take adpredominantly segregated class- vantage of the opportunity to
es to other schools under a plan transfer to the "receiving"
authorities call "open registra- schools.
tion."
2. integrationista intend to
found.
"hard working" and "patient."
Two factors stood out a, the press for total desegregation. When Miss May Perry left
Nigeria recently after nearly 40 One familiar with the situa- "She did on. thing and she did
city launched the new program Galamison estimates that about
which la to spread to the ele- 20 per cent of the city's schools years as a Southern Baptist tion estimates that the Abel> it well," says a friend. 'She
mentary school level next Feb- are segrugated, that is, compos- missionary educator, so many !cute school — commonly called stayed at it and
the
made
students "Idi-Aba" after the section of
ruary. The initial "open regis- ed primarily of student bodies friends and former
classroom come up to stansay
farewell
out
that
turned
to
town
it
where
is
located
is
—
tration" applied only to junior of the minority races.
dard."
the Lagos air terminal could not the best.known school for girls
contain them. With tearful en. in Nigeria Its graduates are Concern with academic matters never obscured the misthusiasm, they Vied up out- teachers, nurses, and
homeside and sang sk.eaol songs and makers. They include most of sionary purpose that took her
Christian choruses for 30 min- the leaders of the Woman's to Nigeria. Her conviction, tested and proved through t h •
utes before plane time.
Miasionary Union of Nigeria,
Other travelers must have the wives of many Nigerian years, Is that "education is one
approaches
to
been a bit surprised to learn Baptist pastors, and the wife of the best
that the cause of all the com- of the Premier of Nigeria's evangelism." By this she does
education
should
not
that
mean
motion was the slight little lady Western Region. Some have
who stood by the gate. Miss gone On to further study in the be used as a lure to get ten.
Perry's unassuming manner United States .and England. fiat converts to submit to in.
doctrination. At Idi-Aba evenswould lead no one to suspect
A high regard for Miss Fer-'
,Ham is more than exposure ti
she had ever done anything
e
shared
t
h
ry's work is
by
the formal tenets of Christianimore unusual than teach syntax
British, who have governed ty, just as education is more
and Shakespeare to high school
Nigeria or portions thereof for than classes and books.
students in some quiet stateside
nearly 100 years, and the NiAll the students live on the
town or received any greater
gerians themselves, who will campus where the
teachers are
honor than having their yearbecome self-governing October
in almost constant contact with
book dedicated to her.
1.
them,
directing
household
But the years between misrecognition
came chores and leisure activities as
sionary appointment in June, Formal
isr,
in
Crown
from
the
British
well as studies. portraying in
1920, and retirement at the end
of August, 1960, were full of when she was made an Officer their lives the Christian truths
pioneering and persevering for of the Order of the British Em- their lives in Bible classes,
the little Georgian. As teacher pire. The small medal which chapel services, and daily veswas pers. Most of the girls do behonor
and principal at the Baptist symbolizes this
they
Girls' School in the oily of Dinned on her by Queen Eliza- come Christians before
investiture
cereleave Idi-Aba, often braving
Abeokuta she led in an educa- beth Il at an
Embassy
British
mony in the
persecution and rejection by
tional adventure.
their Moslem or pagan families.
She and her colleagues, mis- in Washington, D. C.
sionaries and Nigerians, dem- Nigeriann are officially ex- It is appropriate that Miss
onstrated strikingly the effec- pressing their appreciation at Perry served as an educator,
tiveness of education as a force the first opportunity: the Gov- for it wes "a wonderful schoolfor evangelism; developed
a ernment of the Western Region teacher" who influenced her to
three-in-one school where girls has invited her to return to noel, a higher ecluestion, thus
can go from "infant class" Africa as its guest at indepen- opening to her the "vast new
through primary and secondary dence celebrations September world" the discoverer' at Georgrades and four years of teach- 25-October 10.
gia Normal. Her horizons were
er training; proved to the once- "Only the best is good enough further extended by missionaskeptical Nigerians that their for Africa," Miss Perry once ries that the YWCA brought to
daughters are capable of be- said when outlining plant' for Ihe campus when one of them
coming more than household the school That about sums up challenged the students to join
drudges; and raised the level her career. Though she char- in the missionary task. May
"IF THEY'RE FOR 'FIRE ONLY' — WHY
of Nigerian home life wherever acterizes herself a,
slow Perey could never forgot
the
their former
students
are plodder," others use the terms Weal.
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New York Takes
Integration Step

onor Missionary Worker
•
After 40 Years In Africa
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am in- friendly and easy to talk to I
terested in meeting a career do not mix very well and do not
service man. I am a lady in my have many friends. Please en late twenties; would love to close picture in first letter.
travel and have a happy home. James Bolden, 220 E. 46th
I am willing to work and get St., (Basement) Chicago, III.
• ••
ahead in life. Not interested in
looks. I am only looking for Dear Min.. Chante: I would
some one who is ambitious and like to meet a man between the
willing to get ahead in life. He ages of 45 and 55, settled, unmust also have a pleasing per- derstanding and looking for the
sonality. I any very serious, so finer things in life.
those who answer would like
Gertrude Brown, 628,1 Miller
them to be likewise.
Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
• ••
Box
Miss N. M. Walls, P. 0.
Dear Mme. Chante; As 1
3121, Portsmouth, Va.
•.•
write this letter I am so lonely
so% of lou cauLa ok Lai maits1-1,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a for companionship. I feel that Avti4A(-nv 514 VOtcti CAI tem oF -04054 oinus oulnis AM
lady
nice
old,
a
years
lookbe
tOuD
there must
1546't
vt)LCAR TAW'DioSE
young man, 31
gi SHACSE• Oia AAR
ing for a young lady between somewhere who would appre- DYE LOOK RIDICULOUS!Ott GOING BECORZ 1.
have
24.
I
would
I
6111
'IOU
and
ciate
a
husband.
BO
V11404CX
Wrc
14
18
good
of
11415
the ages
1014111REI.L4
1.0
like to have a lady who loves been a reader of your column
to travel for that is my life. for quite awhile. I see where
4
I would like to exchange pho- you have helped others find
'110
happiness, I do hope you can
los.
E. Harris, 2740 Grand Ave., help me. I am 29, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 165 lbs. I do not drink
'. Apt. 101, Detroit, Mich,
• , Dear Mme. Chante: I am a or gamble or have any bad
▪ G.I. stationed in Korea and habits other than smoking. I
would like to hear from young would like to meet • sincere
ladies between the ages of 19 lady between 15 and 35. One
I." Incl.
and 36. All letters will be an- child would be gladly accepted.
'Ice most
swered and photos will be ex- Howard Lee Weldon, 1402 E.
hear folk
changed.
Jefferson, Apt. 10, Phoenix,
less they
PFC L•eandrew Gray, RA- Ariz.
to hear.
•• •
14460077, CO. E. 1st Bat. Gp.
hat "the
32nd Inf., APO 7, San Francis- Dear Mme. Chants: Through
n for
your pen pal column a friend
co, Calif.
d against
•••
of mine has been made happy.
d talked
Dear Mme. Chante: You have I too would like to be happy
y, many
helped so many people. I hope I am 37, dark complexion, black
rare in.
you can help me. 1 have three hair, 157 lbs., 5 feet 6 inches
sought
children - ages 10, 5 and 3—all tall; occupation, clerk. Would
in the in
girls. I am 27, brownskin, like Christian pen pals.
him to
weigh 115 lbs.; like home life. Miss Lena McLean, 10A Mountion
Send picture in first letter. tam
View ave., Kingston 2, Mister, your wife or your girl Mohr noted: "Twenty Years
to give
Will try to answer all letters. Jamaica, BW1.
adership'
friend will own three watches ago, most children in the Drat
•••
grade couldn't tell time. Today,
Would like a man between 30
d examby 1970 and you won't feel that
the child only 40 months old can
Dear Mme. Chante: I am an
and 37 who likes children.
up
with
keep
trying
to
she's
give you the hour of the day
R. J. Reed, P. 0. Box 1789, affectionate type of young man
gro as a
Yuma, Arizona,
who is single and desires to the likes of Lena Horne or Dor- when asked.
'tical ex•••
Earths
Kitt
meet a young lady who is mod- othy Dandridge or
eadership,
Grigsby
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Large it is not likely that the transi- found three times as many Ne. houses, Rapkin and
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a erate and enjoys the little By that time, you see, it'll be
self maknumbers of whites in Northern tion period of the postwar de- gro purchasers as whites. In challenge the view that Nethe vogue for the average wom•
isions and
. cities are buying houses in re- cade will persist. As potential another there were twice as groes always pay more for a lonely man of 53 seeking a things in life that bring happimate
who
desires
a
home
and
love
ness.
I
am
an
ex-Marine,
So says Robert Mohr sales
mixed
demands.
observe
cially mixed neighborhoods re- purchasers
areas many white purchasers as Ne- house than white purchasers.
d that his
gardless of whether they prefer that have maintained this groes. These and other statis- Of the 42 pairs of houses they companionship. Color and age children and modern jazz. All vice-president of Timex, who
has kept charts and graphs on
itself to
white or Negro neighbors, re- balance over a longer period of tics demolish the widespread studied, only 23 were occupied do not matter; not over 5 feet letters will be answered.
ports a study released by the time, the anticipation of inunda- contention that, once in, Ne- by Negro families who paid 4 inches tall, weigh 160 lbs. I Francesco Vittoria, General the watch-wearing habits of
no relatives, even though Delivery, Chicago, Ill.
men and women for more this
f having
Fund for the Republic's Corn- tion will decline."
groes always "take over" more; in two cases prices paid have
a decade.
e leaders
mission on Race and Housing. Through a unique series of neighborhoods, and that whites by Negroes and whites were
‘,
According to the executive, a
der every
The study, entitled The De- depth interviews and surveys, flee before them.
the same; ratios of price to
mend for Housing __in Racially Rapkin and Grigsby develop a According to the statistics, assessed valuation were also
woman will use her three basic
lering do
measuring
watches for these purposes: 1)
„ Mixed Areas and published by set of conclusions which chat- only a handful of whites wanted similar.
housework and gardening or An education fund plan has
placed on
the University of California lenge widely accepted beliefs to move when they discovered, From this Rapkin and Grigssports; 2) PT'A meeting, been made available to stuleader is
• Press, is the fourth of five re- relating to minority housing to their surprise, that they had by conclude that the usual
bridge clubs, daytime soocial dents attending Allied Institute
ay a doe.
ports in a race and Housing se- problems:
purchased in mixed neighbor- "dual-market" view does not
of Technology, 1338 S. Michigan
be asked
events and 3) dress.
. ries financed by a $305,000 • Many whites will buy hous- hoods. Half of that handful— really correspond with t Is e
ice for
.
Fund for the Republic grant. es in mixed neighborhoods three of six families—said they facts; Negroes and whites comIt is Mohr's opinion that re- ave., Chicago 5, III. The plan
and dill
finements in watch production was developed under the direcThe report also concludes whether or not they object to would have wanted to move pete in a single, but rather comthere is a two-week tour of Eu. will keep the cost of the watch tion of Mr. Harry Lebesom,
By HENRY J. BECHTOLD
"cause."
that in Northern metropolitan Negro neighbors,
even if the neighborhood had plex market, at least in mixed
rope — 235 books — which be- wardrobe to a negligible president of the Institute, to as, he's goareas Negroes are less and less • Negroes are not necessarily been all-white.
areas of the general type under
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
sist mechanically inclined men.
ive up his
• subject to unfavorable econo- disadvantaged in mortgage ne- For the first time, Rapkin study. Nor did lending institu- promotion stunt introduced in gins with a jet flight to Paris, amo..nt.
ear or so,
mic discrimination when they gotiations, but may even re- and Grigsby surveyed Negro tions appear reluctant to break 1892 by a Milwaukee depart- and then covers Belgium, Hol. Mohr, who bases his views on By taking advantage of the
seek to buy A house, either in ceive better mortgage terms, families who were first to break blocks. 17 were associated with ment store, but which did not land and England.
. and
personal talks with an estimat- plan, students can pay most of
To save 235 books of stamps
purchase price or in obtaining "Negroes are not necessarily into previously all-white blocks. one racially mixed area, and capture the consumers' imagiwhere he
ed 3,500 watch wearers, learned their tuition out of their earn•
however.
doing,
takes
some
financing for mortgages,
✓ lay his
compelled to pay more for Many were eager to claim the all were run by whites.
nation until the 1950s, now is
interesting facts from his ings while z4.,tending school.
operate on a 2.5 some
cause" for
housing than whites, but may distinction, their Negro inter- Rapkin and Grigsby attempt nearly a $700 million business Most stamps
The Allied Education Fund
SURVEY ATTITUDES
private research.
which
means
cent
basis,
per
viewer reported. But the actual to foresee whether a pattern of with a rosy outlook.
The authors of the study are pay less,
cept bare
A man looks at his wrist- Plan will be found very helpful
accumulates
2
/
1
2
that
a
shopper
by high school graduates who
Chester Rapkin and William G. ANALYSIS OF CONCLUSION first families were not unusual, concentration or dispersion of The trading stamp, despite
purchasing pow- watch an average of 18 times a
by point though they were slightly higher nonwhites will become estab- continued harassment from cents worth of
Grigsby, professors at the Uni- Here is a point
eacher or
day, Mohr found, a woman 24. have not had the opportunity to
by
10
stamps)
(represented
er
versity of Pennsylvania's Ins-ti- analysis of the conclusions as in socio-economic status than lished. They note that like other stamp opponents and vested in.
to be askBoth cheek the time when get- build their own financial rethe average Philadelphia Negro ethnic groups, Negroes may to terests, has proven itself to the for every dollar she spends. ting up in the morning and be- sources, and whose parents
. tute for Urban Studies. Their presented by the authors:
ching job
from
book
of
stamp
A
filed
findings are based chiefly on a Rankin and Gsigsby found family. Two-thirds were blue- some extent want to live near American housewife and to
may be able to offer only lint.
1,200 to 1,500 stamps therefore fore going to bed at night.
age 14)
survey of attitudes toward race that many whites it. the mixed collar workers, one-sixth white. each other. "Although segrega- some 250,000 retailers.
ited financial assistance.
children
are
finding:
Another
$3.75
in
ex.
is
worth
from
$3
to
among house buyers in four areas uncle] study did not even collar workers, and the remain- tion may disappear," they The boom in trading stamps
change value toward a prem- learning to tell time at earlier It is also offered to older men
separate Philadelphia neighbor- bothei te tool foi houses in all- ing one-sixth professional or write, "congregation may not." began in the midwest in the
ages than older generations did. who wish to make a change as
ium.
hoods with a total population of whit, areas. More than one. businessmen. All had lived in However, they believe that early 1950's and spread rapidly
quickly as possible to better
50,000. The study also draws fourth of the white purchasers the city for ten years or more. 'Of all the factors that will to all parts of the nation. Total
paying job opportunities, but
upon the work of many other bought on the same street front, Thus generally average Ne. determine the ultimate racial stamp sales rose from $2 milwho may have financial obligascholars who have examined or facing the same street front, gm families were accepted in composition of our urban areas, lion, or 0.3 per cent of total re
tions which limit their immediall-white blocks. Only three out perhaps attitudes are most im- tail sales in 1994, to $38 million
the problems of housing inte- on which Negroes lived,
ately available funds.
gration.
Before their study, the Cu- of 45 "first families" reported portant. It has been noted that or one per cent of total retail
Young men planning to learn
In general, Rapkin and Grigs- thors feared that the number any "disagreeable occurrences" many whites did not think of in 1951, and then to $550 mila high paying trade or to beby feel that Northern cities of white purchasers would be so when they moved in, and only themselves as living in mixed lion, or 14 per cent of total recome professional engineers
have passed their most explo- small as to make statistics two had any difficulty finding areas even though they knew tail volume in 1958.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Reg- of his tub that he signed the can begin their training in short
sive period for integrating Ne- meaningless. But they soon dis. a white owner to sell to them. there were Negroes only a block Trading stamps first were ular bathing is a surprisingly Louisiana Purchase while soak- courses at home or at the Alaway. This may well be a pre- Popular with the hoesewife as new fad on the American scene, ing in hot water,
groes in their neighborhoods.
covered that of 2017 purchases DISCUSS CHARGES
lied Institute and continue proThe North is unlikely to ex- for owner-occupancy, 443 were jt has been widely alleged cursor to a more pervasive s means of getting houseware according to a home economist — In 1829, one daredevil sug- gressively toward an engiineero
items, but now there is a trend for a manufacturer of automat- gested that the public should
perience many more rapid tran- by white and 1574 were by Ne- that Negroes are likely to be change in attitude.
ing degree.
aspire to daily bathing instead
sitions complete in its neighbor- gm families,
charged more for mortgages There is little doubt that both toward high-priced items such ic water softeners,
fol.
hoods, they said, for "the back- "This in itself," they write, than whites. The Rapkin-Grigs- whites and Negroes have im- as luggage, silverware, TV sets She is Miss Linda Scott, home of the customery once-a-year Training is offered in the
lowing fields: Mechanical
s
atlog of (Negro) demand has "is one of the most significant by study shows that the oppo- proved their view of each other and jewelry, and even fire economist for the Lindsay
Com- practice. Saner opinion prevail'
th at Drafting, Tool and Die Making,
nosbeen largely satisfied; in-mi- findings of the entire investiga• site may be true: because they over the past decades . .. With trucks.
pany, which is compiling a se. ed when it was "shown"
her
gration (from the South) has tion. It sheds doubt on the are largely among buyers ra- widening educational opportuni- For individual stamp savers ries of historical sketches on frequent bathing increased the Tool and Die Designing, Indns.
trial and Tool Engineering, Air
testdropped sharply; and many Of premise that once Negroes en- ther than sellers, they are not ties and opening of new occuthe various uses of water in its chances of rheumatic fever and Conditioning, Heating and Re.
h•
ailments,
t
the market barriers have been ter a neighborhood, no white penalized by the large discounts pational lines, differences bedelung
growth
and
relation
to
the
Preservers
frigeration, Industrial Electron.
on•
lowered,
will purchase in the area there- associated wth VA and FHA tween whites and nonwhites
velopment of civilizations. The — Casanova, the great lover, ins and Auto Mechanics.
to
after."
mortgages. Moreover, in a coin- diminish. As this time approachSEE DECLINE
to had a portable bath built for
material
will
be
presented
does
Under the Education Fund
"Under these circumstances In one area the researchers parison of closely matched es, perhaps men will be more
school home economic classes. two.
ould
and more inclined to choose
— Louis XIV ordered six tubs Plan the student can pay for his
that
a
survey
Scott
said
Miss
ten.
their neighbors on the basis of
constructed in Versailles. They training on a small budget plan
in the 1880's revealed that five
in.
were made of marble and had without interest or carrying
their essential worth and not
out of six dwellings in Amenaccording to the color of their
submerged cushions and drap- charge.
can cities had no bathtub, and
▪
e to
For detailed information yoe
ings trimmed with lace.
skin."
Iasi.
a common belief of the period
In the United States, there are invited to write to Harry
more
was that perspiration kept a were
— no
KEEPING TANNED
bathing facilities in the Lebeson, President of Allied Inman clean.
DALLAS, Tex. — (UPI) —
White House until Andrew stitute of Technology, 1338 S.
the
In
the
course
of
her
research
• Jackson became president. Pri- Michigan ave., Chicago 5, Ill.
The latest gimmick in the beatAlways try to woe a rug in VOW'
are
war
.
At,r,
Miss Scott came up with these or to his administration, any
nik coffee houses in Dallas is a
with
Other
notes:
will
president who wanted to bathe
The famed Boardwalk in Atcoin operated dispensing ma- the only way you can be sure it
hold
with your furnIshkigg
— Napoleon took a hot bath had to bring his own tub when lantic City, N. J., is five mildS
chine that offers small doses of
as
lighting.
and
daily. He was so much a "part" he assumed office,
long.
instant sun tan lotion.
g in
ruths
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SEAR— Conte from
Mrs. lames R. Carter, right, ton by raining
supplements the family's in. year she sold
Left to right:

,ing and ("i
broilers. Last
92,060 birds.
I.awrence C.

Jobni.on. sunii Ast111 .
, Miss
011ie Mae Raybon, home
agent; Mr. Carter, and Mrs.
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Arrested In Robbery

Urges Probe Of 1 Like To Walk'
Friction At Base
11. S. Atty. Gen. Robert Kennedy has been asked
the despicable Jim-('row conditions
which exist at Ernest Harmon Air Force Base, New-

JOHN GRATTON listens to
Det. Leroy Bailey as he is
charged with shooting and
robbing Clair McCurdy. of
2740 So. Christian ave.. a vendor serviceman in the R. R.
Donnelly company plant located at 22nd and South Park-

way. He was arrested by
Deis. Trevell Holmes, Leon
Mooeberry and Bailey after
McCurdy picked his pichire
out of an employee's file in
the company office. Gratton
formerly worked on the sec-

ond floor of the plant where
the robbery and shooting
took place. The robbery netted more than MO according to police. Grafton used a
cart to haul several bags of
change from the offices.

Cheerful Giver's Spree
Quickly Halted By Cops
EAST CHICAGO HEIGHTS
- The village of East Chicago
Ileights was visited by a
"g 00 d benefactor" over the
week end when word spread
that a man was "giving away
money."

fpundland.
The immediate probe wasi
airman followed Joseph out of
asked by State Sen. Fred
J' the club, but could not catch
Smith after he received an
impassionate letter from Air- him before he and the girl
man Leroy Phillips begging climbed into the oar, Phillips
for help from the intolerable explained.
The airman returned to the
conditions under which the
Negroes at the base are serv- club, rounded up several other
white airmen and the gang
ing.
Airman Phillips sought quick left the club, Lined up at the
action in the face of a court walkway, which is the only
martial of three Negro airmen exit from the club to the barat the base. Two of these air- racks and dared any Negro to
men were protecting them- cross the line. A fight follow.
selves from a gang of white ed when Airman Smith proairmen and the third was not
tected himself as he crossed
even on the scene, Phillips exthe line. Phillips said Airman
plained.
Turner was present, but AirDANCING INCIDENT
man Tamplin who also is
The men charged with as- charged with assault was not
sault are Airmen Smith, Tamp- there.
lin and Turner, and the inciIle also said the white air
dent which led to the charges.
Airman Phillips says was the man pulled a knife when he
dancing of Airman Joseph with dared any Negro to cross the
a white girl in the club on line.
Only 10 of North Carolina's
April 2.
After remarking, "that nig- 100 counties do not grow some
ger can't do that," a white type of tobacco.

given away hundreds of dol- cashiers and travelers checks.
Jars.
'Old Knud' was left with only
Asked "why," he replied, $200 in cash so if he wished he
"I just like colored people." could spend that with the
Fur th•r investigation re- good colored folks of East Chivealed. that Knud was a cago Heights.
guest in the Highway Motel at 1060 E. 14th st.
Police Lt. William Cade got
He took police to his car
the report at headquarters and
set out to locate the "cheerful where he pulled out a box
giver." Along with Patrolman containing $2,887.00 in bills
and silver dollars. He told the
Floyd Dillard they located a officers that he was
going back
man named Knud Jensen.
Rev. and Mrs. J ames D
to Denmark and that he forCayce of Pittsburgh, Pa., anWhen police asked him if he merly lived in Glenndiver,
Prize
Hillman
Sidney
The 1960
was giving away money he Mont.
nounce the engagement and
said "yes." They asked him
Award for television was pres- forthcoming marriage of their
Lt. Cade immediately escorthow much had he given away ed Kund to a local bank where
ented today to ABC News pro- niece, Miss June Miller, to
and how much did he have the money was turned into
ducer Walter Peters and direc- Rev. William H. Wiggins, jr.
left. He told them that he had
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — "Be- tor Marshal Diskin for "Cast the The marriage is scheduled to
take place in Brown's Memohind the headlines of racial conCOMPLETE
HOME REMODELING
flict is a story of southern pro- First Stone," the "Bell & Ho- rial CME church in Loui sFIBRE GLASS
gress," a Georgia judge said here. well Close-Up!" report on pre- ville, Ky., at 4:30 p.m., June
AWNINGS
OCALA, Fla. — The brothers Abner M. Israel, civil judge judice and discrimination in the 3.
CAR PORTS
Rev. Cayce heads the Naof the 7th District of Omega Psi and attorney at Albany, Ga.,—
SPECIAL
SPECIAL Phi Fraternity at its Regional spoke at a women's court and Northern United States. The pro- tional Baptist
Convention,
Deluee Combination Doors
ABC-TV
telecast
on
was
meeting held March 30, 31, and civic conference symposium on gram
USA's Sunday School ConWindows As 1.0. As
April 1, elected Harry J. Van- "Milwaukee and the Mason-Dix- September, 1960.
gress. He pastored a church
$5.00 Per Mo.
der, Ill, associate professor of on Line."
The only 1960 Sidney Hillman here in Memphis some years
NO MONEY DOWN
Social Science at Jackson State
award for broadcasting, the ho- ago.
FHA TERMS
college, at its first assistant "There are no simple solutions
Rev. Wiggins, jr., is the son
carries with it a $500 cash
Call or Visit
to the racial problems, but they nor
District representative.
of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Soft Lite Fibre Glass and ConThe 7th District of the Fra- are being worked out," Israel award.
,truction Co.. Inc. of Memphis
ternity consist of undergraduate said. "It is only recently that The Award was presented to Wiggins, Sr., of Louisville, Ky.
The bride-elect, a graduate
WH 8-4079
chapters in Use States of Ala.
the more enlightened — and not Mr. Peters and Mr. Disk-in by of
Tennessee State A & I unibarna, Georgia, Florida, and
1211 S. Parkway E.
so noisy — southerner has rais- Foundation president Jacob S. versity,
is presently employed
IctississiPPI•
ed his wince to explain and sup- Potofsky at the
"organization's as a secretary to the dean of
port changing circumstances," he
llth annual luncheon at the Ho- students at the university.
Look' Stop! Eat' at
said.
Rev. Wiggins, a graduate of
tel Commodore in New York.
In contrast to the slow inteOhio Wesleyan university in
First
"Cast
has
Stone"
the
begration process, Judge Israel said
Delaware, Ohio is expected to
"the South is moving rapidly out come one of broadcasting's most
receive his master of divinity
programs,
honored
also
winning
of the economic blind alley in
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN
degree from the Inter-denomiHot Dogs 1 Oc
Hamburgers 1 9c
Cheeseburgers 30c
which it was trapped so long." the 1961 Brotherhood Award, the national
Theological Seminary
Homemade P,e 15c
In the last 10 years. six times honored
programs,
winning in Atlanta. Ga., in May.
918 S WELLINGTON ST.
5-8016JA
as much industry has been built
many coveted awards.
The bride and bridegroom
n the Gulf oCast alone than
are from Louisville.
in all of New England, he said.

Cites Dixie Telecast Of
Progress an( Bias Winners
Racial Lag

June Miller
To Be Wed
Come June 3

Elect Harry Vander Ill
To Fraternity Post

WELLINGTON STREET SUNDRY
For The Best

11.

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH L NUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
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THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

2
3.

4.

I9-Dormitory Rooms: — Clean. Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5
$IO
Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 7500 ff. —

ANNUAL

—

Classes —

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
RATES

New

REV. LOUIS E. BUCK. vicar Episcopal school. Helping Rev.
at Austin, Texas' St. James Buck in his demonstration at
Episcopal church, demon- the school are University of
strates against the segrega- Texas students, (left to right)
tion policies of St. Andrews Donna Guess of Houston: Mi-

White House Photogs Told

Park
Cemetery

To Accept Negro By May 19

riam Black of Austin: Grsyce
Reed of Houston and Nancy
Price also of Houston. (UPI
Telephoto)

TAILORED
Suits, Topcoats

$59

BHS, Inc.

•

— (UPI) — Dr. Thomas A. Dooley's mother
has presented several volumes of her
son's clippings, photographs and letters and the original manuscript
of his book
"Deliver Us From Evil," to the Pius XII
memorial library
at St. Louis university.
Library director James V. Jones said Mrs.
Agnes Wise
Dooley's gift included a collection of letters written
to the late
jungle doctor from famous people all over
the world.

Oppose 3rd Term For Governor
SPRINGFIELD,

CELEBRITY
CLUB MEETS

Ill. — (UPI) — The Illinois Republican
County Chairmen's association has come out against
a third
consecutive term for any governor of the state.
The chairmen passed a resolution against
a third term
without a single dissenting vote Saturday. The
resolution noted
that both former Gov. William G. Stratton
and the late Gov.
Dwight Green tried for a third term and were
defeated.
Association Chairman Harry Taylor said the resolution
empowered the group to withhold its support from any
governor who might seek a third consecutive term.

ALLAN FERGUSON AGENCY

Realtors
514 So.

FA 7-5678
Highland

CHOIR ROBES
High fashion stylmo
superbly

UNIFORM COMPANY
311 SO MAIN ST .
IA 61641

The Celebrity Social Club met
at the home of Mrs. Ida Crain,
2180 Howell recently for its regPresident Kennedy will not girl as one of his secretaries.
ular meeting. The devotion was
attend the annual dinner of the An order by Goldberg to EsWhite House News Photog- ther Peterson, Women's bu- ledby the Chaplain, Mrs. Cara
Long or Short
reau director, to "go out andia Sutton. Mrs. Viola Woodie,
All Sizes
raphers Association unless the
find a qualified Negro to be a•club president presided over the
New and
Used
group includes a Negro in its top assistant in
your office,
meeting. After the meeting adPARIS — (UPI) — Algiers radio denied that
membership by May I9—date
insurgent
resulted in the hiring -o
f Mrs''journed the club members cele- French military forces in Algiers nad given an order for an
of the dinner -Newsweek Dollie Lowther Robinson
of
••,:-invasion of France.
magazine has reported.
Brooklyn as assistant director. brated the birthday anniversarLANSKY BROS.
Speaking over the insurgent-controlled radio, an unidentilee of Mrs. Woodie and Mrs
The news magazine also said Newsweek said
FORMAL SHOP
tied speaker made the statement.
The State, Treasury andlLucenda McGee and presented
that an "unprecedented fed126 BEAU ST.
Before the denial, Gen. Maurice Challe, one of the
embracing
leadhunt"
eral talent
Health, Education and Welfare them with a love token of $4.50
PHONE JA 5-5401
ers
of
the
mutinous
forces,
broadcast
recruiting
•••••••••••••
over
Algiers
radio
of
•••••J
that
more than a score
departments also has its re- L each. Mrs. McGee was n
no personal or political ambitions prompted the insurgent
acvisiting Negro colleges
agents are scouring the country cruiters
as well as the Civil service present because of illness, but tion.
in search of qualified Negroes
DURHAM
He said their sole purpose is to save Algeria from the grips
government's her gift was carried to her by
commission—the
STEEL FOLDING
government
for U.S.
jobs.
of the Moslem rebellion and to hand over to France a peaceMrs. Alma Hall. A repast was
CHAIRS
The searchers are canvassing top hiring agency.
Modern On,g
Newsweek, noting an enor- served by the hostess. Miss ful Algeria.
Negro colleges, concentrated
Kant:180T* 4n1HIIIP
mous reservoir of educated Susan Allen and James Robert
sore Roared Con
stniettnn
V cc,
mainly in the South, for such
Negroes "buried in the base- Moore, jr., were guests. The
,011Ifth.
talent, the maeazine said.
JERUSALEM
— (UPI) — Adolf Eichmann is entirely sane
ment ghettos of Washington," next meeting will be held at the
TOUR MADE
quoted a Negro Pentagon clerk home of Mrs. Alma Hall, 1726 and has been making valuable contributions to his own defen,e
Labor Secretary Arthur J.
$25°
and up
his lawyer said.
Goldberg is known to have as saying. "Why is it you don't Eldridge. Mrs. Viola Woodici
ON act us
Defense Counsel Robert Servatius revealed in an es
sent his personnel director on ever see a Negro above the president; Mrs. Carrie Smith, elusive interview with United Press International
that
a tour of Negro colleges and basement level—except a secretary; Mrs. Eleanor Banks.l psychiatrists have examined
BERNATSKY BROS.
Eichmann in the last month.
soot 1.4.11/1 St
/A 5,0S/11
Goldberg hu hired a Negro clerk or messenger?"
club reporter.
Memphis Tenn

Formals
Gowns

$5.00

Beautiful Cemetery

10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

4536 Horn Lake Rd
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tailored

— at on economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN

Rebels Deny Invasion Threat

Tim South's Most

•

ORA-JEV

Library Gets Dooley Material
ST. LOUIS

Forums —

7

TOOTH
ACHE

Church For Sale

Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulation Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 seating capacity -- For Leagues, Tournaments, Competativ•
Matches, Cl
Bosing — Community Programs
7-Larg• Club Rooms: Club Meetings
Conferences — Tees — Socials

How many times have you sat in a room with nothing
The Stitch and Chat Sewing
better to do than count the blocks in a tile floor?
Or whiled away the time on a trip by giving in to the club held its Ilth Annual Fashurge to count the telephone poles as they whizzed by? Have ion Tea recently at the Sigma
you ever wondered why you just HAD to add certain figures Gamma Rho House at 805 SaxVP
on a billboard, a calendar or in a book?
on ave. The Fashion Tea was
The answer is simple. You're a maniac - an arithmomaniac. given to benefit their scholarYou're harmless enough but there is a variety of other ship project.
maniacs whose conduct ranges from annoying to dangerous.
Guests that appeared on the
s the guy who
Take the kleptomaniac for instance,
program were: Rev. L. 0. Vasmay
filches
he
articles
The
steal.
desire
to
can't control his
ser, who offered prayer, M r s.
or may not be of great value and seldom are they of much
Emma Ruth Ward, Mrs. Azalie
use to the person who steals them.
The klepto is not to be confused with the garden variety Martin, Mrs. Varine Dickens,
of thieves. The thief usually considers the odds before he Mr. Pinkston and son Donald.
pulls a job. lie proceeds with calm and resourcefulness. But Highlight of the program was
the history of the club which
the kleptomaniac acts on the spur of the moment and is often
was presented by Mrs. Eva
clumsy and childishly bold. And his stock answer after he is
Hill. The models presented
caught is: "I just had to take it."
Easter fashions. Some or the
BUYING SPREE
A cousin to the kleptomaniac is the oniomaniac. He craves models showed original hats by
the possession of certain articles but lays the moola on the Mrs. Floyd Newman. Mrs. Mary
line to own them. He (or she) cannot resist the temptation Etta Yarborough was the narrator for the fashion show.
to buy.
Students receiving scholarship
The oniomaniac flits from store to store and counter to
counter buying all sorts of trifles. It is typical of this strain awards were Miss George
of maniac that he gets rid of the objects he has purchased Emma Thomas, and Miss BerMany are charitable and give them away to non profit groups. nice Pierce.
The refreshment table was a
Then they begin the buying spree all over again.
Do not confuse the oniomaniac with your wife. Chances picture of spring loveliness. Miss
are good she has SOME degree of control over her spending Carrie Canada poured punch,
assisted by other club memhabits. The oniomaniac has none.
Then there is the dromomaniac. He's the guy for gill) bers. Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson,
who just can't keep still and constantly gives M to the im- club president and other mempulse to "get away from it all." These sufferers have a bers of the organization "are
torturing restlessness which they cannot explain. They pace appreciative of the
support givto and fro in their rooms. They leave the house abruptly en them by the public and their
"just to take a walk." Many just roam all their lives.
friends."
At this point the similarity to a house - weary husband
ends and the true stripes of a dromomaniac begin to show. VIMINMMINTY
A man may be comfortably situated, married, a home-owner
The Sweetheart Social club
and prosperous. But when that wanderlust hits, he's off and held a party at the home
of
gone. From city to city, state to state, even country to coun Mr. and Mrs. Jones of Regent
try. He heads into the unknown because he can't help it. His st., last Saturday. Prizes were
life is an endless search. But Utopia is never found.
lucky number. Mrs. Jean Ton.
The maniacs we've mentioned are seldom dangerous but ey is president and
Mrs. Mary
they've got some sisters and brothers who are. Consider Munn is club reporter.
the demoniac. Lives have been lost and homes broken because this fellow gets out of hand. He is the gambler who cannot help gambling. He will bet anything.
Karl Groos, a forerunner of the great Freud, points to
Instances where the demoniac would "literally stake his
freedom, his wife or child, the very limbs of his body or
his very life." It is at this point that danger threatens.
DESIRE TO DRINK
somata tram
tube
Pale
Another dangerous and pitiful brother of this fraternity
lOes is secerea• soft are
onds Used by
of mentally ill, is the dipsomaniac. The irrepressible desire
desperate with
thawed'.
Ni
Palk
you can
to dring alcoholic beverages turns the dipso into a perpetual
rely m OR5-1EL
ter last. fleet.
threat. He or she may possess other temperate habits but
ties relief Mt
the lure of alcohol is too much. Acts of indiscretion and violence lie in the wake of an attack of dipsomania, makinthis maniac one of the most feared and pitiful.
A short step ahead of the dipso is the pyromaniac. This
one lets the fascination of fire get the best of him. This fellow finds it impossible to slap down the urge to set fire to
a house, school, or some other building. There may be some
connection to the building he burns. But more often there is
no relationship whatsoever.
Pyromaniacs stand gleefully by as firemen try to save
the structure. If they are caught, officers know in advance
what they will say:- "I just couldn't help it."
Perhaps the most dangerous of all maniacs is the hontleida
maniac. Here is a person who must struggle against an.overpowering impulse to kill someone. When tins mad desire takcs
a grip, the population is reduced by at least one.
248 Vance-1A 7-9320
Some homicidal maniacs fight savagely within to restrain
Memphis, Tennessee
the urge to kill. Some take flight, others seek refuge in a
police station, others have themselves committed to an in
stitution.
'
1111
111 EMMEN.
But many give in.
•SPENCER CORSETIERE•
Closely akin to the homicidal maniac is the suicidal maniac.
Mrs. Emma R. Green a
Some persons, for no good reason, want to do away with
782 David St.
themselves. They won't go near a body of water for fear they•
•
Phone FA 4-2525
will throw themselves in. Some shun high places for fear 5
•
Registered
Spencer
they will leap off. One suicidal maniac had bars placed over
Corsetiere
II
•
Individual Designer
her windows to keep her from jumping out.
•Spencer
Foundation
/. Bra •
SUICIDE LURE
Others bring their lives to an untimely end because the •Appointments-T.Home Visits—•
Invited
lure of suicide is too strong for them to resist.
Through the ages, these and other types of mania have P.••••••••••?
afflicted humans the world over. The psychologists call them
"compulsions" or "obsessions". They are defined as "imperaCAN YOU USE
tive ideas associated with a state of anxiety, there being no
marked consciousness or judgement."
MORE
In other words, obsessions are powerful ideas which force
themselves into a person's mind against his will or judgement. They lodge there and their hold is so great, other ideas
lose out in the fight for dominance.
C.ROUND flOOR
Doctors of the mind explain that the root of the trouble
STERICK BUILDING
is in some mental conflict. They say that there is some inner
'WHERE FOIKS lIKE 001)
struggle going on and the conduct of the victim is symbolic
GET PAW IREN1141
of the conflict which is usually unknown to the person.
SERVICE"
And so the kleptomaniac steals. the onionmanie buys, the
dromomaniac wanders, the demoniac gambles, the
pyromaniac
sets fires, the dipsomaniac drinks and the homicidal
maniac
kills.
Aren't you glad you're only a little old arithmomaniac?
GREENLAND HEIGHTS
METHODIST
907 So. Parkway

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

t14111.114

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

28, 11161

Stitch And
Chat Hold
Annual Tea

to investigate
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Eichmann Helps Own Defense

•

Ninth Annual Salute To High Schools Scholarship Day Hamilton High School
n the
. Vasr S.
zalie
ckens,
aid.
was

which
Eva
sented
the
ats by
Mary
narw.
arship
eorge
s Berwas a 0'
Miss
punch,
rneinibson,

rolinrcd
price
HER N

OCCUPYING THE coveted
"Caalrrnan of Board-Presi.
dear position at Universal
Life for a day—taking over

from Dr. A. Macs* Walker—
Is Robert Bolton, a senior.
His secretary is Alfreda Woo.
ten.

POSITION OF Second Vice
President Agency Director
was taken over by Samuel

Love, • senior who replaced
Universal's H. A. Gilliam. His
secretary was LaVerne Lee.

HONOR STUDENTS f r o in
Hamilton high school "in-

elided" Universal Life Insursince Company and reigned

supreme. With th• group during the camera break are

chaperons and Universal Life
Insurance Company's hosteases,

VICE PRESIDENT - Assistant Secretary T. J. Willis
gave up his office to Osbie

Howard, • senior, and his
secretary Peggy Waller.

SECRETARY of Universal
for a day was David Carnes.
• senior, tie was assisted or

his secretary, Paulette Brinkley. "Secretary Carnes" act-

ed for First Vice PresidentSecretary B. G. Olive, jr.

MELVIN HILL. the Associate Agency Director for a day
dictates to his secretary Ca-

rot Jones. Melvin, a senior.
took over from G. T. Howell.

MEDIC AL DIRECTOR'S
practice was taken over by
Richard Johnson. He exam-

ines "patient" Lucille Jackson, while secretary Phyllis
Ross discusses pertinent mat-

iers with reference to an ayplicant for insurance by
phone.

RICHARD MATHES.• senior
ousted Vice President-Assist

ant Secretary .7. A. Olive. His
secretary was Hazel Swans.

ACTING FOR Vice Printdent-Assistant Secretary I..
H. Boyce was Mabra Holly.

gin.

field, also • senior. Mattis
Graham was his secretary.

y

at
IA 6

NEW CHIEF AccountantController Michael Braswell,
Junior. studies Use book-

keeping machine with his secrotary Joan Hargraves in the
office of H. B. Chandler.

HAMILTON high school hon
or students were featured in
this year's -Salute to H g h
School Scholarship D a y"
prowl:did annually by I h •

Universal L I f • Insurance
Company. Fifty students, including members of the National Honor Society, participated in 4ay long activities

during which Universal's top
officers were replaced for the
day with Hamilton Honor
students. The day was April
14.

ACTUARY for • day w a s
James Caldwell, shown at the
punch machine with Ws sec-

rotary, Lena Robinson. Cal&
well routed Actuary a. L.
Wynn.
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Nine More Debs To Make Debut May 5

Merry
Go-Round
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
gletasii•

• III• 111•••a,alesi...1
.111
Capricious April weather has.rence Patterson Hickman, forwrought havoc with traditional mer Memphian, now of L o s
moods of Spring hereabouts... Angeles, Calif., who was a apeand rain gear and woolens have cial guest of the evening.
had to occupy the forefront of THE MODERETTES
our wardrobes — for the April . THE MODER ETTES
showers have been torrential, BRIDGE CLUB'S recent party
CAROL BROWN
FRANCIS WESTIROORS
SAUNDERS
ZEIT BOWEN
PIORISH TEHERAN
DELOIS CHERRY
tornado-like rains — so much was given by Mrs. Joseph (Barso that we're beginning to won- bara) Atkins, at her lovely splitder if we'll ever have any "May level home in Lakeview Garflowers:" But who are we to dens. Utilizing the snazzy basequestion the dictates of Mother ment recreation area for cockNature?
tails and business, and later
It is refreshing, though, to moving upstairs to the living
see that scores of parties have and family rooms for a lively
not been dampened by tl! pre- bridge game, 'twas especially
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
veiling elements.
Annual Festival of Music and
rewarding for winners Joyce
When a person begins to see timed as to the number of Art at Fisk university occurs
FETE FOUR SUITORS AND Blackmon, Cynthia Winfrey and
a colored halo around lights, a times a refraction had been Wednesday through Sunday,
guest Marie Begley. Other
SEQUINS CLUBS
general lessening of his visual performed and how often the April 26-30 inclusive, with
MRS. ALBERT (THELMA) members present include Elaine
powers or feels his eyeballs glasses had been changed. Pa- convocations, lectures, s e m
HARRIS was a bountiful host- Campbell, Juanita Truitt, Nora
becoming exceedingly h a r d, tients frequently attributed a nars, artists recitals, art films,
ess to the Four Suitors and The Jackson, Ann B. Harris and
he may need more than just sensation of fullness in the an art exhibit, a drama proSequins Bridge Clubs a fort- Elene W. Phillms,
a pair of eyeglasses. He should eyes and frequent headaches duction, and concerts by the
night ago. The verdant grounds DEBONAIR SET
have his physician examine — which are often symptoms University Choir and the Fisk
of Fuller State Park where the There has been a long silence
his eyes for symptoms of glau- of glaucoma — to eye strain. Jubilee Singers as feature atHarrises reside was the setting our way anent the Debonair Set
Club.
but
nests
finally
coma.
came our
for the unique casual-garb dress
Patients who expect some tractions.
CAROLYN RANDLE
SARITA PATTON
JANICE flUDEND
of members of the two clubs... way of their recent meeting with
The Fisk Modern Dance
It has been estimated that diminished vision as they
and upon entering the portals of Mrs. Thomas (Julia) Collins at
•
some 3,500 people go blind grow older, feel that all they Group opens the Festival on
the lovely home, hospitality the Flame Club, where chicken they were disappointed, but not
Wednesday
evening, April 28
each year from glaucoma, need are stronger glasses.
reigned supreme. With
Me dinners highlighted the dinner at the lavish hospitality which
which is still believed by med- These patients are often found with a ballet performance of
Albert, doing the honors at the session. Something new in prize was accorded them.
Coppelia.
have
A morning convocaadvanced glaucoma.
ical authorities to be the most to
bar ... and daughter, Debbie, ideas was used by pert Julia ... Included on the list of inter"This points up the danger tion on Thursday is followed
frequent single cause of irrea real hostess taking over the gifts for the gal's husbands— est mg
visitors
in an over emphasis on a need by seminars and lectures that
were
Mrs.! The Ladies of the Nightingale
Mrs. Annie B. Phillips, Miss versible blindness in adults.
duties of the silent butler, the those wonderful souls who are Claude (Etta hfoten) Barnett of
for changing glasses, often run through the day on ThutsThrift
club
observed
Dr.
Claude
their
L..
25th
Cowan,
Johnnie
chief
Pinson,
Mrs.
Georgia
Harrises went all out in making left to flounder by themselves Chicago, the guest of her daughseen and heard through adver- day and Friday. An Art Exanniversary
recently
with
of
the
an
Division
Ishmael,
enof
OpthalmolMrs.
Lena
Christian,
the occasion a grand party. The so many Saturday afternoons. ter and son-in-law, Dr. and
tertainment at the Lelia Walker Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Hare- ogy at Howard University and tising media," Dr. Cowan said. hibit from the Metropolitan
artistry of caterist, Mrs. Eulaa while the little woman is out Mrs. G. W. Stanley Lsh, jr.
A lure of "easy credit Museum of Art in New York
Club House. Refreshments were son, Jake Gooden, Mrs. Una B. Freedmen's Hospital, says earwith
her bridge friends. Win- Mrs. Jack (Lawrence
Holmes, was displayed tobest
Patterson) furnished by Pet Milk C o m- James, Mrs. Ernestine Scott, ly glaucoma detection h a s terms" attracts persons in the will have a showing in the
ning
cuff
links,
billfold, tie Hickman, previously mentioned,
advantage with menu of mocklower income groups — a large Fisk Van Vechten Art Gallery
ek chicken legs (made of tur- clasps and a manicure set were from Los Angeles, following a pany, with Mrs. Mildred Riley Mrs. Helen James, Jesse Bur- been of primary concern to number of whom are Negroes throughout the Festival seaton, Mrs. Georgia Collins, Mrs. his division at the hospital.
key) with fresh mushroom members Norma Griffin and trip to New York, her former as hostess.
— to this type of advertising. son, with a showing also of art
sauce, aromali souffle, colorful Martha Galloway and guests
Serving on the program were, Lottie Pierce, Mrs. Cora Smith, "The majority of cases aref
home. While here she was the
ilms
in the International StuowarMedi gcall
ities say there
congealed salad, hot rolls, spic-,D°r°thy Evans and Tillie Whal- houseguest of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Essie Neal, devotion; Ro- Mrs. Ruthie Russell, Mrs. Ida first seen in the eye clinic in
M. Pruitt, Harmon Strong, Mrs. the late stages. Most of our is a strong family tendency dent Center on the campus
land
Neal,
pianist;
presentation
ed tea and Mrs. Holmes' famcus Urn'
Marvin Tarpley. . Well-known I
author ucoma. In one study The Stagecrafters, studeet
d
Emily Jones, Mrs. L M. Mur- patients are Negroes. Dr. H. t
cream cake ... made any- KAPPAS FETE THEIR
insurance mogul, Jeff Ish of of mistress of ceremony, Mrs.
727 persons with a stated his- drama group, will present
phy, Mrs. Clozetta Harris, Mrs. P. Venable, in 1958, theorized -Ruth
Hicks;
welcome,
e waistline conscious forget SILHOUETFES
Mrs.
A.
Chicago, visiting his daughter
tory of glaucoma in the fam- Harvey, by Mary Chase, in the
bout the wonders of that now
that advanced glaucoma was iaa
Members of the Memphis and family, Atty. and Mrs. A. F. Lofties; response, M r s. L. E. Johnson.
iy it was found that 4.1 per little theatre; and student arMily Jones; solo, Mrs. Bessie
Members of the club are: more frequently seen in Neell-known food supplement Alumni chapter of Kappa Alpha A. Letting.
Gray; history of the club, Mrs. Mrs. Irene Smith, Mrs. Jeanet- groes because pain was not a cent had chronic simple glau- tists in the Department of Muat helps to whittle down Psi Fraternity laid aside plans
CHIT CHAT
Thelma Davis; introduction of te Shivers, Mrs. Essie Neal, Mrs. prominent symptom. Our ex- coma confirmed by an opthal- sic will offer recitals. A readunds.
and activities leading up to
Memphis and Tri - State
mological examination. This ing of works in progress will
One member, Mrs. Howard their Annual Debutante Presen- friends of Robert Lee, Southern speaker, Mrs. Pearl Y. Elmore; Dorenza Simmons, Mrs. Julia perience has been similar," Dr. contrasts to the incidence of be presented by students in
Gloria) Simons, besides t h e tation which will be held on university football mentor, will speaker, Mrs. Annie Higgins, Roberts, Mrs. Nancy Mitchell, Cowan said.
glaucoma in unselected cases creative writing.
hostess is a member of both may 5th at Club Ebony, with be glad to know that he is on solo. Mrs. Mettle Heston; ex- Mrs. Katie McGuire, Mrs. Iola ADVANCED CASES
The artist recital by Yigenerally ranges from
lubs ... and it was her luck to 2.8 debs making their bows .. . the road to recovery following pressions, Mrs. Georgia Home, Lanier, Mrs. Ruth Hicks, Mrs. "Our patients seen in the
Kwei Sze, Chinese bass-bari1.5 per cent to 2 per cent.
president.
„apaure two prizes, being third deciding that the fun of sumElla Mae Greene, Mrs. Ora
a recent operation. Joining
Glaucoma
tone
noted for his recitals with
Clinic for the first ANOTHER STUDY
elect winner at Dub's Bridge. met- would very well be pre- Mrs. Lee,(Jim Etta Wells) dur- Guests attending were: Mrs. C. Gooden, Mrs. Thelma Davis, time are usually
advanced
Another study of glaucoma symphony orchestras and foe
and, therein, hangs a tale, since listed with a splash party which ing the anxious moments, was Sallie Cotton, Mrs. Annie Ket- Mrs. Magnolia Collins, M r s. cases. However early
appearances
in grand opera
detec- patients revealed that 63.5 per
we've been wondering just was held last Friday night at Robert's sister. Dr. Marjoriel chum, Freddie Lee Davis, Miss Mary Beattie, Mrs. Minnie Ar- tion of
glaucoma has also cre- cent had medical records of will occur on Thursday eveLillian R. McClain, Mrs. Viola nold, Mrs. Aline Lofties, M r s.
vhat the game is alt about:the Abe Scharff YMCA swim- Lee Browne, head of
ated a problem on a national arteriosclerosis, 49 per cent ning. The University Choir, asthe math Macklin, Mrs. Ernestine Ford, Georgia
0. Homes, Mrs. Fanlens's a version of bridge with'nung pool. 'Twas fun indeed for department at North
Carolina Willie Frank, Sammie Valner- nie Hall, Mrs. Inez
scale, for the condition is often had syphillis.
sisted by members of the
, new twist
bidding,
et
S.
Dorothy
Boyd,
and
Joe
Carr,
Wendell
no
able, Ulysses Webb, Mrs. Eve- Mrs. Bessie Gray, Mrs. Sarah asymptomatic."
Basic examination for glau- Nashville Symphony Orches
tummy, no honor count. each and Jolene Sawyer, Thomas and U.
The inauguration of the 4th lyn Redditt, Mrs. Odessa Mat- Crawford, Mrs. Hattie Beason, Dr. Cowan emphasized the coma should include the visual tie, presents Jeptha by Cansrick turned counting 1 points, Vivian Willis and Joe Stockton
chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc., at thews, Mrs. Virgie Hayes, Mr. Mrs. Susie Alexander. Mrs. fact that irrespective of race acuity, externa/ examination. simi, and Ode for St. Cecilia'.
aid many other innovations on • • • and dampened bodies were
the initial attack of the di- opthalmoscopic e x a minatioe, Day by Handel on Friday evehe original game which add up, revived with a tasty spaghetti Chicago, resulted in a grand and Mrs. Jesse Mitchell, Mrs. George Horne, president, Mrs.
trip for Memphis sponsor Erma Mattie Meeks, Mrs. Corine Dorenza Simmons. secretary sease is usually treacherous. tonometry and visual fields.
ning. The Fisk Jubilee Singo fun, a n d needless to say, supper served afterwards.
Lee Laws, who accompanied Hightower, Mrs. Bertha Jones, and Mrs. Inez S. Boyd, report- He believes glaucoma has beAt Freedmen's hospital, 41 ers close the Festival events
hagrin.
More about the Silhouettes, Memphis Co-Rites.
come both a public health chal- confirmed cases of glaucoma with a recital on Sunday ewe.
Jana Davis, Miss Linnie Settles.
er.
Lovely prizes, floral urnbrel- concerns their meeting of last who gave a report at the forlenge and a public health re- were found out of a total of ning.
with
Mrs. Utillus mal dinner; Paulette
as. went to first place winners, Sunday
sponsibility. It has been esti- 3,671 male and female perBrinkley,
•
eildred Williams of the Sequins (Elene) Phillips, jr., held at the who read the club poem
at the
mated that 42,000 men and sons tested. According to sex,1 CHURCH TOUR SOUTH • •
'nub and Celestia Porter of home of Elenes parents, Mr. installation dinner, Marilyn Isaa
Eleven members of the Conwomen have gone blind from there were 12 cases of 1.332
?our Suitors .. . smart summer and Mrs. Taylor Ward at 1097 bel who sang beautifully,
we
bilateral glaucoma and an ad- males tested, and 29 cases out gregational Christian church,
egs to second place wir.ners, Neptune, where the agenda was hear, and Miss Memphis
Co-ditional 150,000 have become of 2.341 females tested.
now on a tour of the Southa
•our.suit„Bertha aohnscn and. filled to the hilt with final
High fidelity in music can music provides a pleasing lift blind in one eye.
Ette of '61, Eleanor Faye WilThere were no cases of arrived on the LeMoyne Colcquin Juanita B. Poston. . . plans for the debutante ball. liams, who sat at the
lead
to
high
fidelity in marri- to girls behind typewriters or
speaker
"When compared with tu- glaucoma detected under 35 lege campus Monday evening
rid. as we've stated Gloria Mrs. Floyd (Lillian) Campbell table. Miss Laws
was the house- age.
on assembly lines. Even dairies berculosis and cancer. condi- year of age. All cases discov- and remained until 1 p.m.
award winning two bottles of is again the ball chairman, and guest of Atty.
and
Mrs.
Harry
So asserts hi-ti expert Karl are doing it—and cows, after tions in which mass screening ered ranged from 35 to 75 Tuesday. Dr. Judson E. Fiebig•
publicity chairman is charming
,main's "My Sin".
Gibson, Mrs. Gibson a co-spon- Jensen, who maintains, "Mu- all, have feminine natures," have been done on a large years of age and over. Group- er is in charge of the group;
Colorful pant s, culottes, Mrs. Thomas (Vivian) Willis. sor of the Chicago chapter with sic hath
The visitors ate dinner with
charms to soothe the points out Jensen. "Why scale, glaucoma is 20 times ing these cases at intervals of
'I•Duses and skirts helped all in Mrs. A. W. (Annie Laura) Wil- Mrs. Theodore Jones.
savage woman. And no woman shouldn't music in the home more prevalent than tubercu- 10 years, the age group be- some of the college's faculty
raking the beautiful bridge lis is the president of the Sil- Our condolences are extended
has more need to be soothed bring a similar benefit—not, losis, and five times more pre- tween 65-74 revealed the high- and staff members Monday
arty very relaxed, and thoza houettes.
the family of the late Mrs. than the
modern suburban in this case, to spur the house- valent than cancer," Dr. Cow- est incidence of glaucoma, night, attended the dance re7
uglily pleasing other Four SCORES OF 'PARTIES FETE Chaney Davis who passed last
housewife,
beset from all sides wife to greater efficiency but an added.
while the lowest group in cital the same night in Bruce
uitors Celia Chaplin, Lois MRS. WILLARD WOODS
week after an extended illness by irritations likely
A pilot glaucoma detection which glaucoma appeared was Hall, and witnessed LeMoyne's
to bring to help her become happier?
argraves, Jewel Bethel, Ben- Vivacious MRS. WILLARD . . and the family of the late
out
the
"There
Project
Honors Convocation Tuesday
initiated
is
beast
no problem about
was
in the best of us."
at Freed- between 35-44,
e Gary Williams, Gert Wale- (Eloise Lewis) Woods was raison Miss Belle McLean who died
Jensen thinks he may have the way she does her work— men's Hospital early in 1957. "No cases of undetected morning.
. Charlene McGraw. Helen d'etre for scores intimate parties suddenly at E H. Crump hosan answer to the problem that but suburban living has stirred Later in the year a full scale glaucoma were discovered out
helby, Emma Thom Johnson given by the legion of friends of pital last Saturday night.
nd Alma Holt ... and ditto for the Lewis family. Eloise t Teeta) NATIONAL LIBRARY is perplexing psychia trists, up a lot of problems for the detection program began as a of 1197 persons under the age
is we •o oiki to sell or •
equins Almazine Davis, Jesa had to fly to Hot Springs to the WEEK got off to a big start at sociologists and marriage homemaker and for her marria co-operative effort between , of 35 examined," Dr. Cowan This
lidtation of an
er is bigil any of
-a McNeely, Rose Nell Iles, bedside of her father, Robert S. the McLean Branch Public Li- counselors these days—how to age. Hi-fl in the home should Freedmen's Hospital, the D. C stated. "So it appears that 40 g
'
t.
is bons fide rut
keep
Health,
Department
more
produce
the
years
Preof
harmony
of
age
enough
housewife
is
low
in
for
happy
duts of the State of Tennessee.
aclen Prater, Rubye Gadison, Lewis, sr. who was stricken at brary, where etiquette arbiter
veritable and Chronic Diseases mass screening. However, in
largaret B. McWilliams. I d a the spa and had to have enter- Amy Vanderbilt was a featured wen her husband leaves her ways than one."
alone
Division
in
Jensen's
and
practice
the
private
U.
S.
I
Public
suburbia.
think
that
sugggestion
that
a
tee Walker. Mary C. Pruitt, gency surgery. With his recov- speaker. Quire Moriaty
was the
He admits he lucked into the little harmony on the phono- Health Service.
every patient over 35 should
;race Collins and Ruth Mims. ere underway, she came on to master of ceremonies, a n d
have tonometry.
answer.
graph
may
Jensen's
a SENSE OF FULLNESS
be
the
starting
key
to
point
Memphis for an extended visit Paul (Greenhouse) Flowers, in.FOY OFAY
was hi-ti, not housewives. harmonious marriage is geared
The patients were ques- "This study emphasizes that
AFOY OFAY BRIDGE CLUB,with her family. Bridge parties. troduced out-of-town authors.
the hospitals of the nation are
President of Jensen Industries to one of the big problems of
,.,,eived posh compliments of formal dinner, luncheons. cock- Local authors
were introduced
N•w
ti's. John (Juanita) Brinkley tail parties and intimate galls- by Lamar Wallace. city librari- of Forest Park, 111., which modern living which has ex- with speaker system or tone fertile ground for glaucoma
e enngs were given by Mrs. W. an, and included in this group makes phonograph needles and pens writing books, viewing quality, declares Jensen. A detection, and also for the
the charming Brinkley horn'
e South Parkway East last W. .Gibson, Dr. and Mrs. Leland was our own Lt. George W. accessories, Jensen has an in- with alarm, organizing corn- phonograph is in order, mostly study of the incidence of glauaiurday. mid rain, near sleet Atkms. Mrs. H. H. Johnson and Lee, author of "Beale Street" terest in hi-ti which goes even naittees and taking their own because of the associations coma in certain pathological
conditions. Most hospitals have
nit blustery winds. Inside the Mrs' Harry Cash, Miss Ida and "River George". Attending beyond his own company and tranquilizers,
stirred up by the music.
the necessary equipment and
Prle• P•d Shade
They are worried about the SOOTHING EFFECT
zy confines of the home. Mae Walker, Mrs. Peter M. were school librarians M r s. ts products—which led him
-armth and cheer of the gath- Jones, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Rachael Carhee, and Mrs. Mae into his exploration of music plight of the modern wife—
"One important factor in the with little effort could at least
especially in the mushrooming soothing effect of music is the include tonometry as part of
ring of close friends and an- Speight, jr„ Dr. and Mrs. Vas- D. Fitzgerald. and also enjoy- and marriage.
commuter communities — who pleasant association an indi- the routine physical examinatiler version of Eulilia Holmes's r° Smith
'Dr- and Mrs' Preder- ing the program were Miss PLEASING LIFT
,agic_ses food casserole, as-ck
Rivers. Atty. and Mrs. A. Geraldine Diamond, Mrs. Elms "Business and industry have spends her days alone with the vidual woman might feel for a tion on patients over 40 years
aragus and cheese souffle. tca A. Letting. Mrs. Julian W. Kel- Mardin, Mrs. Walter Hubbard. long discovered that piped-in housework and her anxieties. specific musical selection— of age."
Dr. Cowan's report, entitled
ato aspic and archicoke salad • s°• Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. 7.. Miss Erma Lee Laws, Miss
She ends up prey to worries whether it's a popular song or
rid delicious congealed lernor Lewis and -Mrs. Phillip Booth s Jana Davis. Miss Yvonne Jor- ick Rivers, into which they and dissatisfactions that may a symphony. " Jensen says. "The Freedmen's Hospital
a„ert with fresh strawberries . . . all of which added up to a dan. Miss Bertha Ann
Sawyer have recently taken up ahredie lead her anywhere from the "Only by picking her own mu- Glaucoma Case-Finding ProCOMITIOS VOSMS F.S.CS
ed cream—received rave corn 135t pace of PartYine which will. and several other unidentified out on South Parkway East psychiatrist's couch to the di- sic and playing it when she ject" appears in the current
to
issue
of the Journal of the The stork in th s '(firIng insrlY &
amints. Bridge prime w e r el have
visitors.
trs. U. L Mayfield, Mrs Riv- vorce court, they say,
wad fc". rest and relax
chooses, as she chooses, can she
'
Iski
,etured ha mem bers Len/a abon
•••
until she returns to la
of Touts
Is; lts•
ers' mother, of ll'ort Worth, Jensen says this won't hap- get the full benefit from National Medical Association.
banal B:noling Corporatton. Itualifise
Ma-lAngeles.
having
left
this
ManDRAMA LOVERS will be in- , Texas, has been in Memphis for pen if she turns on the hi•fi.
;ahem. Harriet Davis and
as • dealer ii, is 04.1 socurients.
music's charms. This is strictly
an Gibson . . . and, a won-.day.
terested in knowing that the the past several weeks, and was TRANQUILIZER
an individual matter. A lot of BACK TO LEMOYNE
Pew free New et erespeeter WON
arful time was enjoyed by oth-I Eloise gave news of The Cole- Senior Class of Manassas High on hand to see the Rivers en"Music is a tranquilizer that couplet have special romantic Mrs. Velma McLemore, ',seNATIONAL BOWLING
date professor of English at Le✓ members attending. Lillian mans. Sherman and Ann; The School will present the Broad- scounced in their new home really works." he asserts. "Es- associations
with one tune Moyne,
has returned frorn
`smpbelL Walterine Outlaw. Wilber Fughs. the Dr. Damon way hit, 'Dear Ruth," at the which is beautiful and impres- pecially with women. Maybe it 'their. song. If
CORPORATION
a wife hears it Washington,
D. C. where she at- SR
aldred Jordan, Augusta Cash Lees and scores of other Cali- Cora P. Taylor Auditorium at sive. 1L-1. Mayfield left last is because the feminine nature in high
De Nat Iltj
elima II I. /NINO
fidelity just before her tended the three-day
rise Robinson. Ruth Beau- larale friends.
College
Manassas H. S. on Friday, May Saturday, accompanied by Mrs. responds readily to emotional husband
comes home, that's conference on communication
!tamp, Alma Booth, Sally Bar OTHER VISITORS IN OUR
28th. The public is invited to 0. B. Braithwaite, Dr. Rivers' stimuli and music affects the the result—high
NOUN
ot•
fidelity."
and Composition. Sessions wen
attend this outstanding presen- mother, who will spend time emotional state."
cilcanew and Ethel Tarpley. MIDST
All this sounds like "how to held in the Mayflower Hotel Mime
ob•
lhe latter scrempanied by her
If visitors came to our fair tation given be talented ama- with Dr and Mns Mayfield in
Husbands will benefit just be happy" advice for young
and the conference attracted
inuseguert, well-knowe L a wa city looking for balmy weather. teur local youths. Production is Texas.
as much as wives when music brides. It is—but it does not
more than /,000 persons.
under the direction of Noble H.
soothes the savage woman stop there.
()wens. of the English depart- SILHOUETTES MEET
Jensen points out.
never
have
known
a
n
y
ment of Mansiacits, and chairThe Silhouette Social c 1 u b "A woman who has spent woman of daisy
age who didn't
man of the senior class.
met Sunday. April 9, at t h
the day alone with her wor find relaxation in listening to
The beauty of springtime I home of Mrs. Katherine Holries will probably take It out musk," Jensen concludes. "In
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captured on the ertenniya lingsworth. President is Mrs.
on hubby. le on the other fact, It seems to have the biggrounds of the palatal rad- Charlene Mobley and reporter
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LeMoyne Junior
Wins Scho:arship
Harriett Hall, a junior, of) Chi Scientific Society. The
1148 Firestone Boulevard, was convocation was under the dithe only student to make the rection of Mrs. Velma R. Mcdean's list "with high honor" Lemore, associate professor of
during the first semester, it English at the college.
was announced last week at ADDRESS
LeMoyne College's annual HonThe convocation addres s,
ors Convocation.
presented in a unique manner,
She was awarded the $300 was delivered by Dr. Juanita
scholarship provided by t h e Williamson, professor of EngP rotes tlish.
a n t Religious
Alpha Kappa Mu announced
Councilof
that Miss Hall is eligible for
Southwestern at
membership in that society.
Memphis.
Other students making the
Making t h e
dean's list for the first semesdean's list
ter were:
honor"
"with
FRESHMEN — Mary Louise
during the first
Ayers, Marian Chapman, Louis
semester were
B. Holmes, Louise W. Shipp
E dgar M.
and Steve Taylor.
Hall
Harriett
enio
Young, sr;
SOPHOMORES — Irma A
junior;
Rodgers,
Mae
Johnnie
Ewing, Robert T. Nelson, LizWhalley, sophomore, zie Patterson, Monetha Reeves
Floyd
and Earline Houston, freshman. and Steve Taylor.
Miss Houston, who entered LeJUNIORS — Johnnie Mae
Moyne in September after comBaptist, Bennie 0. Flagg, Sterpleting the Ilth grade at Maline Harris, Joe Willie Jones,
nassas High School last June,
Frances Laws, Charles
received the $150 Thrift Shop Mary
Morris, Lena O'Bannon,
award. She will be awarded T.
Synder and Willie
her high school diploma at Ma- Thurmond
Ray Terry.
PRESENTS CHECK — As a From left are Mrs. Ruby Por- chairman of the project, looks
nassas in June.
SENIORS — Florida Adams,
result of the recent project, ter, who served as ticket on. Mrs. Dillon expressed her
Johnnie Mae Rodgers receivThe Bishop's Players. of Sig- chairman; Mrs. Mary Brooks, deep appreciation for the con- ed the Goodman award of $300, Leverda Bradford, Georgia
ladies
the
Braxton,
Floria
ma Gamma Rho sorority, the basileus, check to Mrs. A n n tribution by giving
and Lena Mae O'Bannon, a jun- Brainlett,
50TH ANNIVERSARY — parents of 15 children, all liv- and Charlie Davis. all of
organization was able to Dillon, secretary of the St. a picture of Danny Thomas, or who made the dean's list, re- Frank E. Cole, Geraldine Dou- Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Davis ing. Children are Mrs. E • a Memphis. They have 49
Jude'
St.
the
of
make a sizeable contribution Jude Foundation, while Mrs. the founder
ceived the $200 scholarship of- thet, Sammie Fields, Ruthie of Tulsa, Okla.. celebrated Swain. Mrs. Callie Metcalf. grandchildren and one great
to the St. Jude hospital fund. Charle P. Roland, general Foundation.
fered by Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hurt, LaRose Mack.lin, Bobbie their Golden Anniversary last Mrs. Erma Res Metcalf. of grandchild. Rev. Davis was •
Maclin, Edna A. Maple, War- Sunday at the home of their Los Angeles; Mrs. Hattie Mc- traveling evangelist until 1938
M. Zenner.
dell Parker, Annie B. Price, daughter and son-in-law. Mr Kinney, Mrs. Hula Faine. when he was appointed pas$150 AWARD
A freshman, Mary Louise Rufus Sanders, Aretha Shaf- and Mrs. Bennie Stewart of Barnabas and Leonard Davis tor at Searcy, Ark, and later
Ayers, was given a $150 Thrift fer, Willie Shotwell, 011ie Ste- 423 Elder rd. Mr. and Mrs. of Chicago; Lee A. Davis of in Hickman, Ky. He is now
Shop award, and Johnnie Mae wart, Fannie Taylor, Velma Davis met 51 years ago in North Carolina; Fred Davis pastor of Christ Temple in
Baptist, a junior, received a $125 Tennial, Clara White, Shirley Mason, Tenn. and were mar- of Arizona, Mrs. Essie Ly- Tulsa. and has been for the
the college.
Wilson and Eliza Mae Young. ried a )ear later by the Rev. nom, Bettie Strong. D o r o- past nine years He is 80 years
The initial Spring meeting scholarship from
Americans today are buying glasses N% ith horn or papier$100
receiving
Freshmen
Edward Fields. They are the thy Stewart, James Ruffin old and his wife is 68.
glasses almost as much to be mache rims — which they of Entre Nous Bridge club was
scholarships from the college
often tied to their ears with held at Toney's Inn, Saturday
looked at as well as through.
were Marian Chapman, Lot is
, Not only has it become strings. Greeks and Romans evening, April 15, with Mrs. B. Holmes, Louise W. Shipp,
fashionable to wear glasses, went around peering through Clementine Ramsey as hos- Irma Thearance and DeWitbut glasses themselves now lenses, and medieval scholars tess. This meeting ended an- tress Robinson.
INF h.a v e their definite fashion held reading glassses in their other fiscal year for Club En- Two other scholarships were
trends as much as ladies hands — not unlike the lorg- tre Nous
The Annual High School
awarded to two high school
dresses, milady's fancy hats nettes wielded by society dow- The following officers were seniors — Juanita Gardner of Senior Day Scholarship Testagers in not-too-distant me- elected for the ensuing year: Melrose (one year) and Clara ing Program was held at Owen
and men's sports jackets.
Newest evidence is the trend , mory. In the western world, Mrs. Essie Shaw, president; Jean Martin of Hamilton (one- college Saturday. April 15, The Child Development Pro- much can be learned which will Pearlie Mae Smith, Charmalne
to spectacular spectacles—es- reading glasses first began Mrs. Clementine Ramsey, vice half-year)--- for emerging win- with 125 high school seniors gram reached another milestone help mothers to enjoy good Roman, granddaughter of Mrs.
this April. Mrs. Barbara Wil- pregnancies and healthy nor- Martha Bernard, Vicki, daugh.
pecially to darker, heavier- making spectacles of them- president; Mrs. Gladys Ander- ners of an essay contest conduct- and graduates participating.
ter of Mrs. Julia Marion, Sue,
Alex- mal babies.
selves in the 13th Century, Mrs. Clementine Ramsey, vice ed by LeMoyne's English Delooking frames.
On the basis of the results of liams and Mrs. Virginia
The following babies having daughter of Mrs. Marjorie
So reports the man who with the first spectacles mere- son, secretary; Mrs. Marianne partment. Miss Martin will re- competitive examinations giv- ander brought their children
their four, eight, and Hampton, Vincent, son of Mrs.
sells more glasses to more ly two reading glasses pinned Roac h, assistant secretary; ceive a one-year scholarship, en, thirty full tuition scholar- Stephanie and Leon, April 7, completed
Mrs. Carrie Scott, treasurer; however, because of another ships to Owen college will for their two year examinations. 12 month examinations, a r e Betty Bell.
people in more states than together.
Brenda, daughter of M r s.
"Today there is a bigger de- Mrs. Nedra Smith, business award she received from Le- be given. Grants-in-aid are They were the first two year now eligible to be enrolled on
anyone else in the country.'He
old children to complete their the Gold Star Scroll: Cynthia, Pauline Wright, David, son of
is Don A. Ritholz, who heads mand for glasses than ever manager; Mrs. Helen H. Bow: Moyne.
offered for those at
daughter of Vivian Moore, Shei- Mrs. Clarice Sanders, Andre,
Floyd Weakley, a sophomore showing a special interest in examinations. They will conKing Optical Company, Amer- before in history," asserts Rit- en, reporter; Mrs. Hannah
tinue to receive pediatric ex- la, daughter of Virgie Sham- son of M r s. Shirley Taylor,
and Mrs. who is maintaining his fourica's largest seller of glasses on holz. "In the United States Hirsch, sgt. at arms;
music, athletics, home ecoband year scholarship, and Willie
aminations by specialists every bley, Arrie, daughter of Carrie Tony and Tommy, twin sons of
a coast-to-coast basis, with 49' alone an estimated 77 million Mollie Long. sunshine
nomics and business education.
in- Brown, who is on an athletic
year until they reach seven Byrd, Debra Ann, daughter of Mrs. Alma Ingram, Sheila,
branches in principal cities in! m e n, women and children secretary. Other members
The tests were adminisLered
Laikhart, Grozelia, daughter of Mrs. Lillie Wright,
years of age. The Child De- Vernell
Delores Scott, scholarship, were cited at the
the United States and Canada. wear glasses. And just as rev- elude Mrs. L.
last month at testing centers
located in daughter of rdine Travis. Wa- Jacqueline.daughter of Mrs
olutionary as the scientific ad- Mrs. Earnestine Gray, Mrs. convocation for th ei r high in Jackson, Nashville, Chatta- velopment Program
HEAVIER FRAMES
Gertis Buggs. An- Rose Dowdy, Sallie, daughter of
of
mon,
son
E. H. Crump hospital, is sponvances which have made this Bernice Smith and Mrs. Lil- academic standings.
nooga and Knoxville.
A survey by King Optical
the University of Ten- gela, daughter of Mary Hall, Mrs. Georgia Evans, Bobbie,
by
sored
are
Wolfe.
people
lian
way
the
is
is
Convocation
possible
The Honors
The students, representing
of Willie Lee son of Mrs. Georgianna Griffin,
reveals not only the trend toAfter a tasty Toney's din- conducted each year at Le- high schools in Memphis and nessee through a grant from U. Rita, daughter
picking glasses for looks. Most
Laurence.
ward heavier frames but a
Derek, son of Mrs. Barbara Ren.
S. Public Health.
happened just in the ner, there were three rounds Moyne by Kappa Beta chap- She
has
it
of
County, neighboring
new peak of interest in glasses
study of 40,000 Sylvester, son of Mrs. Pauline five, Will, III, son of Mrs. De.
careful
a
By
of bridge competition. Guest ter of Alpha Kappa Mu, a naWorld War II."
since
years
counties and Mississippi and
Bolton, Dary, son of Mrs. Mary three Lyons, airier, daughter of
just for fashion's sake.
Ritholz credits plastic with a prizes were won by Mrs. Min- tional honor society, with the Arkansas, were treated to pregnancies and observation of Louise Jackson, Greta, daughMrs. Barbara Littlejohn, Bridgit,
"Fashion today ranks right
in the new import- nie Anderson and Mrs. De- assistance of the LeMoyne lunch, a full-length movie and the babies' development after ter of Mrs. Pauline Renf,,t-e,
assist
big
daughter of Mrs. Kay Roggan•
behind the result of the eye
fashion in glasses. "In lores Callla n, respectively. Honor Society and the Le- a tour of the spacious campus. delivery at regular intervals, Gloriadine, daughter of Mrs.
of
ance
examination in determining
Michael, son of Mrs. Helen
the old days, the only way to Other guests attending were Moyne chapter of Beta Kappa
Annie Mae Scott, Dwight, son Shields, Curtis, son of M r s.
the glasses people select,"
with a heavy look Miss Ann Spraggins, Mrs.
glasses
get
Trena
Bowden,
if Mrs. Wanda
notes Ritholz. "Nowadays no
Zelma Ueal, Michael, son of
can be fashioned out of light- Bertha Dillard, Mrs. Erma
Renee, daughter of Mrs. Liza . Mrs. Melvina Burnett, oath.
women would think of chooshe explains. Braxton, Mrs. Patricia Mosby,
plastic,"
weight
of
son
Derrick,
Wilson,
Mae
erine, daughter of Mrs. Georing glasses just to look
"Besides, the versatility of Mrs. Mary J. Thomas and
Mrs. Fredine Lynch, Kenneth, gia Pitts, Yvette, daughter of
through. Just as important is
plastic offers a lot of people Mrs. Barbara Atkins. Club
Juanita Andrews, Mrs. Queen Esther Peterson,
Mrs
of
son
to be looked at."
Roach,
a wide choice in frames for prizes went to Mrs.
Vincent, son of Mrs. Betty Eugene, son of Mrs. Ida Ruth
This does not mean that the perhaps the first time. Maybe first; Mrs. Carrie Scott, secWhite, Linda Fay, daughter of McGee, Deryl, s o n of Mrs.
are
Smith,
glasses
Nedra
wear
Mrs.
who
millions
Mrs. Lealer West.
they have never before been ond; and
Vernita Jones, Tina Marie,
nearsightedly—
blindly—well,
third.
Reginald, son of Mrs. Jeanette daughter of Mrs. Edna
able to consider fashion."
following somebody else's dicWhite, Jerome, son of Mrs. Hunt, Elizabeth, daughter of
tates about what is fashionGloria Grandberry, Queen Ani- Mrs. Laverne Jackson, Gregory,
able. It's their preferences
ta, daughter of Mrs. Molly Har- son of Mrs. Irene Brown, Mich.
that determine the fashion,
ris, Dorothy. daughter of Mrs. ad, son of M r s. Charlesetta
Debbie,
which is why King Optical
Robinson,
Estella
Edgington. Felicia, daughter of
took its survey.
daughter of Mrs. Palestine Mrs. Mattie Herring. Mary Ann
the forward and progresupon
Grand
Smith,
Mrs.
B.
of
Nettie
daughter
Mrs.
Vicki,
Sims,
could
you
"It used to be that
daughter of Mrs. Mary Lee LitGrand sive program she has already
Julia Marion, Jacqueline, tle. Warren, son of Mrs. Mil.
snot a person's occupation by Daughter Ruler of the
the IB- initiated. This program is a
of
Kincade,
Daughters
Sadie
Mrs.
of
Temple
daughter
says.
Ritholz
his glasses,"
Virginia Pol.
the largest fraTerry. daughter of Mrs. Lizzie dred Nelson. Mrs.
."torn rims meant a business POE of World,
streamlining of the departments,
supervisor.
Negro
of
administrative
Mrs.
lard,
of
son
organization
Lonnie,
ternal
Chambers,
a
pince-nez
service
executive and
enlargement of social
women in the United States, and welfare programs, added
ak .schoolteacher. Now the pince- is
and
in demand as a speaker
W 'Inez has gone the way of the
consultant to the temples com- emphasis upon education, vot'little red school house, and
prising the jurisdiction. She is ing and civil rights, conservation
:born rims or, more likely,
booked for a number of state of finances, increased memberconsplastic
lightweight
ttheir
conventions to be held in May ship with the inclusion.of teenpafashion
the
leading
:ins are
and June, including New York, agers and a national shrine
An atmosphere of Spring pianist and president of th
.-rade. Business executives are New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, project.
gaiety prevailed in the re- club; Rufus Steveson, first ten'still wearing them, but so is Ohio, the New England States, Mrs. Smith is known for her
cently acquired home of Mr. or; Calvin Grimes, second
:everybody else. In fact, our Missouri and others.
effective organizational work
and Mrs. Harold Whalum, 1775 tenor and vice president;
A6.survey showed that the heavior- within the organization and
women's,
the
of
head
The
Glenview ave., when they en- William King, baritone and
with the women's group of the
est, darkest frames of all are
der is working closely with the
tertained at an after-the-con- secretary: Peter Lucas, bass;
National Council of Churches as
favored by actors, teen-agers
Gardner (right), 1372 Mallory, a sencollege. Juanita
New York Convention CommitWINNERS
P
SCHOLARSHI
cert party for the famed More- Charles Hall, business manawell as numerous other groups.
and longshoremen."
1544 Cella, a senior ior at Hamilton, placed sec(left),
tee to make the coming annual
ladies
two
young
—The
house College Glee Club of ger; Nathaniel Veale, chaplain:
Recently Mrs. Smith attended
convention the greatest. Conat Melrose, was f ir st ond and won a half-year
Floyd
▪ HALFWAY
Atlanta, Ga., last Thursday James Story, and Marvin Ana meeting of the Executive shown here with Dean
place and received a one- scholarship but will receive
w Even people who do not sub- vention headquarters will be Board of the National Council Bass of LeMoyne college
derson.
evening.
year scholarship to Le- a one•year scholarship based
'scribe wholeheartedly to the lin the ultra fashionable hotel, of Negro Women, Inc. of which were winners of an essay
Among local guests were;
The glee club is directed
Moyne. Clara Jean Martin on another award she receivIbigger and bolder fashion trend The Commodore in New York she is a member, held in Wash- contest condacted by the
by Wendell Whalum, who is Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Ewell, Gene
ed from the college.
ate meeting it halfway. They City where both the daughters ington, D. C.
English department of the
the brother of Harold Whalum. Washburn, Mr. and Mrs. Wilare going in for glasses which and brothers will be lodged.
The concert was presented at liam Jones; Louis Twigg II
Support for the candidacy of
-combine the heavy look on top
Metropolitan Baptist Church Miss Myrna Bond, Thaddeus T.
rvouring in to her
. of the frame with something .71-, smith is
based
by the Rebecca club which is Stokes; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
lighter on bottom — usually from all over the country
headed by the mother of the Whalu m, members of th
:rims of clear plastic or light
Whaluro brothers, Mrs. Thelma Whalum family;
. bright metal. If they select a
Whalum.
The Morehouse Glee Club,
r. frame of light-colored plastic
The well appointed home of went to St. Louis, Mo., from
— blue is a top contender for
the Whalums resounded with Memphis to keep an engagethe feminine vote, Ritholz re- Do unto others as you would
music—solos, duets, quartets, ment on its annual Norther
ports — they will still stay have others do unto you. Alet cetera and a buffet. The glee Tour which will include S
With the heavy look.
ways remember the Golden
club members did several Paul, Minn., Chicago, Gary
When it comes to feminine rule.
special numbers for their host Ind., Rockford, Ill., Columbu
fashion, women like to make CHURCH
Ohio and other cities. Whalu
and hostess and other guests.
adults and 25
the spectacular specs even Sixty five
sin
church last
While creating a college-at- has directed the club
more so by getting frames youngsters joined
more are expected
home spirit, several of the tal- 1952.
adorned with jewels or deco- SundaY and
Harold Whalum is a vic
this Sunday. Mrs. Ruth Simpented members of the glee
rative metal patterns.
son was sponsor of the recent
club did bits from Shakes- president at Union Protectiv
"Some of the newest develEaster program.
pearean plays, while sand- Life Insurance corn.
opments in glasses aren't so
SICK
wiching in the "Continental"
emthe
fact,
In
all.
after
.fiew,
pany which was founded h
Mrs. Daisy Arnold is very
with a big strong line. The
phasis on heavy, spectacular much improved at this writing.
his late father. His wife, Mrs
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tribute
special
a
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guests
spectacles is in a way a revival If there are anye more sick, they
Mrs. Whalum by joining with Harold Whalum, is a socia
'of a style that was in favor for were not reported. Sorry.
t h e glee club members who worker affiliated with Famil
500 years--starting in the 14th THIS N' THAT
sang to her the old-favorite Service.
Century. During all those Dean Jenkins motored home
years, until the invention of to spend the holiday weekend
song "Let Me Call You Sweet'metal rims and later of rim - with his family and also atCLUB TO MEET
heart."
:less styles, the fashion was for tended Mt. Zion church Sunday.
The West Side Civic clu
Aside from Wendell Whahorn-rimmed and shell-rimmed
Mr. and Mrs. James Hubbert
will meet at 70 West 1111noi
lum, a native Memphian who ave., Wednesday night, Apri
:specs," Ritholz points out.
of Chicago, Ill. are building their
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Actually, glasses have taken rd. just between B Wright's
sistants. Several book re- Washington before furthering are asked to be present. Bus
week with the culmination program were members of treasurer; Abraham CampWade. Mr.
many different forms through and the home of Curt
who conducted t h e views were given by various his education, other of the 39' ness of importance. James Ba
bell,
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Library
City-Wide
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Library
National
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Collis Edmonds and
--the years. The ancient Chi- and Mrs.
From left are Juani- "worship in song:" Regina students of the Memphis
Kenton, Tenn. were 'a program was held to commembers of the glee club in- lard, president, Mrs. Mira
nese, who may have started it Jossie of
secretary: Thigpen, who introduced the high schools.(Photo by Withta
Gardiner.
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Mart Americana know that they will get Deter results and
For the new appraisal to group travel, PLAYBOY Main
more unoyment from their travel abroad if they cooduct themselves with the same restramt undertaking. and ea= man- tome bas Lsuroned the Brat of its -Pt-AYBOY TOURS." a
0•
ners they would expect tram visitors at borne
new activity of the tamed national men's magazine. Ac- .
Opra
Usually Amencans abroad are aware that their omduct cording to Hugh M. Ratner, liditor-Pubbsher of
PLAYBOY,1
yearas guests in a foreign country can have an imTOURS.. :mutiny will feature tours to Europe. the Caribleer
portant bear-og on the good will of other nabean. Mexico, the Painhe and specially tailored inch v:ctual
txas toward the Ursted States Consequently.
itineraries.
they try to understand and elope:elate the cusonera
tom& economic problems, and what they
Designed to appeal to the sophisticated urban young • FssE:1) W. Av coma...strn
tribut
your train crave. through Utah. daces tor tours are on an all- these two exciting tours to the
nught consider to be the material inadequaPLAYBOY reader, these escorted eours will be sold to tow% was • Lulac ucia Out - Wyoming and
of a
Nebraska
expanse oasts with the =n- Western wonderlands of North
cies of the country visited
444 ....miry
.141Se-a to
40,
tioth men and women through recue-zed travel agents.
befor.
America,
stopovers
contact
during
of
meals
eon
Welcome
CANADIAN
TRIP
Many natters also try to learn something
Vidi • tro....,1*-ctol *a AllIn M
Hefner noted that PLAYBOY selling over 1.100.000 copies
in cities where hotel aCCOUL1110- Travel Service at 4859 S.
On the lb-day tour,
about the countries they intend to visit before
waptreuoci
Atlzuzic
.0
aecit
In
SUCIA.ten
nave tne choice of comuitung datIons are provided Ample Drexel Blvd., Chicago, Illinois,
they get mere. k that way they are better
cacti month. represents "a vast, virtually untapped travel
eisure time is arranged call WAgner 4-3900 or drop a
ttruallsc. t.Vell our 11.itelatuera
charg
able to appremate the cositributon of the
tram San Francisco to Seattle, I
market' He added that PLAYBOY'S regular editorial coy- „,
00,en pc„,sisitz.„.y
uu.„.
threughout the enure tour
line to the travel editor of the
Or a•
foreign country to the worlds culture. They
Victoria, Nanauno, Vancouver
Far :me-plate information on Chicago Defender.
erage of the travel field bas established the magazine as a vt4 .41,441 ruan Ora atiaa
ly, 11
seek to respect the ocai hers and don't expose themselves
and
Banff
aardy
proper
of
the
coverect
cause,
to the risks of excriang.mg their money on the -black market" leading authority on distinctive touring.
wagon days traveleu thousanos There will be an 0%etnitglIt
priso
They fannhanze thentse_ves with the local customs, such aid
Hefner explained that the -PLAYBOY TOURS". will de- at miles ano enoured untied nap
Seattle and ..gmseesog.
/i bert
the manner m which people dress in churches, restaurants,I emphasize regimentation. 'Participants will not feel that they ice
From
Seattle
the
group
cc:aal"skuPl
a few lacr
ustestoot it
hlk
,,ale
zurrua
eheihs
charg
unties on the ran....-ttart Nagle
theaters, and other public places In short, they show the &amyl
deliq
are traseting with WI army and be tented about or made to non
steamship to Victoria a n d
conuderation for others that they do at home. and conseTh quently they are our most successful arnhasaesors of good- follow a rigid schedule. Instead, they will be encouraged Today, perhaps the oest way changes to bus for an overlano
serts
to take part in activities that have especial appeal to them troci
t° Seat
eklufbel34 scenic tour to Nanauno Here
will
many
trip to this
sec- you board your atup again for
g.
YOUR AMERICAN CONSUL--WMAT TO EXPECT Or HIM and there will be a wide variety of conducted daytime tours um at the cuumtri
the last leg of sour cruise to
and u
one of the exciting group escort- Vancouver. In Vancouver you
'Consular officers can Ot of nelp to you in various ways arid private invitations from wnic.h to choose'
Th
ed tours Oy rail to California again stop overnight and the
11 you are m trouble abroad For the American stranded, des-PLAYBOY EUROPEAN TOURS" will feature an art- aou the canathan
Ruckus ovna iollowing day you experience
on, E
titute, sick, ce injured atroad, the consul uses the good of- ists studio party on Pant Left Bank for a showing of cotsand :
offered through the Welcome another deluxe sightseeing tour
hoes of his post to orstain any emergency assistance the
of this fainesas L.,ty's business
merit
Service.
temporary
-Be not deceived. God is They grow up warped
Ainerscan Ir. &stress may oe el g.ble to receive.
painting' and an iimPrrenptu
and
residential sections includ- not mocked, for
"
the s
legli°112- There eiZisr&VEllvel
GROUP TOURS
GBC/P
whatsoever
in our society. Then
in•
tie swimming off a private yacht in Switzerland.
candleHelp may be obtained ember from the cornrounity or the
he Stanley Park,
cost .
a man soweth that shall Hs you see intelligent men worka choice at either
government or from the welfare organization of the local: LIght dinners in mammal castles, and buffet and cocktail
From Vancouver It's an OM- also reap." — Galatians 8:7
Mr
10-day escorted, all-axpenel
ing in a bank who can't ree2va
ct
. American community, should there be one The consul can , parties with notable European rage and screen stars.
wife
We live in a day of peculiar frain from stealing, school
caucoa, these -Travel Treasure" night train ride to Banff, Alberta,
where you stop over long sowing_ Contrary to this well teachers who are not imbued
, also act promptly to communicate with relatves or friends
m .
will
ago
"PLAYBOY' travelers sta:1 also view vintage autornoJuly a and
enough to stroll up the main It
fectio
: of the citizen in trouble to obtain funds, directions, or other.
passage of scripture with the whole idea of teachstreet
shopping
center
collections,
cellar,
voltage
as
of
wines.
as
of
well
this
They will July 29; August 5, August 12
bde
ner
astatance.
men are sowing everything ing, doctors who place greater
quaint Canadian aty. From
and hoping to reap the better value on money than healing,
test drive the .ate,st European sports cars. scrutinize the col- and August 19.
Banff Its a two day ride to Chi' WHAT NOT TO EXPECT OF' YOUR CONSUL
11 you select the 12-day tour,
things of life. Day by day we and ministers who evaluate
locums of the most celebratedcelebratedcouturiers, browse through
you'll see the sights of Grano cago on a route that taxes you come across men who are sow- success in terms of salary raWhen You leave the United Stees. you come order the
through
Saskatchewan
the
Ange
,
Los
es.
colorful
most
visa
canyon,
shops
smartest
boutiques,
the
and
and
the
! legal jurisdiction of the country in wruch you happen to be.
ing those things that are con- ther than souls saved.
wood and San Francisco. Going country over the Canadian bor- trary to the better things of
' traveling Show respect for all local laws Remember, if you ; country Iran with real old-world atamospoere
The young people of our day
der at Portal, North Dakota,
FA
West
you
will
travel
oo
the
Sanlife yet living in hopes of re- stand on the sidelines daily
are arrested or maprisoned in a foreign land. an American'
Evening entertainment will be included In the tour price. ta re,e super c.j..,et stream- and into Minnesota.
the f
and watch such hypocrisy.
ceiving
the
blessings
of
God.
• consular officer cannot simply order your release, even though Outstanding nightclubs will be featured, and 'PLAYBOY liner across
the vast expanse of Both the 12 and 16-day tours
stand
Daily we see young people They are stimulated by the
he may be able to offer you other assostance.
include services of an experiencTOURS" members will enjoy the best tables and the best Missouri, Oklahoma, New Mexiday,
same
ideas.
and
putting
The
old
forth
noble
every
ideas
co and Arizona_ At Wonams ed escort, breakfast and dinners
lhaseb
semixe everywhere. In addition, selective dining at world- Arizona, your train leaves the on dining cars, double rooms effort to gain morally, eco- that should provoke them to
nomically. socially, and spiri- nobler living in many cases
ones
famous gourmet restaurants will be included in the regular main line and heaas for Grand with bath at all hotels, sightwith
Canyon National Park. Here seeing tours, tran.sfers of pas- tually through means that are is missing.
tour rate.
Maybe this is a dark picyou spend a full day of leisure- sengers by cab horn rail term- not approved by the better
and t
There will be a complete program of sightseeing tours and 1y sightseeing by !sus to various Male to hotels, handling of all ways of any of these. The ture but it is also real. We
year':
may
stand
standards
sidelines
on
the
in
that
are
luggage.
designed
tips
to
and
and
porters
to
mous
exciting
Points of that fa
excursions escorted by distinguished guide-lecturers. These will
Th:
belimen. All seven tours offer make life most beneficial are awe all we want to but an
,national perk.
rnatc
be offered on an optional basis with no extra charge_
The next stop L5 us AnReIes a choice of either coach with left out of the picture alto- examination of ourselves we
each
reveal to ourselves that what
"PLAYBOY TOURS" offer 18 European departures from for a four-day vacation =aid. reser.:ed seat or Pullman ac- gether.
tance
Marmeland of the cornmodations of your choice. The thing that causes great- we see is what we have sown.
a
visit
mg
to
April through October. Groups will average approximately Pacific,
eat concern on the part of This may be a bitter pill to
Geor,
a deluxe motorroach
Lai
.
of
tow
23-day
will
European
series
be
participants.
the
Must of
many people with whom I swallow but when we get to
30
Angeles and an evehits a
come in contact is achieving the bottom of the whole matair tours and will set: for under 5154/0. New York to New York ning of entertainment at the
five
their
ter
we
see only that which we
famous Hollywood night slut
personal goals. The
flame
including Economy Jet air fares_ ehere will also be several 16- Moulin Rouge.
heartaches they might cause have planted seasons before.
towa
day tours reserved for tnose who cannot take more than a
The tour continues to Sar.
others
The
real stopper for current
never confront tlaem
•
when
days
for
Francisco
of
two
sight.
Once
world
again
conditions
it
becomes
is wrapped
irnperatwo-week vacation.
out 0,
seeing in this seaport city, best
live that we rethink our rea up in the fact that we must
known for its Golden Gate
loss
son for being here on this refocus our aims in life that
countries will present %tartan
bridge, hilly sections and cable
•
earth and strive to do all that those who follow us might
Williitems at the tee tables, It will cern
we can that life might be live on a higher plane altoout t
nwaningful for all of those gether.
be a emulated tour of foreign Returning to Chicago via the
five
northern route of the Southern
with whom we come in con- The Pauline epistle still has
countries for the guests who at- Pacinc and Union Pacific lines, Automation
is one of the fast- tact. Nothing less will ever meaning for each of us today,
we reap exactly what we have
er growing industries is the matter.
An unusua;:y drarr.atic tea
sown only that and nothing
will be given by the Interna- The Inte_rntalimal Traveler's
United States, according to the DAY OF REAPING
Today we live in a day of more!
new 1961 ed-ill°^ of Thomas
tional Traveler's club on Sun-iclub was founded by Miss Harreaping. Those who are come
Thanks to jets. two-week
tnett
Jones,
who
operates
the
PALM TREES. ORANGE 1 America b u t in Southern day, Apnl 23, from 3 pm. to 7
"
k " vacations in Europe Register of Kmencan Manu-'.ng behind us have seen us
ear
e s"A" Travel Agency, ten are zooming in popularity / faeturen. Some 744 firms are sow hypocrisy, hatred, meanGROVES, and snow - capped California with its varied geo- IPA-, at Corpus Christi center,LAD
_ moontairs. a coo:alienation that graplry and mad subtropical 14822 South Parkway.
ago, and has served many Tourists who wish to make the listed as producers of automa- ness. and all of the things
S gas be awn nowhere in Needs climate.
I Representatives of foreign individuals and organizations.
most of each precious day can tioe systems and component stand now to haunt us in our
offsprings. Many people stand
use sleeping time to go places
on the sidelines of life wonder
aboard parts.
overnight traveling
Europe's modern international Prior to 1955, the industry was why but a close look at our
express trains and comfor- nor sufficiently developed to activities will reveal immedi- MARSHALL, Tex. — Clergy
table river steamers.
warrant a classification of its ately why these things are. and Laymen of National fame
owl in the Register, most of Many dubious people will tell are preparing for a very stimuyou that what is going on now lating session of the L. K. Wilthe manufacturers being carried has
been going on all the time. liams Ministers' Institute
which
It is the capital of the State in listings as producers of corn- Many of us would
hastily say;convenes May 2.5. 1961 at Bishof Yucatan It has a very ponent parts.
' yes but not with the wide op- op college, Marshall. Tex.
pleasant blending beta ten the When the industry's
growth enness of our day. There has
Participants in this year's sesold and the new. A tour of the warranted a new classification always
been people who have sion of
the Institute will address
city includes the Market, Mu- in the Register in 1955, only six gone
contrary to the will of
seum, Cathedral, shopping dis- manufacturers were listed, the God
but these people have themselves to the theme" THE
trict and residential section. others still being identified as been a
minority. Today ill CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN CU',
Merida is noted for Its beaches component part makers. By caution
has been thrown to TURAL PERSPECTIVE."
and excellent hunting and fish- 1955, the industry made a spec- the
wind and we lull ourselves The following persons will deing areas.
tacular growth to 619 listings, into a moral and spiritual liver sermons during this 410)
and this year the total is even coma by telling ourselves that year's Institute: The Rev. E.
higher — 744.
everybody is doing it This J. Perry, co-minister in the
force is ruining the color Tabernacle Baptist church, OkNew York State has the larg nverY
f
lahoma City, Okla.; The Rev.
society today.
est number of companies makimmorality and lack of C. H. Hampton. minister. Bethtog automaiion equipment —
jes_ with New Jersey coming positive spirituality on the el Baptist church, San Diego,
sex: with 70. Illinois ranks third part of the responsibles in our Calif. and President of the Wsstwith 68 and Michigan fourth day lay the foundation for all ern Baptist Convention; The
that happens daily in our Rev. T M. Chambers, Minister,
with 67.
world. We wonder how these Zion Hill Baptist church,
Los
things are brought about but Angeles; Calif.;
The Rey. J.
if we look closely we will see Pius Barbour,
minister, Calvary
Send now for your free copy of this
that we have through our Baptist church,
Chester, Pa.;
Illustrated brochure,with details of
deeds,
utterances,
and
actions
our famous 12 and 16-day escorted
laid the inundation for all that The Rev. B. R. Riley, minister,
Luxury Tours to California and
Thorne' McGee, 40. 3914 Gilhas happened. These things New Jerusalem Institutional
Casadian Rockiet at a cost that
urnet ave., told Wabash Avenue
can be attributed to nothing Baptist church, Dallas, and The
soothes your budget. la. Chicago
police he was struck on the
Rev. Dr. Jesse J. McNeil, TabJuly 1-542-29: Aug.
S-12-10,
head with a pistol wielded by else. Contrary to the beliefs ernacle Baptist church, Detroit.
WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
held
by
many
these
things
just
Kra SOUta Deten. CJOC•00. mewls a man known as "Shepp," who
reportedly is employed at 313 did not happen — they are the
result of the sowing of many
E. 39th at
McGee was treated at Michael of us. What those about us see
Reese hospital and released. us do — they imitate.
We can not sow weedy ideas,
or weedy actions and hope to When — and
if — 33- year-old
reap wholesome behavior pat- Esito Jackson, 9911 Union
ave..
WHAT'S YOUR
terns. We can not expose the recovers in Bridewell hospital
young tender minds of our day from
a skull fracture, he faces
TRAVEL
to the trash pile and expect to reckless
COLCHESTEIR, Engine' —
homicide and negligent
PROBLEM?
produce fertile minds later on.
(UPI) —
361
"
6
" Any farmer knows that to driving charges.
—•—
hooted at her friend's reports
Yaw Chicago Deteilider
have a good crop we must Jackson's troubles result horn
ofa peeking tom sou stara collision Saturday night beTravel Service will offer sagMg eyes" invading tbetr pre plant good seeds and expose tween his auto and one driven
gestious en bow to plea a
those seeds to good growing
sae,.
conditions Anything to the by James Stiff, 18, 8718 Union
trip Sr vacatioe by plane.
Mae taught a 'away owl
contrary will result in un- ave.
rata, she., bee tips ea whet
meeting In the neighborhood
The collision occurred st 83th
healthy
plants and eventually St., and
RECIPE.: CARNATION 3 MINUTE CHEE.Sit SAUCE. Simmer 1%
riethes to take and Slew te
Union ave., when Stiff's
OMNNAST /ME vrOser Do! No flour, no
sad the eoptplehatI erased. death. Not only is this true
cups (large can) andiluted Carnabon see] lit teaspoon salt
auto containing five other teenpart. fernisb you with folder
shortening needed when you use this
concerning
plants
but
it
is
oyez lea neat to just below booing
mnutem,
Add 2 toot
2
also agers allegedly plowed into
and literatare tie all parts of
wonderful milk that has the consistency
true for our young people.
(about 8 oz ) grated proems type Ainencen cheese. fav until
Jackson's car going north on
STATIC
Me
of golden country cream Today's Caradvise
&wee* maks (about I minute longer) Name*
MINDS
and
world,
yes
00000O•
Union. Gale Joseph, 17, Pun
Many
time,
soon helm/ potatoes rase vegatiebtes. Monburgers. meet
I
see
nation is evaporated a specie) way that
young
of things to bey. Mimes
Lowe ave., a passenger in Stiffs
loer-end
for
gottem-ecol
people
(below)
end
nuicanant
cheese
cream,
like
who
pour like
are not allowed to car, died in the
Makes It look
ST_ LOUIS — (UPI) — The
and places to sea. Fee motes
wreck. T w
work, not allowed to read other youths
cream whip hlte cream. Even when
litaRCAPOrd rtstESE ints Carnation 3-Minute Ciwtme Sews
and a girl were
trip medal's laded* 21 yawls 'ndy of a newly-born infant was
these
things
that are whole - lightly injured.
,und in a trash can Tuesday
you mix it with an equal amount of
mie euCie rooked macaroni. IA ewe etiodded dimwit°. 1,4
for east of banding. Address
•orning by two trash collectors won., and not encouraged to Investigating officers said.
cup dapped reen petals
water, Carriabon is rich, whole milk ,end 2 Imispoone dry reeetsed to
all
inquiries la Trove. Ed'
lice
said
visit places of mental, cultural Ja(kson was
gamer in buttered 2ouri catsirole Pan charge sauce as,.
for hotter cooking and Wring results
dozing at I Iie
The body was wrapped in a and spiritual growth in the
tor, Owego Defender,
murtu,s Sake fn n.Odeozte wen (30'C) 25-30 minutes gee
whet'i at the time of the IleCl2
at Me Ism end than ordinary milk. For
,ie
sheet
and
stuffed
in
3
shop- same Tanner they eventually sent
steer recces on the red end NNW 111b011 of today's Ceenation.
's
Cble:go
Michigan
Ave.,
and,
as a result, door file
, cookie/. eisZfee. cereals - try Woo*
ng bag
grow up to be mental, cultu- car into
the path of the other
Carnation, wefid's favorite by far!
Omar'
The race and sea of the in- ral. and spiritual dwarfs.. This
auto which was making a turn
ant was undetermined.
La true in far too many came on Union
ave.

Visit Western Wonderlands
n Travel Treasure Tours
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Travel Club
To Hold Tea

Travel While You
Sleep

41) 4

To Host
Ministers

Today's Carnation
giires you chee5e-sauce
in'3 minutes
-

Merida, Mexico

Slugging Victim
Names Suspect

Wise Old Owl
Turns Out To Be A
Wicked Old Bird
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The secret: today's Carnation,the milk you can use like
cream-with 1/2 the fat calories, and at 1/2 the cost of cream
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Integrate Five
Pools In Miami

Suit Stems From Two Day Youth
Parley Planned
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'I'd Do If Again'

Oust 2 GI's
Who Staged
Sit-In

MIAMI — (UPI) — The city
of Miami has desegregated its 5
RPM
public swimming pools in line
with • federal court ruling reThe Chicago and Northern Other participants included cently upheld by the Fifth U.S.
District Association of Club Dr. Leonard Britton, chiropo- Circuit Court of Appeals.
Quincellia Henley, "Any taxpayer who seeks adI)•
A $200,000 law suit has been filed against Mrs. Girls will hold a two-day con- dist, Miss
mission and pays his fee, it any,
KILLEEN, Texas — (UPI)—
ference, Wednesday and nurse counsellor Michael Reese and obeys the rules
must be
Opratee Turner, a wealthy society widow and her ten-)
Thursday, April 26 and 27, at hospital, Miss Barbara High- admitted," city manager Melvin Two Negro servicemen who atyear-old daughter. Patricia, in Circuit Court, it was CNDA Headquarters, 4441 So. tower, world traveler, Cha- Reese told the pool managers. tempted to get lunch counter
service at Craig's store here
Drexel blvd. A large delega- Ma-Rama School of Model
learned this week by the Defender.
were ordered back to their posts
DruDesigning.
Mrs.
and,
tion
is
expected.
ing
at nearby Fort Hood, but were
Initiating the action is Oscar Greene, who was sixnot placed under arrest.
Theme of the Conference, cila Lewis is the instructor.
onerated of a charge of conThe public information office
"Youth of The Future," has
Miss Janet Britton will furtributing to the delinquency 1960,
in which she claimed unlimited opportunities, will nish
to the
at Fort Hood said the men were
music.
minor
of
a
about
March
23,
ordered
that
to return by Col. Frank
Mrs.
Turner
had deprived be demonstrated through pan.f North
The DACG department is
Barnett but denied that they
before Judge Sidney A. Jones her of the affection of her el discussions, exhibits, moWelcome
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two were placed under arrest.
sponsored by the Chicago and
husband.
In Municipal Court.
tion pictures and lectures
659 S.
Mrs. Irene McCoy Gaines, Northern District Association African nationalist leaders said The servicemen were Plc, soled In Provident hospital tacked by IWO Negro boys at
In a telephone interview
In two counts, Greene
Illinois,
Club Women which consists efforts by American Negroes Robert B. Curtis of St. Louis by his wife, Earline. Boyd, 39 51st and Cottage Grove.
drop a
charges that the defendants, on with a Defender reporter, Mrs past president National Asso- of
for recognition of full civil Mo. and Sp.-4 Samuel Gillian went to the aid of
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Methodist Bishop Urges
Church Offering For Africa
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — (UPI)
NASHVILLE, Tenn.--Meth— Prof. Kermit Ewing of the
odist Bishop Charles F. Gold- of missionary achievement to
University of Tennessee told
en, has written a letter to all be found on the pages of hispolice a valuable work of art
the Methodist pastors in the tory. But present events make
is missing from, its storage
that we must now
Nashville-Birmingham Area of it clear
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — place.
new and WASHINGTON — (UPI) -.the denomination's Central gird ourselves for
Democratic Congressional lead- The art work, a sculpture
larger ministries to this troub- Rep. Emanuel Celler, D-N.Y.,
t(Negro) Jurisdiction urging led but promising continent. has proposed that criminal penalers expect during the coming worth $1,000, may be tough to
find. Ewing said that to an
them to take a special offering The church must move in now ties be imposed for counterfeiting
week to gain along a broad front
untrained eye it probably would
for Africa on Sunday, April with new training programs, phonograph records.
toward enactment of President
look "like a piece of scrap
30.
for the Congo, in particular, Celler said that $20 million
Kennedy's legislative program. metal."
More than 680 Central Jur- finds itself in possession of was drained from the music inThey hope before the end of
• •
isdiction churches are in the new freedom with almost no dustry in 1960 by counterfeiters.
the week to send to the White
DUNN, N. C. — (UPI) —
He said present federal law is
area headed by Bishop GoldHouse four major bills Kennedy James T. Yearby had it in
en, The area includes five
inadequate to deal with the prohas requested. That would boost the bag. Exactly 893 persons
Central Jurisdiction conf e r- GOOD CAGE SEASON
to lithe number of administra- he said, told him they bad
T h e Municipal Basketball biem
He.said a counterfeiter records
ences: Central Alabama, East
tion bills on which Congress has voted for him before the pulls
Association for Men operating a master record, and then makes
Tennessee, Mississippi, a n d
completed action since Ken- closed in a City Council elecunder the auspices of the copies which are sold to jobbers
tion.
Upper Mississippi.
nedy took office January 20.
The official count gave
Churches of the area will Memphis Recreation Depart- and dealers at low prices.
In addition, Congress is exment has recently closed a
join Methodist churches across successful season with the
pected to give a forward push Yearby 252 votes. He came in
the nation in taking the offerto half a dozen other Kennedy third in a four-way race.
Welch Tigers and the Melrose
measures, including higher taxing on April 30 for aid to Net Poppers capturing the
es on truckers and other high- LANSING, Mich. — (UPI) —
Africa. The special national honors.
way users; expanded federal Proposed legislation on properThe Association carried a
observance of the denominahousing programs; federal aid ty to be exempted from any
tion is known as the Bishops' roster of ten teams this seafor education, and hinds for a forced sale for bankruptcy in(Continued from Page 8)
Appeal for Africa. It is the re- son divided into two leagues.
new "social progress" program cludes "100 hens and one roostThe Tournament champion- and get out on the hustings for
er."
sult of a call to action by the
for Latin America.
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Louise Curathers, 6946 Doring were Ernestine Burns, of been estimated that at least
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stamp for first class mail.
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church, 825 N. Carpenter at, binski, 2029 W, St. Paul aye..
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of the week for administration
Yarber, 1310 W. 112th at.
an insuranceman, he's going to
Among 37 girls successfulforces will erupt Wednesday
and Barbara Edmondson.
amount of aid it hopes to give
be asked to forget his debits
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and pat the pavements perer to complete congressional ap- The first "Home Mission
"Through our mission stasonally for the "cause."
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gent need for food, medicine,
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Board of the National Baptist
leadership and education," the
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DAVE ZARANSKY welcomes
a group of anti•Castro demonstrators who arrived in
Chicago during the weekend. They are enroute to Miami, Fla., to join others who
—
- - --

Ku Klux Klan
Foe Buried
COLUMBUS, Ga. — (UPI)
— Services were held over the
weekend for Willliam Clifford
Tucker, editor of the Columbus
Enquirer and winner of a 1926
Pulitzer Prize for an editorial
fight against the Ku Klux
Klan.
Tucker, 63, died of a heart
attack. He also received the
Sigma Delta Chi "Headliners"
Award in 1955 for an &Moho;
campaign which helped clean
up Phenix City, Ala., once the
"Sin City" of the South.
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are seeking to get passage
to Cuba where they plan to
demonstrate against Fidel
Castro's government for the
slaying of Americans. The
group is made up of ex.

servicemen of the United
States armed forces according to Andy Anderson, one of
the leaders, Kenneth Wohl,
manager of the Southmoor
hotel gave the men shelter in

the hotel when their funds ran
out. About twenty six mei
are in the group according to
another leade r, Douglas
Brown,

No Containment
Policy, Ohio Has
Russia Of Its Own
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI)
— The tempo of Secietary of
State Ted W. Brown's office
was upset recently when a
Dayton firm reported it want.
ed to move its headquarters
to Russia.
Activity returned to normal
when they learned that this
particular Russia is in Shelby
County, Ohio.
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Dixie Student Wins Top Prize
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Lutheran Group Backs FEPC
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Castro Sympathizers Delayed

Blame Press For Cuba Failure
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Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
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The Publisher of this Newspaper is often asked what kind of person you are?
. What you like and don't like? .
What you buy and why? From whom
and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked'
Because the advertisers insist upon
knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited . • . and how
many of them respond to direct appeals

made to them through their own news.
paper.
Every time you indicate to the business
where you buy that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate direct recognition of you as a consumer
whose trade is invited through your
own newspaper.

That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy! Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!

Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To
America's Fastest Advancing Economical
Group and Everybody Will Profit

DEFENDER

Nine Shining Stars
TUSKEGEE'S NINE brightest scholastic stars that
earned the highest averages in their respective academie fields and selected as "All-Institute Scholars"
are standing, from left, Patrick L. McKenzie of British
Guiana, agriculture; Rudolph Houdtzagers of Djakarta,
Indonesia, arts and sciences; Miss Willie J. Malone,

'DENNIS THE MENACE,"
left, and fellow hot dog lover,
administer the official quota
to film and TN star Red Skelton as part of Red's "cweartrig in" ceremony as national chairman of the Hot
Society of America. The gas-

tronomic installation is being
conducted by eight-year-old
Steve Condit, left, and LIT
"Dennis the Menace" North,
nine. The frank-fest is sponsored by the National Hot
Dog and Sausage council —
and that's a mouthful.

LIR. L. H. FOSTER smiles
broadly as he places Alpha
Kappa Mu Honor Society key
on Miss Julia Andrews, one of
four Tuskegee students to
make t h e national honor
group this school year. Miss

Andrews is from Uriah, Ala.
Others elected: William Robert Autrey, of Orark, Ala.,
Miss Gertrude Franklin, of
Tuskegee, and Aubrey G. McAlpin, of Fairfield, Ala. All
carry "B" averages or better.

HANDSOME CHARM school
director Carlton Hamilton poses with a bevy of beauties who
will share the fashions revue
spotlight with him next Sunday when the Woodlawn I'M
CA presents its third annual

fashion show and tea at the
Center, 1170 E. 63rd st. The
social calendar highlight will
be held between 4 and 7 p.m.
Theme of the event is "Fashion Flair Through the Times."
It will feature Miss Marlene

of Cherokee, Ala., home economics and food administration; William 0. Jones of Westminster, S.C., veterinary medicine; Grady S. Canada of Dadeville, Ala.,
engineering; seated, from left, Misses Evelyn Iightner
of Panama City, Fla., mechanical industrieS; Barbara
Stovall of Phenix City, Ala., physical education.

Owens, "Miss Ohio State University" and daughter of Olympics hero Jesse Owens and
Mrs. Owens. Bevy of models
also include Blanche Rogers,
Gwen Jemenson, Delores Chaney and Alice Lewis.

ft.t.

4

She's Not Backward

The Belles Of The Ball
HONORARY CADET colonels at the ROTC Military ball held at
Hotel Gary (Ind.) recently are (from left) Joan Grandherry, Roosevelt; Barbara Jansen, Lew Wallace high; Barbara Cardwell, Enter-

son. and Beverly Lamp of 'ToHeston high school, pictured with their
escorts. Standing at left is Cadet Lt. Col. Billy Joiner.
4

JOYCE WHITTINGTON, 20, could be called Knoxville's gift to Chicago. The 20-year-old shapely miss
hails from the Tennessee city. As picture indicates,
Miss Whittington fits well into "big city" ways. The
lovely lady resides at 720 E. gist st. Sorry, boys, can't
slip you the telephone number.
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